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Hubbell Delegation;

DEATH

Investigation a Farce
LEADER
Proofs of Stolen Primaries and Kotten
Methods Disregarded Bv Leaders Who
in the Party

Need Hubbell
Joint Statehood Endorsed by
Las Vegas Convention by
Overwhelming Majority of
130 to 46.

Special to the Morning Journal.
Las Vegas. X. M.. Sept. 29. Frani
A. Hubbell and his delegation
from
Bernalillo county ero seated In the

CHEERS GREET APPROVAL
OF GOVERNOR MAGERMAN
'

republican convention tonight when
Meeting
Territorial
Carries the report of the convention commit
tee on credentials, headed by AlexanOut Program Like Well der Head, of Rio Arriba county,
Oiled Machine and Excite- brought In a report recommending
that the temporary organization
be
made permanent and that the contest
ment Is Lacking.
by
made
the republican
delegation
from Hernalillo county be dismissed
The report was adopted without diviCHILDERS PUTS NAME OF
sion or an effort at division ami after
a hearing of the contest In the central
ANDREWS IN NOMINATION committee and before the credentials
was
committee which
a
farce
throughout.
The central
committee
not go deep into the merits of the
H. 0. Bursum Endorsed and did
case and the credential committee was
even more superficial in its examinaThanked for Work in Behalf tion into the merits of the cause.
Whether or not Hubbell's primary
of the Republican Party of methods were honest,
whether the
call was regular, whether delegations
New Mexico.
were elected fairly or by fraud, ware
not considered. It was merely a (mention of whether the Hubbell convention was regularly held, and the cenCATRON WELCOMED BACK
tral committee and the credentials
committee decided that It was regit';' r
INTO THE PARTY FOLD' and
that the republican convention
was not.
Twn thincs saved Huhhcll his sells
III tills convention. One is the fuel that
On. nhalrmun if tl,n nooiitv- cum.
ho

i

Charles

said Chairman Bursum. "why their
names should be entered on the tem-- I
porary roll.
The opposing delega
tion will then be heard.
W. B. Chllders then announced that
he appeared for the Hubbell delegation. He was proceeding when G. W.
Prichard of Lincoln moved that the
time of each delegation be limited to
of an hour. Secundlno
Homero pf San Miguel county moved
to give an hour and a half to each
He said the delegates should
side.
stay In Las Vegas until Monday.
There was objection and Colonel
Prichard's motion was carried.
Mr. Chllders then proceeded.
' The Hubbell Case.
Mr.
Childers said the convention
in Elks' theater had been regularly
by
the chairman of the county
called
committee; that It was regular in cv- -'
ery way.
He said he had the call but that
unfortunately it was in Spanish. Mr.
( hilders did not rend the cull, but ex
plained that in the county precincts
the primaries were regularly held.
He dwelt at length on the fact that
In precincts 12 and 26, Albuquerque,
the primaries were held in large halls
and after due notice. He did not res
fer to Barcias, to Iis (riegos, to
de Atrisco or to any of the country precincts, where no notice was
given.
Mr. Chllders then said the contests
le- had been regularly considered and
.., ... ...
three-quarte-

rs

Ran-cho-

Spiess of Las
,,,.( ,!..., llin
Vegas Chairman of One of iml,l, aiui ,hat tha eowty committee weif placed in regular form before
u
inoi!
the. (ouiiitl. e. lie declared that Ihe
Mnst Hármnnimis f.nnvon- - The other that certain leaders li Hubbell delegation should be seate'd
A.
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,
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'
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Itnliholl in lh clliif.. on prima facie evidence. He then said
Hon that is now developing In New he would lake up the contests, pre
tions on Record.
Mexico. These men desire to control cinct by precinct. But suddenly he
the next Xew Mexico legislature. Th " changed his mind, and said that after
need a man like Hubbell and the) consultation he would not go Into the
Special to the Morning Journal.
need his following, should he have contests, but would rest on his prima
has Vegas, N. M.. Sept. IS. Wil one. They know that the men who facie case. He said he desired to see
H.
liam
Andrews was nominated as lead the movement which resulted in what the other side would say.
the candidate of the republican parly the contestiiiR delegation can not be
Mr. Clancy Presents the Case.
do
for delegate to congress from New used and theseto few leaders will
"We claim that we elected and did
win his
help
What thej can
Hubbell
Mexico mi Ihe first and only ballot in tight to regain control of the county elect." said Mr. Clancy, in beginning,
Ihe republican
convention tonight, government. One or two of these men " majority of the delegates to the
and by a unanimous vote.
ace enemies of Hubbell, one or two county convention, and we were deIt was exactly midnight when the
which we
:re h(H frionils Thev need liiin now. prived of representation Heto then
went
last of the speeches from the tWantV- - god
so they won his tight before the were justly entitled."
live county delegations had been maili committee for him today;
Into the nature of the call, explaining
seconding the nomination. .No mote
one other such cull had ever
As
the hearing before the cred- that but
completely unanimous expression of entialsto committee.
It was a fan,' been issued; and that In 1X92 when
favor for a candidate has ever been Packages of affidavits were submitted Hubbell. filled with virtuous indignagiven in a republican convention in showing
Illegality and fraudulent tion, had fought bitterly against such
New Mexico before. Opposition there nature ofthe
a call and had beat It before the peoHubbell primarias.
the
may have bean before the convention,
representatives did not attempt ple.Mr. Clancy then showed that no
hut if it still existed when the nomi- to dispute the facts presented. Chairnation was reached it found not a note man Head, of the committee, and his time or place were fixed in the call
the country precinct primaries.
of expression.
followers simply heard and voted, for
showed the wild irregularity of
Just at mjdnlght W. 10. Martin, f save
a few fearless men. to seat He call,
for
and showed plainly how the
the
Socorro, made the motion that the Hubbell's delegation.
had been conducted by
nomination he made by acclamation in
t In the central committee primaries
ttirh
The
a rising vote.
It was made Willi evo y
tight through-- I Hubbell.
story
of
the
lio
tells
Mr. Cláncy then went into the prodelegate on his feet while the ban I out. Facts were not disputed, hut Ihe
ceedings in the various precincts.
played "The Hed, While and Blue,"
were with Hubbell.
leaders
In precinct No. IS, he explained, a
Five minutas later Mr. Andrews esThe Central Committee Meeting.
place was named by the precinct
corted by Solomon Luna, ICugenlo Rowas (allcommittee
The
territorial
mero, GR W. Prlchard, former Oover- - ied to order at half past ten o'clock in 'chairman and afterward changed, to
nor Miguel, A. Otero and a long line the rooms of the Commercial club in prevent the voters attending.
In San Jose, No. 1. lie showed that
of delegates entered the theatre and the Duncan theater building..
Every
but half an hour's notice
mounted the platform while the ban.l member of the committee was pres- although
played more of the national music ani ent In person or by proxy, save H. M. had been given, the Huhlell faction
was beuten 34 to 1.1. "Yet," said Mr.
Ihe convention cheered.
Turner of Grant county. The number Clancy,
"and although no other prl-- i
Mr. Andrews made a brief speech, of iroxles was small and a considerreading from a manuscript, In which able number of spectators delegates mary was held. the four Hubbell
loplaced himself on record to Work to the convention, were present. delegates from this precinct were scat-- j
the convention."
for the best interests of the whole Chairman Bursum. after the roll call ed InIn precinct
No. 3 an affidavit was
territory and the whole people of New and reading of the official call for the
showing that no notice of the
Mexico at all times without regard to committee meeting, announced
that lead
primary had been given and another
personal or party interests.
credentials for the formation of the to
the effect that the precinct chairMr. Andrews Is not an Impressive temporary
roll of the convention
speaker and be It said' io his credit he should be called, and that those hold- man deliberately misled the voters as
ini pi iinaij.
does not claim to be. His speech was ing such credentials should file them io me mué ano place4 oi
no notice Was
In precinct No.
received without enthusiasm although with the secretary. He also announcbeen
having
no
and
notice
the speaker himself received a very ed that contesting delegations should given,
given, the voters were forced to hold
nearly welcome rrom (lie eonveinion also file their credentials.
It was no a speech to arouse enthusiF. W. Clancy, for the Bernalillo another primary
asm, but ll war to the point and it county delegation, annoumed
mail in precinci No. 6, Barcias, Mr.
was read with dispatch. There w s that delegation had already tiled Its Clancy showed that Kslavio vigil, we
had re
It was nftt r credentials with the secretary: while Hubbell precinct chairman
no attempl at oratory.
midnight. Ihe galleries were empty, Mr. Chllders, representing the Hub- fused to give any notice, mat ine
and it was hardly a time for oratory, bell delegation, announced that his primary was held secretly In the rear
even it Mr. Andrews had been 'he delegation had also filed Its creden- of a saloon owned by Vigil, and withtials. The roll call proceeded. There out uny knowledge by the voters that
mmi to make an eloquent address.
such primary was to be held.
The convention cannot be said '.( were no further contests.
"Two days later," said Mr. Clancy,
The secretary then read the list of
have been an enthusiastic one. on the
roll
temporary
forming
the
delegate
"a notice was posted on a convennomination or on any other matter
ient telephone pole."
save Ihe brief period of enthusiasm call of the convention.
Clancy
The Hubbell delegation showed six
Mr.
No. 7
In precinct
that accompanied the statehood dissnowed mat a call had been posted,
cussion. It would have been difficult teen nair.es. out .nr. i iiiiuein, mu mi
down from the Hubbell claim of six- but no time or place
had. been
to arouse much enthusiasm In a
teen announced that Hubbell laimeu n.,m,,ri
in which thpre was no differThe overwhelming majority In Old
ence of opinion on the nominee. The but nine votes.
The roll was ordered entered hk Albuquerque
was clearly shown;
convention was for Andrews, It said read.
It
said
that
Bursum
Chairman
along with the effort of the Hub- so. quite briefly and distinctly, and adduty
unpleasant
be
the
to
seemed
"
journed.
bell
to hold his seat "and
decide a contest yet" chairman
said Mr. Clancy, "the two del- W. I!. Chllders, of .VibuoueKiu". the committee to
county,
such
that
and
Bernalillo
from
Aneg, ions were given half a vote each
made the speech nominating Mr.
unpleasant duties were always left to In ihe convention."
drews. In ll he explained that lw
years aao he was arrayed against Mr. the last, the contest would be called
He showed the seating of half of!
un after the other business had been
each delegation to be an admission
Andrews In the convention, but that. attended
to.
lie had supported him In the ram
of wrong by the Hubbell following.
Fullcn Temporary Chairman.
palgo and that his support would be
Mr. Clancy showed affidavits to
chairtemporary
for
Nomination
prove that ninety-nin- e
much frpTe enthusiastic now.
people not
Solofor
were
and
man
then
called
But one long speech was made In mon Luna at once nominated K O. residents of the precinct took part
by
T
seconding the nomination, that
as temporary In precinct 26, Albuquerque, on the,
who Fullen. of Carlsbad,
B. Catron, of Santa Fe county,
Hubbell side; and affidavits giving!
no other nomwere
There
chairman.
on
Mr.
the
Andrews
took Issue with
of these non- -,
election the names of sixty-siMr. Fullen's
and
inations
promisor,
ndesMon,
who
but
statehood
residents who were present.
permanent.
was
made
his support and that of Santa Fe
d
Thus from precinct to precinct Mr.
John Florence and Charles V.
county to the nominee.
were elected temporary secreta- Clancy showed how the primaries!
Frank A. Hubbell made one of the ries of
convention, and Bugenlo had been stolen. It was a (dear.
speeches seconding the nomination Halaiar the
Marcelino Ortls were concise and businesslike statement
and
camBut Hubbell did not refer to the
Interpreters
for the temporary of the theft of the primaries, which
elected
a
ago.
It was not
paign of two years
In the convention. was absolutely convincing.
Members
of
business
order
or
him
subject
his
very propitious
for
as they
of the committee smiled
The Conies) In Commit ice.
delegation, but Ihe rest of the coun
Chairman Bursum then took up beard the evidence. It was a nres- ties seconded the nomination In brief, the Bernalillo county contest
m Hon of Hubbell methods In their
but enthusiastic speeches. Mnst of tho called for the arsruments of the two rnnati nletiirenoiie
The refusal
speeches promised republican majori- delegation as to why they should of the ballot; theform.
use of the gag.
ties.
temDorary
he nlnceri on the
roll.
were shown. The presentation was
The nomination was the last order
"The delegation known as the Huh-- 1
It showed that fraud
of business of Ihe convention. Before bell delegation will now be given an convincing.
(Continued on Page 1, Column 1.) opportunity to present their claims," j "(Continued on Pagc, Column 5.)"
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Hub-bell'-

streets and seriously Interfering
the work of recovering the dead
clearing the streets of debri:
by Thursday's storm.

STALKS'

FORTS WIPED TAFT ASSUMES

HOLE TOWN WIPED
OFF MAP IN AIiAHAM
Meridian. Miss., Sept. If.- - Information from Middle by train this morning confirms the report that Codeo,
Ala
Port Alabama and Bayou
l.i
Hal, have been Wiped off Ihe map and
one
that but
house, the Julius home,
is left standing at Codan,
Among the dead are some of the
most prominent people of the coast,
including the
wife ami youngcsl
daughter of Slate Senator s. Mcltae.
of Washington county; Major
1. J.
Stevens.
Olive Wiwncth, wile mid
youngest daughter .and H. Q. Turner,
a leading lumber man.
The entire west shore below Mobile ENORMOUS LOSS OF LIFE
is
reported completely devastated,
Twenty-liv- e
bodies have been recoverAND PROPERTY IN SOUTH
ed ami thirty more people are report
ed to have, perished.
Many of these
X
are negroes and the survivors of the
Army and Navy Officers Rerace are terror stricken and helpless.
I lie w hiles mere as well as mail
Honor of West Indian Hurri
port Destruction of Propfrom Mobile, are reported heavily
and patrolling as much of the
cane Grows Hourly List armed
erty and Sinking of Ships
devastated territory as pi sslble in orto protect the victims and (luir
of Known Dead Reaches der
in
Awful Gale,
property and to compel the uninjured
negroes
to
and
terrified
In
assist
tlv
Hundreds,
work of salvage.
Washington. Sept. 2!'.- Knormous
damage to both life and properly was
THREE THOUSAND ARE
SURVIVORS SUFFER
HOMELESS AT PEKSACOLA done ,il several of Ihe army lorts and
Pensaeola, Fla., Sept. 29. - Already naval stations along the gulf coast by
PANGS OF STARVATION1 the list of dead from Thursday's Ihe recent hurricane. Major lienerul
Storm has grown to twenty-siand it Thomas F. Wade, commanding the AtIs known that many more have been lantic division, reported to the war department (hat six civilians were killRelief Trains Hurrying Sup- lost, others Injured, while more tha ed
at Fort Morgan .Ala. The damage
3.U00 persons are homeless. For two
to Ihe post Is estimated at J100.000.
plies to People of Stricken days rescuing parties have been w ork-lin- g Chief
Quartermaster Hodgson at At
to bring conditions to some deof order, but Iheir efforts have lanta reported to Quartermaster GenGulf Towns
Government gree
Humphrey
eral
the same facts, adding
not shown to any extent and there are
that the for was completely inun-- i
many bodies yet underneath masse.-Loses Heavily,
dated.
w reckage.
telegraphed to Cap- For ten miles east and west of the l,alnAuthority was
Tilomas B. Deemer. commandant
city are strew n the wrecks of homes
Birmingham, Ala.. Sept, 19, Ad- land vessels of all classes. Commenc-- I (( I'ori Morgan, to make such revices from Mobile today indicate that Ing at Fort McKee, on a point over-- j pairs as arc necessary in the present
emergency.
to this action.
the earlier stories of the great storm looking (he gulf and continuing to Ks- - QuartermasterIn addition
General Humphreys
bridge,
clly.
cambia
east
of
the
there
and the havoc wrought were not exagto that post I,. H. Dfltln,
nothing bul devastation, ruin and lias ordered
engineer, attached to the quar- gerated. The completa death list has lis
desolation, At Fort McBee five liv?s Civil
V.1.,..
!,,,',,,
n
.J...
not been made up because of Hie Were lost. The twenty men there had m (
tiiiiii iivuiuy
muMiiuvui
many smaller towns along the coast a terrible experience. They s night the w. liaplin. civil engineer and supof
erintendent
construction at Fort
have not been heard from, but th? batteries, the very highest point, is Hamilton, to direct
the work of reknown dead,
is believed, will range the waves begun to dash over their, pair.
close in míe hundréd.
and lashed themselves Io the gun--- .
( .ipiam
Law rence s. Miller, com
Trainmaster
iney clung for more tnfltn mandant
BofrenJ (if the Bay inere
al Fort Barrancas.
Fla..
Shore railroad, who has reached M
twelve nours. (iiuy one lauy ami tier reported that three enlisted men are
bile from a trip along that line, said little child were at the post. She was missing from that port;
that the fort
that if the missing persons did not turn the wife of Sergeant Prentice, and al- was almost totally destroyed,
and that
up. the number of deaths along the though the big Strong soldier fought Fort Plckeni
severely.
suffered
Bay Shore railroad alone would reach to save Hie lives of his young wife ami
Concerning the damage at Forls
fifty. He said that fifteen bodies had baby, they were
almost Wrenched Bárranos and MoRee, Quirtermaetor
from bis arms. Three artlllerym mi Hodgson at Atlanta .sent the follow- 3 recovered.
were lost hy being washed trom llm hur telorrato
Thomas Mel m in .
who came
from Coden said thai thai place W .(S .batteries. The fori was aimed rased
lauta. Sept. 29. Quartermaster
in the direct path of the storm and
Across on Ihe Santa liosa Islaildi alGeneral, Washington; Following telwas almost completely dest roved.
He so on the gulf, is Fori Pickens, where egram received from quartermaster at
more than 1,500 men were Mutinied
said that hi dp was nee ded by the: pe
Fort Barrancas:
" 'With approval of commanding
pie along the shore and a Special train There was no loss of life, but great
with provisions was started from Mo- destruction of property. The Sror'tar
request authority to purchase
bile yesterday afternoon.
batteries were driven iii and Ihe guns material and hire labor in open marThe worst suffering and desolation w ere w reeked. Tile barracks
were ket for temporary repairs to wharves
Is said to be at the
and buildings at tail post and Fort
Alabama port, demolished.
Fort Barrancas has been badly dam- - PICkens; approximately $io,ono. Dewhere many persons have lost all
aged.
their possessions,
tailed estimates follow. Fort IfcRee
The navy yard suffered probably I o entirely gone, except eight-inc- h
Pilot Prank Mlfgett, who has coma
batone,
In from Navy Cove, says that evrty the extent of $1. linn,
Many of ihe tery and tank.'
"
'HODGSON,
w
new
DUIIdlngI have been damaged
house In thai place was recked. Sevchief Quartermaster,"
The authority requested in the telen persons are known
completely, ihe floating
Io be dead destroyed
there, Advices from along the eastern dock crashed agallo--- a stone one. thO egram was given by the quartermaster
shore of Mobile bay are that the
latter being damaged, and Ihe gun- general.
The naval lugs Incas and Hercules
shore has been wrecked. Ihe boats Vixen. Isle De Luzon. 00UCf-lor- ,
wharves at Fairhopo. Battle Point.
RachlaS and Wasp, as well as Ihe from lilis city, and the Osceola, from
Key
West, have been ordered by Ihe
Cloar, Marlow and other places wee naval tugs Waiihan and Aecoinac ni
navy department to proceed Immedidestroyed,
a number of smaller tugs and launchtmplelely wrecked. Some f ately to Hie naval station at PensaeoConductor David Rice, of the Mo- es ar
ll driven
bile and Hay Shore railroad reports these vessels
in la. Fla., to render such assistance as
have
Bear
Admiral
that a large number of dead bod I is shore for more than 200 yards. T'i may he' possible.
Washington u Oapps, chief naval
homes of the workmen at Warring-Iohad Moated Io shore from the dire,
and W'oolsey were Wiped out .(ill const ñu tor, has been ordered to go
tlon of Dauphlne Island, which leads
to the belief Ihal the settlement on three lives were lost. Across the has to Pensaeola to Investigate the dam-airand renort to the department.
at the United states rue saving Buthnt Island has been swept away.
tton, directly on the beach, there h Bear Admiral Capps slid today thai
One boat rom Dauphlne Island conthe vessels sunk at Pensaeola
taining thirteen members of a family not a board to mark lie soot where all
is reported lost
ihe station house ai d wharves pune nrobably can be raised ami repaired,
work will require much
Reporta from along Hie Ine of lie were. The men remained at Iheir post bul that the
ami money.
Louisville and Nashville road show until everything was carried away, time
Superintendent
Kimball of the lire
great destruction, At Hay hi las - and then, with Iheir families, launch- saving
service,
today received
bridge, the driftwood was piled
ed a life boat and were Inter picked
ltro.nl-benfrom
Superintendent
high that il formed a walkway l.mi'l by tiie army steamer Poe,
thai the Ban ta liosa life
Further down the island the i'ni: savingstating
feet long. At Magazine Point a cat-Mstation near l'ensieola
had
two fishing boats and two olii- destroyed and thai the crew
er crafts wen; piled up In one wreck (Continued on Page 2. Column 2.) been
were wit limit money or clothing.
schooner was
and a three-maste- d
I pon
recelpl of these dispatches
resting across Ihe railroad tracks,
Superintendent
Kimball w ired BUDef- e
The Morning Journal today
tntendenl
Broadbent to And quartan
O consists of ten
pages. Bcaders
HEAVY RAINS KRTARD
for himself and men and that SuperRELIEF WORK IT PEXHACOLA 0 who do not receive the paper
intendent Hitlehlns.it (oilvesion had
Pensaeola. Fla.. Sept. 29- - (Hy train e complete will confer I favor by
been ordered to pensaeola it once Io
promptly notifying this office.
Ala.)
Nearly seven
to Flomaton,
pay oft tiie Simla Itosa crew and do
Inches of rain fell here today. Hooding
whatever else was necessary for their
comfort.
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POLITICAL PRISONERS
IMMEDIATELY

Leaders of Insurrection Express Desire to
With American Officials in
Restoration of Peace.
Co-0per- ate
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CUBANS INDIFFERENT
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A THOUSAND MILES TO THE

PEOPLE OFALBLQIIEROIIE
With this issue the Morning Journal places before the
people of Albuquerque and New Mexico the greatest news
service in the world. For breakfast this morning the Morning Journal serves to its patrons the complete leased wire
service of the Associated Press.
No newspaper in America can beat it.
All the news of the globe that can be secured by the
greatest news gathering, organization on the globe is now
coming daily over a thousand .miles of the Morning Journal's special leased wire to the people of Albuquerque.

,

MARINE HOSPITAL

STATION FfAlOll Si I P
Washington,
Sept. 2!l
Surgen Oensral wyman, or the public health
and marine hospital service, bile today received the following telegram
from Or. It. C. While in charge of le
quarantine station in Santa Rosa island, near Pensoida'
"Station swept by tlood. All build- lugs practically destroyed. Hospital
swept to sea wiili ten persona
ported lhal live have been picked up
'alive
Officers and employes are re-- I
ported safe. Moating property los:,
Condition of the launch Genevieve no:
known, win Mará vessels at Pensil-coj- a
until further advised.
Properly
and all records lost. Detail! later."
I

nisipiofsx

TKMi

Retires
to Shift
Burdens

Glad

try's

Gracefully
His

Coun-t- o

Strong

Hands of Uncle Sam,

"',

III,
Sept. 2!i. - With far lesa es
leutatioll tilan accompanies Ihe acres-- '
HOn of
new municipal admlnlstu- tlon, tin government of Cuba was for- malty taken over today by William H,
Taft. secretary of war of the United
statis. who in a proclamation couched
1.1 a kindly
ami diplomatic tone, noli
cativa of the policy he would pursue,
declared himself provisional governor
of the Island.
Promptly at noon Governor Taft,
Aasltant Secretary of State Bacon and
Captain McCoy. Umernor Tail's aide
de camp, (ailed officially at the palace nd paid their respects Io Ihe retiring president. Ignoring Mr. Palms
message to congress on FridHy, III
'which he wrongly
Interpreted
the
.mission of the American mediators,
Governor Taft spoke kindly to Sartor
Palma, to whom, he said, the people
of Cuba owed an unquestionable debt
of gratitude.
President Palimi's brief
reply was devoted entirely to an expression oi relief for the ojmortuMiy
of shining the burden .t guiding the
tempeatous republic to the representative of a government strong SnoUgil
to enforce control over t.
The fad lhal (he government had
Changed hands, from a posit Ion vi absolute Independence to Hie restraint "f
a temporary protector, etc, was received by the masses with utter
Most of the refined
and
thoughtful Cubans, while the feel i
certain sensitiveness over the loss of
Die island's sovereignly, are Inclined
Io hope lhal the United States protee
(orate w ill be brief
Governor Taft with true appreciation of the sensitiveness of the Cuban
people was careful in taking up Ills
new duties ami abstained from ativ
Kid that inighi have been construed
by them as humiliating. Ills decision
not Io lower the Mag of the. repnb' e
was tiken on his own responsibility,
as Friday night he Was unable to get
Into communication
with President
Roosevelt bocease of a defect In the
n
win liss apparatus on ihe vessel
who h lie president was proceeding to
Provlncetown, Mass. He felt certain,
however, ihai President
Roosevelt's
friendship for Cuba would prompt
iiim io approve ibis act or cbuftesy to
he broken republic
Tiie release or the prisoners Incarcerated for alleged conspiracy agaio:l
the Cuban government was one of the
lo i actions of the new governor.
When tiie oiisoners were released
they hastened in the American logu- Hon lo I ay Iheir respects to Mr. 'fall
whom thej hailed as the deliverer of
their country
Brigadier General Funsion today
visited (eneráis (nena and Del Curtido. The latter declared II Io be nis
In every posintention Io
sible way to assist the Americans to
restore order.
Governor Taft and Assistant Sect
lary Paeon spent one of the bttalesl
das they have had since their arrival In the Island. They received Ihe
of the executive de
pertinents who are now Ihe acting
reported on senthereof,
who
heads
iora! cotidll ions concerning Die adml'i-lslrallo(r affairs. The governor re-- I
quested each of these sec re larisa ta
Continue al his post, bul to report dl
recti io him.
Mr, 'faH slated tonight that he
t
remain in CUM only a fort'
MB
return
night longer and would
Washington, as affairs cundhrulng the
Philippine Islands and the Panama
Canal demanded his immedlslc aiten- I
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con-venll-

RELEASED

n

it

MOMI.il
Meridian., Miss Si pi 2Jt. Advices
received from Mobile state thai inn
only outlet Is via the Mobile and oh'
railroad through this clt)
The Brst
train, loaded with bananas, reached here at i this afternoon, and un ,,
accompanying the train stated th it
not half has yet been tOld or Ihe damage, suffering and terror of the storm
The LoUtBVllle and Nashville has every engine under Water In Mobile The
Southern, It Is reported Is almost oi
as bad a condition Public mass no el
lugs are I,, imc
in Mobile today
and tonight Io organise the relief com-work.
systematic
for
mlttees

i

t!on.

Governor Taft mnnli ated lleckhu n
Wlntlirop. governor of Porto Rico t'"
Ihe piovlslonal governorship there,
to the Cubnus Mr. Wl
speidal Illness for the postilo I.
Mr. Tafi says ihut as long as ihe pr
visional government continues n will
be under his supervision us secretary

Stop and think what that means.
With the leased wire and the additional splendid service
of war.
of the Postal Telegraph and Cable company, the Morning
IMKRH'AN MAHINKM
KILLKfl lV (THAW. REPORT
dOVKKNMKVr I.OSKS
Journal's news service is just about perfect.
Norfolk. Va Sept 29. The VirgiMILLIONS HY STOKM
Pilot
nia
tomorrow morning will say:
Six persons
New ui leans. Sept If
It is as good as that received by the daily papers of were
From a reliable source It Is learned
drowned In Mississippi Sound by
thai a wireless message was received
eight large sailing
yesterDenver and Los Angeles. Aside from the special and local the hurricane,
and about thirty small vess its at Ihe Norfolk navy yard late tvenly-Avday afternoon, slntlng that
were wrecked, and Ship Island, Cat
not
excel
service
does
general
news of these papers, their
marines and h marine sergeadt
land and Horn Island were suhmeig

x
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the Morning Journal.

led. The federal
Ship Island was
about ll.nnn.nno
property on the
I
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Here it is

we hope you'll like it.
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quarantine station on were killed yesterday In Cuba by the
badly damaged and Insurgents. It Is said the Insiirgentf
damage was done to have sought to prevent the landing
(( Olltllllll
Page.)
mainland.

THE ALBUQUERQUE
drowned

I

SIX THOUSAND DEATH STALKS
MEN ORDERED
TD

'

ISLAND

-

st.iliimcil

lh( re

s;i vt

t

I

thf

lives

.if

attachei by swimming
Mm- a ros- - a channel to thf te- with
malnins house, and thf men were en
abled to reach that paint. The hospital there eel lapsed early in the
etahl "f

th-

PLANS COMPLETED

i

MOBILIZATION

FOR

Khv ipenl the night an thf raging sea
ami were waahed upon this side. The
Évi perished.
other
Ships Chartered to Transport
Further dowB tho island was
party. Among
Troops and Everything in' these wasa thepleasure
sheriff of this county.
They toughl doaperately
save themReadiness to Take Over' selves and were rescued towhen
nearly
ícaii. Two had perished.
Control of Troubled Island,
In
length
a
trestle,
mile
,t Escambia
as tin- cottage of thf keener of tur
drawbridge.
This was carried away
(
outline d Krora Preceding Page.) ami his wife and two little children
ami his assists H tfl were
wverni Dunareo marinea on i unan drowned,up llf
on thf beach Uve mllea disHashed
Boil.
The Dial mnaaaifi wai received at the tant
Across In the rlty he'ro It will be
navy yard wireless station, according
to the information, stating thai I w my nearly three months heforc the rea
six marines had been kille. Tliis wa- seis ean he dug out from their posiships and
Of the twenty-tw- o
ne giving tions.
followed by a second
harks of fui'UlgU tin tif anchored In the
more definite informa
harbor, only one remains and it Is
Attempts to verify t
badly d (imaged. Borne of the Immense
not successful, but tin
ocean ships of 1,090 tons arc resting
source of Informatioi
In front yards; others have been drivreliable.
en through houses; sume have then
noaei pointed in .lores, while pome
TUTs VCTION Ml I ISI1HITISIII I. others
are keeled over mi their Sld'j!
VPPROVAL OF
In the hay or piled up in masses of
London, Sept. It. Governor TrfTf i wreckage, only four tugboats out of
proclamation to the Cubans aval read a fleet of about Jii remain. About tO
with much interest in official Circh Ashing ichoiiiifrs of tifty or seventy
here. Thf action of the United Btati
live tons wi re moored alongside the
waappartntiy expected and ap- Wharves and two remain intact. Sum.'
proved.
n
of the aohooneri an- halt a mile
shore.
To add to the already heavy loss
PRESIDENT'S OKIU.K ENDS
lo and demoralised oonditlon, tin' rao-si BPEN8F, IN
floodWashington, Sept, II. Preeident poured down today in torrents,
ing tin- streets, the water being four
Rooaevelt In a wireless message
ut the war department tonight ímil live leel deep. All husillos hull
by the storm and
authorized the sending ol the Oral íes wire unroofed
the water standing in some of them
Cuba.
American army expedition
slocks were ruined.
Th" message from the president or- I fool deep. Thenot
heretofore spoil-Le- d
ders that 1,000 men be sent to the Is- Pood, w hich was
was badly damaged.
land Immediately.
The turpentine regions for a radius
All day the acting secretary of war.
the military secretary and the chitl nf too miles of the city are completely devastated
of stair had been trying to communiThe ocean going lug Astra! from
cate with the presiden!, and the message tonight was the III st message Penaacola for Nee Tork with Stand
they had receive. from him after the ard Oil barge No. I in tow, was
In
Wben
the hurricane
receipt of a dispatch from Secretary caught
Torat
northwest
Taft early In the day in which he urg- üj'i miles
I
and
parted
The hawser
ed the sending of 'lilted States troops tugas.
to Cuba, gee re ta ry raft's dispatch the barge with nine men on board Is
Indicated that there was u clear un- either sunk In the gulf or a lee is lloat- The
derstanding between him and Presi- ig about waiting for assistance.
dent Roosevelt regarding the Cuban lug put in bare toulght for repairs.
situation. Immediately after the ret i ll
ceipt of the message Secretary Oliver niMMI'Ml
I ION
directed the issuance of orders for
Ol'IiP row Sti BJRSTOREll
Newport
troops
at
the mobilization of
New Orleans, Sept. 21. This city
News.
however, were has been for several hours in direct
These ui'li
President communication w ith several gulf coast
more or less tentative.
Roosevelt was fully advised by the
about the safety of 'Which so
war department of the situation but towns
telegrams are arriving.
anxious
mal
the messages were delayed and there The towns known to be safe an
w,i. gnat anxiety until thf approval Set. ntoli, Fas' and West l'ascagoula,
of the war department'! action came Uli isstppl Point, ocean Springs,
tonight In the dispatch from the
Mississippi 'ity. ;u'.f Port and
Mayflower,
i
Louis, and the Country
Preparations for the moblllsaUoa of Ha nSt.these
places.
the proposed expedition ot 5,000 men
Were delayed by the failure to get the
I, CVS OFF
sill,
president'! and ion uf the expedition MOBILE
. UOM
WOULD; LIST OF DEAD
Immediately. The quartermaster genBirmingham, Ala.. Sept 20. Moeral hurried "fie era from his depart
bile is still cut off from the outside
mi nt to Cuba and contract! f,,r transports arare entered .mo without hesi- wol d, and dispatches just receive
tation, but until the reassuring dis here by mall, w hich left Mobile at
patch came from president Roosevelt 1: SO Saturday, say that th'- city win
there w.rs much uneasiness n the war soft r a loss of 15.000.000 In damages
shipping,
department
lest there should hace to buildings, steamboats.
bee n a misunderstand Ing o dispatchrail on ds and commercial houses. The
Is gone and will
es which were not entirely lear.
Ian. nis shell r
Klfty-ntn- a
pi., ably never be rebuilt.
are known to llave lost their
HI SUING PREPAIi VnONH
VTION
FOR MILITAR!
lives at points near the city, the loss
being heaviest al Couden.
Prepara-Mttio- n
Washington. Bept.
The following is a list uf the dead
of
tions for the militar)
Cuba moved st a rapid rate today af- near Mobile.
At Couden.
ter the receipt
di atch front Seeits. KLt SKIE,
rotary Taft ur
ing of an
tSS SUSIE CRH5VALLBRB.
army to Cuba,
aols tttona
making up tin
.lit AND MRS WKRNBTH.
si expe dition
ranged by I hi IP le al start
.Miss UNA WBRUETH.
M Rg,
BETANCOÜRT.
Vised of the ropiest of the
MRS. TURNER.
of war and tjuarternutater Rumphro)
gan
le
us.siM.mt
to
transMRS. M'RAE.
and his
hire
ports and to order supplies delivered
Mlts. WILCOX
Immediately at Newport News, where
MABEL WILCOX,
the tirst expedition win be mobttlssd.
nt. CLARK
Sufficient supplies t i last r..',o0 men
MRS. CLARK AND TWO CHILD
for thirty days are being rushed U (11
aged
and 3 years.
that point with full speed. Quarter
IN
MRS.
AUKS
MOTHER
ci.
raaatsi depots al Philadelphia, Boston, I. A V.
New York and many other cities are
MAJOR STEVENS,
bejng drawn upon snd Captain Smiley
CHILDALEXANDER
THREE
of 'the Fifteenth infantry has bat n oREN.
rdered tO Newport, where he will seMRS. HAZ BN AND TWO CHILO-REN- .
cure iton housi s and look after the
supplies.
BID THOMAS.
TUo CHILDREN, MABBLB AN!
CI IIW MINISTER 1X1
I.I THER COX.
IHIUNGTON RESIGNS
WAB,
Miss
ANNU
school
Washington. Sept. i'ü.- - Senor Don teacher.
'
I.I l.i WILCOX.
'ionrib. do iiiimria, the minister of
At Kipling.
''uba. appointed by President Palma,
PATSON,
has tendered his resignation to the
MORGAN.
provisional government of Cuba,
At Dek'luimpe,
It Is stated tint .Mr. Quesada has
OLLIB DONTIN, brother of I'hae-toii- e
not taken this step as an act of re- Dunlin, tax collector and two
iMjiitnifnt or a an evidence of any III- - children
feeling toward President
li-Roosevelt
WARWICK'S WIFE.
ml
or the American administration, bat orad.
that he considered it his dutv to do
At I ta muí l.a I ta inc.
mo in order to NtCllltata
the execution
TWi
BOHEMIANS,
unknown.
of the president s poll, y toward Cuba.
Ai Heron Bay,
w
Mr. Quesada
by
is appointed
Twenty discovered, no names
President Palma to represent Cuba ns Qertatned.
minister to Washington In June. tr2,
t
Bonsccoordean.
bsdng the first minister assigned by
MRS. FRANK ALEXANDER.
the government .,' the republic to a
M BS MARY ALEXANDER.
foreign
post, thus making him the
.MISS .1. ALEXANDER.
senior of the dldomatle corpa of
MRS. COOPER AND SON.
Cuba.
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OAST HTHKWN Willi
1:1
KAGB: M WV DEAD
New Orleans. Sept. 29. Six per-- ,
sons drowned, eight good sized sail-- 1
lug vessels wrecked, about
tblrtg
Mu tlli r
vessels sunk or washed
ashore and properly damage of mor'i
than tl.UOO.Uno was the result of the
hurricane In the Mississippi sound.
The full extent or the disaster be-- 1
came known there today when Ship,
Cnt and Horn islands were
heard
i

Artillery Needs Men for ( uba.
Columbus. O., Sept. 2(1. Major
Oeneral Olenn. command nil of th'
,,
i'nited States b, track- - In,,..
receipt of a telegram from the auat
Washington, asking him
thorities
to Issue a call for fifty volunteers to
man batteries of the field artillery
surh as was used In the Cuban campaign during the Spanlsh-Arl an

War,

They were completely
according to reports of Iuk
aent out to investigate.
All the loss of life and the xreater
part of the wreckage occurred at the
eastern end or the sound, about fifty
miles awsjr from Mobile.
Tho worst catastrophe was at Horn
Island, where Llghtkeeper
Johnaton
with his wife nnd daughter were
swept into the gulf with their
and drowned. One negro was
from.

Prison Lile Tells on Harrr Tlinu.
New York. Went. 2. Marry k.
Thaw, the American toys todny, des
pite the efforts of hl relatives to
bring hope and sunshine Into the
gloomy Tombs. Is breaking
down
physically, nnd Is melancholy, fret-fu- l
and Irritable.
Mornln" Jonrnal Want Ads
Bring Results.

I

llght-lioui-

o

1906.

license, and prohibit all
sale and export of game. Prince Rd- ward island Is the latest or the Canadian provinces to adopt modern measures of game protection. Its recent
statute flxe seasons, provides for a
license,
creates the
115
office of game Inspector, incorporates
an auxiliary" body the Prince Edward
Game Protection association to cooperate in enforcement of game laws,
and prohibits export. These laws and
a statute passed by Quebec which requires that all shipments of game be
tagged All gaps in export laws that
have heretofore existed, so that now
every state In the union and practically every province of Canada places
more or less restriction on the shipment of game beyond Its boundaries.
.In prohibiting all sale of protected
game Mississippi occupies an advanced position, as the only other states
whose sale laws are so sweeping are
Michigan, in the east, and Minnesota,
Missouri, Arkansas, Kansas. Texas,
Montana and Arizona in the west.
Important amendments were made by
Massachusetts to Its sale laws, ono
prohibiting the sale of Imported quail
except in November and December,
another cutting off sale of imported
ducks In the close season, and a
third prohibiting all sale of prairie
grouse.
chickens and sharp-taile- d
These laws will abolish a market for
shipped
game illegally
from Heveral
western states.
The establishment of game warden
service in Mississippi and Prince Ed'
ward island leaves Alabama. Arkansas and Texas the only regions in the
United States and Canada unprovided
with such special police provision.
Sportsmen have a more direct Interest in change! in the laws relating
to hunting licenses and shooting seasons. Few such changes have been
made this year. Mississippi established
a ?20 and South Carolina a $2Í nonresident county license and Prince
Edward island a $15 general nonresident license. Quebec substitutes a
graded system, and a few minor
(dianges were made by Maryland In
In
Prlnc"
the license requirement!
Oeorge and Somerset counties. Seasons
for the following gamp were changed:
Deer In New York: snipes, cranes and
waterfowl In Louisiana : wood ducks
and pheasants in Massachusetts, and
upland game In South Carolina. In
addition to these changes, Virginia removed all protection from robin-snipsurf-birdcertain plover and curlew,
and Maryland altered several seasons
Anne Arundel, Cecil,
In Alleghany.
Oaraett, Hartiordv Prince George and
Somerset counties and on the Patuxent
river.
Canada established two new game
preserves, one of sixteen sections In
the new province of Alberta, about 30
miles northeast of Edmonton, the other on the Chupe peninsula in Quebec.
The latter, to he known as the Oaspes-in- n
preserve, has an area of about
square miles, thus taking rank
with the I.aurenlldes National park in
Quebec (J.ti.'O square miles), the Algonquin park in Ontario (abbut 2,000
square miles), and the Yellowstone
National park in Wyoming (1,841
square miles.)
A larga number of federal bills were
considered by congress, and four, ill
relating to game preserves, were parsed. These authorized the lease of 3.50
acres in South Dakota for a buffalo
pasture, established a game refuge In
the Grand Canyon forest preserve In
Arizona, prohibited all hunting In the
District of Columbia except on the
eastern branch and the west side of
the Potomac, and prohibited trespass
on bird reservations.
The full details of all these changes
and of other game provisions relating
to seasons, shipments, sale and licenses
at present in force in the Cnlted States
and Canada, including county provisions-, are contained In farmers' bulletin
No. 2i5, published by the department
of agriculture, entitled "(lame laws for
may 1)6 ob1906," copies of which
tained free on application to the secretary of agriculture, Washington, D. C.
A poster showing the close seasons In
the Cnlted States and Canada and another giving those under the local laws
of Maryland, the District of Columbia.
Virginia and North Carolina also may
be had on application to the biological
survey of the department of agricul'
i
.
ture, f.
non-reside-
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POSTMASTER

AT QUEMADO

IS REMOVED FOR CAUSE
The Morning Journal Bureau,
1229 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.,
Washington; D C, Sept. 29.

1

y

John V. Morrison, postmaster at
M., has
Quenado, Socorro county,
been removed from office for cause.
Herman a. Bmchvogel bus been named as his successor.
The posloflice at Publitos, Valencia county, wdll be discontinued October IB.
The United States geological survey has just published new topographical maris of Mount Taylor, N.
if., and Desert Well,
Ariz.
The
price of these atlas sheets is five cents
per hundred. They can
each or
be had on application to the survey.

..

SANTA

FER0ÁF

BY BRYAN
TWO MEN SERIOUSLY

FOR

PARTY RESPONSIBLE

HURT; ONE MAY DIE

GROWTH

i

OF SOCIALISM

Interfered Nebraska Orator Tells
with Housebreakers Beaten
That Success of
Into Unconsciousness--As- His Party Is Only Salvation
jsailants Make Their Escape. for the Country,
Who

Policeman

Mis-souria-

Special to the Morning Journal.
East Las Vegas, N. M., Sept 29.
J. L. Miller .dangerously shot, Tom
Schumate, shot in the leg, and Night
Policeman Umbenhauer, beaten Into
unconsciousness were the results of,
the efforts of the police at 2 o'clock
this morning to arrest a gung of suspicious characters who were found at
the rear of an empty building. Owing
to the severe injuries of the officer
and Miller, It has been impossible to
secure an accurate story of the happenings. One story is that the offl-- (
er had them under arrest w hen they
started to run and he fired five shots
hitting: Miller who was with him and
Schumate who was sleeping in a tent.
A bystander says that the two of tho
Bang ran from the officer in the
darkness and bepran firing, while a
third attacked the officer from behind, beating him into insensibility
With his own gun.
The three had
men escaped and have not been
was
found.
Umbenhauer
shot
through the hips and leg-- and may
die. Earlier In the evening Col, R,
E. TwitchoH's house was entered in
the absence of the proprietor and a
coiiile of hundred dollars' worth of
silver was taken.
Schumate Is connected with the
Western Carnival company.

DOMINIC

AtN SLJR RECTOS

ROUTED WITH SLAUGHTER

ns

Kansas City, Sept. 29. William J.
Bryan addressed an enormous audience In Convention hall tonight. He
completed his campaign In Oklahoma
last night and had planned to reach
this city at 5:20 o'clock, but his train
was more than three hours late, and
he was obliged to hurry directly from
the railroad station to the hall. Governor Joseph W. Folk and Senator
William J. Stone also spoke. Prominent democrats from an over Mis-socame to the meeting, which In
eluded nearly every member of tho
democratic state central committee,
which held a conference here this
morning. The groat hall was brilliant
with the decorations of the Priest of
festivities to be held next
Pallas
week and 25.000 American (lags wore,
given out at the doors tonight.
Mr. Bryan's speech was a severe
arraignment of the republican party.
He declared as In former speeches
that the things that President Roosevelt lias done which have been popular have been in accord With tho
democratic policy which tho democratic party has advocated for yeara.
He said:
The
"They call me a socialist.
democrats today arc the only ones
that can save this country from socialism. The democrats prevent soThe republicans denounce
cialism.
We do not;
and abuse socialism.
the socialist Is an honest man.
There is this difference, my republican friends, between the socialist you
abuse and the plutocrat you praise
the socialist is working for the people and the plutocrat is working for
himself. Socialism has grown under
republican rule, republican rule has
built it up. I believe that socialism
is wrong, but the socialist denounces
abuses that never Should have been
allowed to exist in this country."
ur

Capt Haytlen, Hnytl, Sept., 29.
Advices received today from Monte
Cristi. Santo Domingo, which was
besieged for .some time by Dominican
revolutionists, announce that President Peres with 12,000 men recently
attacked the revolutionists, raised the
siofie and pursued the besiegers, dispersing them and captured a number of prisoners. Twenty-fou- r
of the THREE DEAD; FORTY
latter were executed and the property
of the recalcitrant revolutionists was
INJURED IN WRECK
destroyed.
Later the revolutionists rallied and
according to the last advices wen: Plying Express Dashes into Stalled
prepared to make another attack on
Train Lespltc Warning of Flagman,
Monte Cristi.

BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 29. Chicago anil Philadelphia
broke even
here today In a double
header
R.lf.K,
Scores:
1
1
0 0 0 0(10
Chicago
1
6
O 1 1 2 2 0 0 0
1
6 10
PhllS
Batteries Pfeister
and
Klins;
Spark! and Dooln.
11. U.K.
Second game
3 0 0 0 0
I
Chicago
4

02

Phila

0 0 0 0 0

03
11

4

1

Batteries
Overall and Moran;
IUchle und Donovan.
Cincinnati Easy for Boston.
Boston, Sept. 29. In a loosely playgame
ed
today Boston won an ens.',
victory from Cincinnati. Score: K.H.F..
Huston

(I

t

0 0 3 0 2 1 0

1 11
3
6

2

Philadelphia. Pa.. Sept. it. -- Running
iit great speed past a signal set
up against it and a flagman who wis
wildly waving a Warning to the engineer of danger ahead, the Xew York
Express train lmiiml, .)'." Pil!ehla..
on the PennsylUSBskl
railroad crash d
ltd. : stalled Loot; Branch e.xpret-- s
today with the result
al Bddington
that three persons are dead and 10
injured, several of whom are bel lev- ed to be fatal y hin t. That more
is considered
sons were nol
cars of (he Long
mirkable as
téls-- t
completely
were
Branch train
scoped by th terrific impact of tha
heavy New Yt irk Express.
The Dead:
MRS. W. II. OONNEL, Trenton, N.
J., wife of ! brsJceman.
MARY O'MALLEY, Itahway, N. J.
MA1IY CRONIX, Philadelphia, riled
In hospital.
Engineer Vanarsdale of the New
York Express, who was not hurt, said
he saw the red signal as well as tho
Ragman, but was unable to bring his
train to a standstill, although he ha i
experienced no trouble whatever In
stopping at Trenton, which was the
Inst slop lie had made.
After the accident Fireman Boswlck
of the New York express said ho
found the angle cock of the third car
of his train turned, which cut off the
air from all the cars back of the flr.it
three.
i

per-kill-

I
Lindamán and Brown;
Mason, Ksslck nnd Corcoran.
Pittsburg and Brooklyn Break Even.
Brooklyn, Sept. 29. Pittsburg and
Brooklyn broke even in today's
eader.
In the second contest
there was a double change of batteries and Pittsburg
had to call upon
the services of a third pitcher.
Scores:
U.H.K.
1
Pittsburg ...0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
10
Brooklyn . . .o 0 0 o o o o o o o : i
Batteries
Willis
and
Oibeoni
Strloktet, Bergen and ititter.
Second game
U.H.Tí.
X
1
Pittsburg ... 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
1
1
1
1
0
2 0
6 12
2
Brooklyn ...0
Phlllp-pBatteries Lelfleld. Leever,
PletS and Phelps; Kason, Scanloo,
Bitter and Bergen.
st. i.ouis-NoYork Double Header.
New York, Bept 29. St. Louis split
HEADQUARTERS VOR
today's double-heade- r
with Xew York
at the Polo grounds, each winning am!
losing a game. Score:
B.H.E. LOW PRICES ON HAR.

i o o o o o o

',.

doable-h-

13

35

L

TKOS, F. KELEHER

w

MAKES GOOD SHOWING
Chicago, Sept. 29. The annual report of the Atchison, Topoku and Santa Fe Railroad company for the fiscal
year ending June if, 1906, was issued
today.
The average mileage operated during the year was 8.433 an Increase of
128

ARRAIGNED

T

SMALL

Cincinnati
Batteries

six-inc-

I
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Fancagoula
lighthouse
recovered.
wan partly demolished.
The assistant keeper. Perre. saved his wife
and children by lowering them into
a launch with ropes, lie then climbed
safely Into the launch San Francisco.
The head keeper was rescued In the
open bay. where he was drifting in
a smaller boat without oars.
The federal quarantine station at
Ship island was badly crippled, the
Isolation hospital and Dr. Moncrues
residence being the only buildings OH
the island to escape danger.
Three men were in the Klondike
building on Ship Island, which was
demolished, and they were swept out
to sea. A shift in the wind came
when they were half a mile from
short ami swept them back to safety.
The British bark Haumen. with a
cargo of lumber, and the Norwegian bark Anna, with $20,000 worth of
lumber, were both blown upon Horn
island ami left lying on the beach.
Their crews were saved by tug boats President
Dines
Roosevelt
which put out from the mainland.
The experience of the American
With Sailors on Battleship
lurk Flourine, which was wrecked
on Cat Island, shows the strength of
Missouri After Watching
the wind. When the bark began to
drift a tug made fast a line, attemptWonderful Shooting.
ing to tow the Flourine into the harbor, but the wind dragged them both
at its mercy until the tug cast off
the line.
CHIEF EXECUTIVE MAKES
Mi Ship
Island four vessels were
Wrecked! the ship Hercules and the
GREAT HIT WITH JACKIES
Magdalena and
barks Nurenberg,
Sigra. New Orleans has had communication by rail with RfloXl all day.
and no serious damage was
done Cheered to the Echo While
here.
Leaving Ship After Visit of
Outside of shipping destroyed, the
main property loss to the sound citInspection to North Atlantic
Fifies occurred about 1'aseagoula.
teen lumber mills located there reFleet,
port many of their
buildings and
machinery raxed to
the ground
Larue quantities of pina timber virBarnstable, Mass., Sept. 29. Presitually were destroyed.
dent Roosevelt visited the North Atlantic fleet off Cape Cod today and
FINE ART AT THE
left with enthusiastic praise for the
Officers and crews of the Meet. The
JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION crew of the battleship Missouri, on
which the president spent the day,
cheered themselves hoarse as he left
targe ami Notable Collections T Be the shi) at 1:30. for they had had an
show honor paid to them which no other
shown nt tiureceived.
Definite crew in the navj hadhiseverguests sat
ii Take Place Nest Tear
The president and
Announcement lias Been Made.
down to dinner with the Jackies. This
feature of the trip was a surprise
both to the officers and the men, and
(By BUar B, Snyder.)
when
the Missouri left the target
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 20. Lovers of ground
and returned to her anchorage
the line arts, connoisseurs, and artists and the llrst me s call was sounded
will read with interest that at last on a marine trumpet, the notes had
an exclusively American exhibit of not ceased enho ng throughout the
line arts is to be made that will not licet when the president called Adonly be representative but sufficiently miral Evans to hi! side and announcsxenalve to cover the entire develop- ed that he and his guests would take
ment of art in the United States dinner with the sailors.
from the cirliest works to the presThe necessary orders were immedient time.
ately issued and the sailors jumped to
Governor; J. Taylor Kllyson, of the their feet in surprise when they saw
department of history, education and President Roosevelt walk on the afocl .1 economy of the Jamestown ex- ter gun deck and take his place at a
position, announces definitely his dc- - table where he and ids guests had the
il h
lalon that this will he done
same mess that .vas being served to
da us ire already working out
the sailors at the surrounding tables.
that
One of the men, observing
manner th il promises tin
itt
I.
success,
there were no RapkilM on the presiArt lovers havi
room
to
table,
watal
Ii
the
rushed
dent's
an
just sip
exhibition
to procure the necessary table linen.
fi
Bllyson has made possi
lie returned
the president
When
abounding Ignoi
th
thanked him, but said he was "dining
ipl.
at Subject among 111
the exhibit will not only be a joy with the boys today," and would have
to those who know art, but its In- no privileges which they did not enpleased witli the
fluences as an educational factor will joy. The sailors,
action, took no further
lie lar reaching and potent for good president's
In creating new .and higher Ideals. steps until the conclusion of the duThe idea for an International art ller, when they sent to the president's
which liad been
exhibit at th" exposition was aban- table a bOX byof cigars,
subscription from the
doned because of lu'k of time and obtained
also because these exhibitions can- Davy canteen.
President Roosevelt left for Oyster
not of necessity be entirely satis- Hay
this altetpijon after lie had refactory. Tlie re illy great art works ceived
a dispatjph
from Secretary
of Europe cannot be moved from the
in
dealing with the situation
places of which their presence has Taft
made shrines, and to see them one Cuba. president arrived at the
The
must go to them. Therefore, the Idea, trance
:i
of Cape Cod Day al
of 11 distinctively American exhibit o'clock this morning.
Admiral
Rear
was adopted as a part of the historical Evan'! h it the llngshlp and went to
and educational scheme of the great the
Mayflower, accompanied by on-tTer-- t entettnlal.
gressnian LoveMBg. .At n o'clock
In order to make this exhibit as president boarded the Missouri.
At
comprehensive ns the scope of the Ids reauest the usual salute of 21
Jamestown exposition
demands .ill guns was omitted.
American artists and owners of AmerThe moment the president arrived
ican masterpiece! Of art. whether of on the Missouri the champion of Hie
painting or sculpture, should
target practice Immediately sailed out
with enthusiasm in aid of Gov- to the filing STOUndS.
ernor Eliyson's plans. An Invitation
The filing, at the targets, anchored
to ail artists to participate and to l.fisii yards away, was begun almost
guns
h
owners of art works to lend their Immediately, While the
treasures for exhibition wdll be Issu.'d were being fired the president stood
al once and the result need not be Behind the gun crew and watched
doubted.
through a strong glass the admirable
The library board of the state of marksmanship displayed. Every shot
Virginia, which is custodian of the tired found the target, not a miss behistorical relics and nrt works of he ing recorded. When the ship turned
state, has notified the exposition that and went back over the course, the
all Its treasures are at the disposal of president went to the forward turret,
guns were bethe management and this collection where the big
During the tiring of
will form the nucleus of the line art ing prepared.
exhibit, lor among these are works tlo se guns he ilid not remain in the
ate many masterpieces especially by turret, the mechanism having been ex-lined lo him earlier in the day.
the earlier artists of note. There are
In the target practice at 1,611 yards
In this slate
ollection portraits uf
guns and
turret
all the governors of Virginia, and ii r with
the ship being
distinguished soldiers and statesmen gnus. th! speed of
ijgtt
targets
of the
from the earliest times down to the ten knots andL'l the
feet, the following
present In addition to many historical being 17 by
were
semes
made:
paintings and some works of the malThe forward turret, In charge of
let and chisel that are notable.
Lee Johnson, lired eight
Relics BUCh as the swords of Wash- Lieutenant
hots, making eight hits. In one trip
ington and Lee, the saddle, pistols across
the tange, at the rate of 2.28
and holsters of Jackson, and other obper minute.
The
tin ict
jects valuable and Interesting because hits perwas
Benjamin Hare, seaman;
of their association with great men trainer
gun pointer was W. GtbbOBS,
right
the
and events, will be placed In the his- boatswain male' left gun pointer,
torical exhibit and will, of course, he .'liarles Blanchard .boatswain's mate,
no part of the exhibit of line arts.
and I,. K. Hover, turret captnln.
The Colonial Dames and the Dau- The tig guns were fired by three
ghters of the American Revolution, pointers;
each pointer firing eght shots
who own and control most of the and making eight hits. The first
v. Ill
historical relics,
make a most
gun pointer made 9.23 hits per
marvelous display of these lulere.t-In- g gun per minute; the second pointer
objects, which include plates, cer- made 9.1 hits per gun per minute and
Jewelry, furniture, the last pointer made 9. hits par gun
amics
clothing, manuscripts, bookH and a per niluule.
things.
thousand other
This exhibit,
'
which will be placed in the historic HUNTING
SEASON ON
art palace, will be a liberal education In Itself ami it will be undoubt
ALL OVER COUNTRY
edly one of the greatest attractions
of this greatest of historical expositions.
With Advent o( Benson Interest ttc- rives in Law Regulating Sport in
FOOTBALL SEASON OPENS.
Various suites nnd In Dominion of
Canada,
Mlhueton starts Off Winner.
Sept. 2. The
N. J.,
Princeton,
Washington. Sept.
The first of
Princeton university football
team Rcptember mark! the 2.opening
of the
ope
Its season here today by de- hunting season
In
part of th"
feating Villa Nova college in a fairly t'mtcil Stales. In athelarge
south the seaplayed game by the store of M to 0. son begins later, and here
and the."
the embargo on certain game Is lifted
Pennsylvania Defeats Lebighi
H little earlier; but September
1 Is the
Philadelphia, Bept 29. The foot- first general date on which hunting
Is
ball season here was opened today Permitted,
with the approach of this
with a game between Pennsylvania day. therefore. Interest
In the
and Lehigh which the former won. lews regulating hunting. revives
32 to fi.
Most of the game laws that were ;n
affect In the Cnlted States und Canai'a
New Rules KxiH'ditc QtMa.
In I DOG remain In force, us only four-te- i
Cambridge. Mass.. Sept. 29. Haro
in ti
and eight Canadian provvard defeated Williams 7 to o in the ino s held legislative sessions this
llrst football game of tho season, a year. Four of these Ohio, British
Safst and a touchdown contributCo unida, New itrunswlck and Ontaing the points.
rio made no change In their game
The effect of the new rule! was laws, and the other! passed few stat-U- t
soon shown In the qUaOfeneO! In which
The most noteworthy changes
the game was played, no minutes be- were entlri Iv m w laws for the protecing taken out
Injurts!,
for
!.. tion of game In Mississippi and Prince
sough playing was atlmost entlrcly ltd ward Island. Mississippi abandoned
ubsenl.
Its old system of separnte county laws
noil uln oie, I u ffnornl
law
Pennsylvania 32, with provisions uniform rmio
At Philadelphia
throughout
I.' high II.
the entire ital". thin fallowing the
At Princeton
Princeton 24, Villa example recently set by Virginia nnd
Nova n.
Tennessee. The provisions of Its ne.v
At Columbus Ohio 41, Oberlln II. and thoroughly modern law fix uniAt West Point West
point, 1Í. form seasons, provide for the nppTdnt-meTuft! college 0.
of game warden!, C!tablish a (.'0

GUNS

' "iniiMird From Pago i. Cotana .".)
IsSUC'S
Roosevelt
President
''! States mariiii' it.i rautlrn- statu n
.... bowse.
.1.
Formal Instructions for am..- - .i..i.(..-.rSev
detained there are
Army Expedition to Sail for damaged. Cnatoma Inspector Ball
Cubda

urn

rinimiin
ribniinb

WITH BIG

STORM
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IKE RECORD

SOUTHERN

E

schooner

uf New Orleans went ashore. During
the .norm two bodies were eeen float- in in r.iKcagoula, bay but were not

PATH OE

IN

vh"n the

MORNING JOURNAL,

miles.

The gross earnings were 7V,044S47
and Income from other sources,
total, $79.3no,749. The operating expenses Including taxes, rentals and other charges were tni.OJB,-35!)- .
Deducting1 fixed charges, including accrued Interest on adjustment
bonds 110,612,184.) leaves the net Income 11 7,733.209. The dividends paid
amounted to $9,786. Hln. The surplus
carried to profit and loss wus $3.22,7,-31- 4,
giving a surplus to credit of profit and loss June 30, 1906, of $19,98:.,-482.

New York

. .

.0

St Louis ... 2

0 2 01 0 0 3
0 0 (I 0 o (I 0

6

11

?,

4

5

02
Hresnahaii

McOtUnity,
Batteries
and Fitzgerald: MoOlviiu and Marshall.
Second game
K.H.K.
R
4
St. Louis ...0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6
2
New York ..0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fromme and Noonan; Wlllse and
Bresnahan.

11

00

NESS, SADDLES

AND

GOODS

SADDLERY

408 West Railroad Avenue
Wl;REHCH

rtWLEl
am ERICAN LEAOUB,
At Chicago, Sept. 29. Washington-Chicag- o
game Postponed, wet grounds.
fHgwg, Cittram TUuir ftr Hupnuvjiin MgnwrgftUTio.
At Detroit. Sept. 29.
UEVER KNOWfl TO FAIL. 8"h Hnrot 8:o.i
tutlifrctton OMfWMM
double-heade- r
Uoner K.
Kent MfcgJJJ
declared off .in
fo.
1.00 pgr Ui. Win 9rul turn on trUI, V b imM fot
account of rain.
wlign rttMfWl, rUnplgfl lrta if
not
fugftst
DBtrv inM.t sentí jour amera u ii
At Cleveland, Sept. 29. New York
uaiiTroMr.oiesi.eo.,oii M, uncut
Mat
took the final game of the series from
Cleveland by bunching hits off Bernhardt. Score:
R.H.I2. Sold in Alhuqiieroue by the J.
O'lllelly Company.
Cleveland ...0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 2

PILLS-

Detrolt-Phllu-delph-

y

24

0
14
The funded debt is $272, 933, 250. New York ..0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Batteries Hess and Clark; Orth
The total mileage owned by the road
and Thomas.
is 9.887.99.
The tone of revenue freight carried
cue mile Increased 1,111,330,484. or
WESTERN LEAOUE.
23.49 per cent, and the number of
Denver. Colo., Sept. 29. Denver's
passengers carried one mile increased playing was of an unusually poor or100,860,433, or 13.57 per cent.
der and both games of a double-headOn Juno 30, 1906, the company had
went to Pueblo. Score:
R.H.E.
In Its treasury:
Cash,
$17,321,750. Denver .. ..0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 5 12 4
and securities (estimated cash vulue) Pueblo .. ,.21100120
0
12
$2,837,026.
Total, $20, 157, 7 76.
Batteries Wright
and Zalusky;
Morgan and Tnnneman.
Second game
R.H.E.
General Wnessel'i Trial Begtas.
3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
4 12
9
St. Petersburg, Sept. ;9. The tak- Denver
0
0
3
2
3
2
0
0
ing of testimony in the trial of Cen- Pueblo
16 0
41
Reynolds
Batteries
Stnessel
Wolgurilt;
and
tral
for surrendering
Port
Arthur to the Japanese began today Stimmel and Tonneraan.
Moats city Lose! to Omshw.
before the high military court. The
Sioux City, la., Bept.
29. Sioux
supposition wa sthat the general's resignation from the army would end City's errors gave tho gume tu Omaha.
Il.H.E.
the proceedings against him, but this Score:
7
3 13
appears to he Incorrect. Counsel for Sioux City . 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
1
2
1
0
.
3
.
0 111 11
0
.4 0
the government has consented to the Omaha
Batteries Jackson and Pettlt;
resignation because the general preand Tnwnaend.
ferred, like Admiral Kojestvensky, o
Lincoln Defeats Dos Moines.
face the court in civilian garb instend
Dos Moines. Ia.. Sept. 29. Eddie
of In uniform.
Clcotte's pitching won the game from
Favor Annexation of Cuba.
Lincoln todny. A double-heade- r
will
A resolution favDetroit, Sept. 2
be played Sunday nnd that will close
oring the annexation of Cuba was the season. Score:
R.H.E.
Dea Motnes .1 0 0 0 0 1
2
7
adopted by the Sixth district democrat4
:.
ic
congressional convention today. Lincoln . . ..1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2
William Snyder, of Detroit, woh noml- Batteries Clcotte and Wolfe; Mad-do- x
Ji.i
for fov congress,
and Rogers.
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FEED AND TRANSFER
STABLES

Turnouts at

Class

able Ratea.

New Phone 121.
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Gro88,Kelly&Go
WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS
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ICdes A Pelts

a Speclalt?
ALIH7QI7ERQUW

LAB VKtJAS

Tho St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
Choice Liquor Served.

.t

All

A Good

Pía

wh'' war the weary noon.
the Popular Games Ksno evert

Monday, Thursday sntf Saturday
Nights.

iv'vv BARirorr,
Proorletoe

IW W Railroad Ave.

THE

POD

the Union Pat-tilwhen he projected!
tin- - Western Pacific.
Oouid now encounters a transcontinental line with-ou- t
a break In It and a vastly greater
fighting equipment, because it has!
antedated him from almost one end
to the other and has established business in advance of him.
liy his last stroke Harriman makes
himself master of 4.397 miles of railway and puts himself In control of
aggregating $381. 000. 000.
securities
He makes himself a greater power in
the world of railways than any of
the wizards of transcontinental trafficGould Garrett or Vanderbilt..

HIMUM

WORLD

Fia Mud Their Habits.
Speaking of table manners, the
minnow himself has verv nice ones.
Who that has shared a basket of
luncheon with the denizens of a lively brook has not seen the bread he
cast upon the water surrounded bv a
little school of silvery fish? Lining up
like civilized folk at a box office, the
minnows take accurate turns in nibbling, each fish swimming in a wide
circle and falling In again at the end
of the line. It is sad to see a polite
creature like the minnow tricked as
Confined In
he always is In aquaria.
fish,
d
the tanks with big.
he partakes daintily of the food
water,
showered down through the
food which the big fellows are too
up. And then, when al.
lazv to
has been nicely disposed of. some big.
umbering flh gulps down the patient
minnow, manners, provender, and all
impersonality of a fish
cold
The
makes ll difficult for the spectator to
credit him with baser passions. But
fish fanciers have many times assured
him that jealousy and Murderous hate
lurk In the scaly bosoms of the most
beautiful specimens. You may chain
together a nolur bear and a brown
bear, and after weeks of mutual recriminations the pair will settle down
to endure one another. Put an angei
fish
the miracle of blue and gold effectivenessInto a tank w'th any
other sort of swimming thing, and.
with lhe sharn spur it carries on its
brilliant blue gill covers. It will stab
land wound until its own are the only
ne
moving Ihlngs within the pool.
time has been when angel lish slew

NOW MONARCH OF GREAT
TO

OCEAN

LINE

Traffice King Controls Securities Aggregating $392,-000,0-

ICELAND

10

BREAK

00

How He Accom-

plished His Master Stroke,

AWAY FROM RULE

mm

of

SWEDISH NOBLEMAN A
FUGITIVE FROM JUSTICE,

...
King

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER

...

.
piue
ami i,mi, n
were at Cape Martin.
r. :i years
Is
Wntngell
old. and
Count
Is a brother of the Swedish ambassa- dor to England. "He is the author of
several works or Ihe history of the
city of Stockholm and The history of
European royal families.
.
wmie

j

HAS ASTONISHED

OCEAN

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,
its. a

The miserable condition of the peo- pie of Lapland Is a matter of grave
concern to the Swedish government.
The I,a plunders are people w ho do
not easily complain and only the fact

3

30. 1906.

I

ExtremelyFineVnionMade

Clothing!

'

that they are actually starving has
compelled them to ask for aid. Pas-- j
lure has become scarce In the northernmost Sweden so 'hat it has been
'impossible for the Laplanders to pre- serve their relnde. r. thousands of1

ÜSL ,,h

unIon

J

tween Norway and Sweden has also
been a hard blow to them as the NorMiserable Condition of People wegian authorities now forbid them
to drive their herds Into Norwegian
of Lapland
Worries the territory, where pasture Is better and
the winter less sever.
something is done, the lap- Swedes Race Threatened I'nless will
die out. as they will not
landers
give up their nomadi. life.
With Utter Extinction.
It has been suggested by a Swedish statesman to transport all Lap- landers to Greenland and this plan
(By Itlclinrd Buhl.)
Is considered feasible, though it may
Copenhagen. Sept. 29. Are the strand on the Laplanders' strong
people of the old Saga Island of Ice- love of their old home.
land going to follow the example of
'n Soul for Beaut v.
Norway and declare their independK. Hawk,
of gebrthg,
The Rev.
ence. Is the question which is agitat- O.. who Is L
the pmhiluion candidate!
ing the minds here.
'for congress, preaches very powerful
Wliile the Danish government still and graceful sermons
In a recent sermon Mr. Hawk said
hopes that the magnificent reception
given to the representatives of the tnat tne av. rage woman luict a nigner,.
f heniitv than h, :n e, age ma:
people of Iceland may have wiped .wne
and he clinched with an .meed, tc this
with
Danish
dissatisfaction
out all
;
sUtemn,.
une, 11 V;, " " ,
,
"An American gi l visited
vT.
,
.
III. UK will prouiiuiy inn nrep uri twr
English relatives in Devonshire, and
onies very long.
;one
evening, as she was walkToo late the people in the mother ing moonlit
with a young man. her cousin,
country have begun to take an Intera
nightingale
est In the people of the 'Bilandens," down a lovely lnne.
who have been neglected In every pos- from the thicket began its passionate
sible way until It became evident that song.
"So clear was the moonlight
thai
something must be done. Not long
aj;o the constitution of Iceland was the brown bird was quite visible,
a
branch,
poised
with
head
on
thrown
amended according to the wishes of
the Icelanders and a special minis- - oacK. ami pulsating orease,
DUNLAP HATS 15.06
"The young girl listened. nraptui
ter for Iceland entered the cabinet,
- ed.
en
Ti
cried:
she
dissatstill
were
but the Icelanders
Ion. ft
lsfled.
"'A nightingale! Oh. I hav
King Frederick saw (his and the wished to have o"e
" 'Cousin.' said
Ihe young man.
visit of members of the Althing fol- lowed, but though these were kept on j whipping a pistol from his pocket, 'In
the go from the moment they landed, two seconds the bird shall be yours.'
Dealers In
these men still found time to submit
GROCERIES. PROVISIONS. HAY.
A Modem Instinct,
to the Danish Itigsdag and cabinet
the wishes of their people, wishes He Started life a Whrklngman
GRAIN AND FUEL.
of
n, labored hard each day,
Which being more in the nature
Tino Line of Imported W inc. Manors
demands caused no little consterna-- 1 His little wife was quick to plan
and Cigars. Place Your Orders
lion.
,1
Anil helped him on Ills way.
For Ibis Line Willi Us.
The union with Denmark is to be
' His lit le wife did wash and scrub.
a mere personal union, the king
,
,
,
,
NORTH HIIRO STRKET
Denmark is to be King or Iceland also.
heautv tied
He may appoint a governor or vice- - She little cared, so long as huh
roy and give the island a complete
Was forging right ahead.
government, but Danish laws are not
to be enforced in Iceland.
treasure grew and grew.
The Missouri Pacific R'y
To regulate the relation between HisHehoarded
u
car
handled
a
special And soon became,w'th
the Island and Denmark,
as all men knew.
it
demanded,
was
and
commission
and Iron Mountain Route
A
multimillionaire
was plainly hinted, that
not even
King PraderlCk'i visit to Iceland next
summer would make any difference, And then his lawyers camego.and told
His wife that she must
Have at all times maintained
the demands of the Icelanders must
be satisfied or they would cut loose They handed her some bonds and gold
tne
oesl passenger servic; in the
And 'eft her to her woe.
from Denmark.
South and West to points North
I was told by one of the Icelandic
statesmen thai his people would pre-- i For he was tired (to reach Ihe pith)
and East via St. Louis, and South
Of this poor faded pearl
fer iiibsolute Independence or British
and Southeast via Memphis, and
suzerainty.
because nearly all busi- And wanted to replace her with
A painted chorus girl.
ness
In Iceland is conducted With
points in these territories are best
lirltlsh cardial.
reached via these lines.
Is
not so rare:
This fellow's case
He is a growing clan.
One of Sweden's most distinguished
SUPERIOR
DINING CAR,
kv,i- - Today he's but a millionaire-- nnh,omo
nhomWlotn
SLEEPER AND THROUGH
erick I'. Wrangell. prívale secretary
Hi' used to he a man.
of Queen Sophie of Sweden, is probably
Louisville ( 'ourler-Jourua- l.
CHAIR CAR SERVICE.
by Ibis time in America a fugitive
Before taking your trip these lines'
from .lust ice.
PHOTOGRAPHS
The count, who has handled very of all babies In the baby show.
facilities should be considered.
large amounts of money for the
Half price.
For information, see your local
was
staterecently asked for a
(lueen.
PRI7.E HAHIES FREE.
mailt of aCCOUnT, which he promised
ticket ngent, or address
Cntil October 1st, ISnfi, at the
to send to his royal mistress in a few: Pennington Studio, ground floor. .inn
days.
West Railroad avenue,
E. O ORIFFIN,
Instead of that, he disappeared via
UUTHWttTCHN Pll I OI AQl T.
For proii.pt and courteous treatment
Denmark and is known to have
SAN ANTONIO
JJ0
reached Berlin. Where he probably and the very choicest of meals yon will
H. C. TOWNSf NO,
make no mistake by calling on Emll
look nassage for New York.
GIN CHAI HAttKNOf ft Al,
TICKCT AGENT,
It is said thai he lost the monev of Kleinuort. 112 Xortli Third aiwni
r
ST. LOUIS.
L
the queen at Monte Carlo last winter telephoning your order In.

( We sell exclusively in this
KOHN BROTHERS'
Fine

UNION-MAD-

city

Clothing

E

IJ There is nothing finer.

fl This

union store,
With every shadow of doubt removed that E. H. Harriman has at
clothing
and we are therefore
last obtained control of the Baltii;!
more & Ohio railroad, the finam
entitled to the patronage of every
world comes to a full realization of
by
power
tills
wielded
the enormous
union man in the city.
in
wizard of the traffic industry
With this
America.
link in his possession he Is the monThe best of all, however, is that we don't
n
railroad
arch of an
want to sell you this clothing on the strength
that Is capable of meeting every rival
in the vast field.
of
the label, but on the true merit of the merThe New York World says: Wizard appears to be the right word to
chandise,
and then of course the label makes
For
apply to this man Harriman.
In
possible.
energies
the
the sale
years he has bent his
direction of a transcontinental lili.
evwore
met
obstacles
Mouutainllke
ery day of his career, but they served
only to whet his appetite for sucres. One by one he swept the obstacles aside ami went on looking for
others. He met io less worthy :i foe
in the field than George J. Gould,
but even, that did not daunt him.
PINE CLOTHING
11 wvi .s
11 ITS $:.oo
Gould was working along exactly the fish ill cold blood.
FURNISHINGS
same lines. He wanted to make himThe spectator once attended a clinic
railway
aquar-self the dominant factor in a
i
at the hospital tank ID a great
that should reach from Atlantic to 'mm. The patients were ivostlv af-- !
by
to
judge
which,
Pacific.
flicted with fungus,
Harriman Is naturally a man of their dejected air. must be an exMISS
resources. He inspired both fear and tremely depressing malady. The doc.
of railroads tor laid a stretcher over one end Ol
respect In the world
and the tank so that its sagging cotton
He took up his huge project
worked it out link by link. He did web look up a little pool of water.t,
not confide to his left hand what his Capturing a sick whltetish with a
he laid it on the stretcher, and.
right was doing. He saw each link
j
of his unbreakable chain welded and grasping it firmly by its thick should-a cloth in strong brine.
Publicity of ers. he dipped despite
kept his own counsel.
its anguished
With which,
his plans and hopes was the one thing writhings.
he bathed that unhappy
he avoided as the commander ol a fish
Released, the
from tip to tail.
ship does the shoals.
patient sank dismally, bellv upward,
The real purpose of Harriman Was to
pool.
Had he
of the
hardly perceptiple even to the most beenthe,1 bottom
salt water fish instead of a
astute railway rival.
This never denizen of the Great Irakés, he would
When you can now set, at our Special Sale, Runabout Biií-He- s
once became baldly apparent until have been treated to a fresh water
AT $45.00, $55.00 and $65.00.
Haiti-more bath, since fungi
the secret leaked out that the
arc destroyed by a
& Ohio had fallen under his short stay in the wrong sort of water.
Look over our large stock at once, Quality guaranteed,
control. It was then that his rivals while the fish, though lamentably In?
began to sit up and otherwise ob- conunoded. survives to tell the tale.
serve that Hariman's
Those who (ailed to survive hardship!
plan of drawing a steel line from Of captivity or the onslaught of bloodthe Atlantic to the Pacific bubbled thirsty kindred have their brief epi-- 1
to the surface.
tapha written up In the aquarium ne-- j
"May 2. one perch: June 4.
erology
Work of Several Years.
Corner First Street and Copper Ave.; also 224 North Second
one burflsh." There is a sick list, too;
The acquirement of that
Street, in our New Building. .Albtiquerue, N. M.
of those who are "off their feed" and
line in his transcontinental
chain represents the work of several must be coaxed with salt codfish or
years. If anyone has the impression other delicacies calculated to whet
of appetites. For fish
that Harriman went out after it on the most pining
the Impulse of the moment and as wilh OIK, prevention is cneaper
bought It he is vastly mistaken, Har- than ine, and the keeper watchesvni'pi uncriman had his eye on it ten years ano. nis iinni neis mi uic nisi
but had the business sense to awall of Moping, Spectator in ihe Outlook.
the psychological moment to carry
AND DEFENDED, ' luí m.Hlel.
rH.in ui photo, fur expert SMnw ainl fm riiMirt,
Into effect the project he had
in
ailvu-i,huw In .bl. ui: imliiit,. Unit.' luaikti.
Appreciate
li',
You'll
mind.
coiiyrttfhu, tU.'., N ALL COUNTRIES
professional and trade Journals
Harriman paid a big price for his Your
íioiiiTí (tírrrt .vlífi II ir.iMiWeii ,,:r, timt.
refIn
if
convenient
form
for
bound
money and ofUn the patent.
control of the Baltimore & Ohio. He erence. All styles of binding. Prices
Palentjand Infringement Practice Exclusively.
could aftiml no. The transfet of in- right.
The
Write or ronie U
at
terest meant to him the investment of
S. Llthffmv & Co.
II.
23 Hinlh BtrMt. opp. DnlUd BUtei Fttut UBea,
$40.000.000, perhaps more.
Harri- Bookbinders,
building.
Journal
WASHINGTON, D. C.
man himself is the only man who
For prices on house wiring and
knows just what the tall figures were,
Is full of oat! and curious
world
The
Auto.
feharcl repair work.
and he is not telling. He likes to let people so there may still be those who
Phone 557. IKV4 8. Second St.
the public and more
particularly have not used Morning Journal classihis rivals in the railway world guess
at the size of the check he ha-- fied ads.
drawn for such projects.
Certain it is that January 1 the
Pennsylvania raiload owned in its
e
own name $51.000,000 of the
& Ohio stock, while $20.000,(100
more stood in the names of subsidOur special 50c comet
iary companies. Harriman wanted SI
cover, made to our own
big block of these holdings, and In.
order, and almost inipns-slbl- e
SKATES!
SKATES!!
fact had to have them If he would
to keep in Htock, It
keep in the running with Gould and
Skates
Boiler
Ladies
Cot
la so unusually
his clique. He was well aware that;
Special Only a few pair
the price: of good iul-it- y
he was up against the bggest problem
onl)
oloae,
.
i.un
to
left,
cambric, lace and emAlbuquerque's
he had met In his career. With the
Best
Store
and
trimmed, perfe t
broidery
Baltimore & Ohio paralleling
the,
.Vic
fltting. Special at
Pennsylvania for more than half lts
THE DAYLIGHT STORE
length, and in control of it. he had
something to conjure with that was
certain to tax all his skill and enerIT Is BECACSE
Tills ADVERTISEMENT HAS A MISSION TO PERFORMTHANTO ITBRING PEOPLE TO THE STORE. IE IT is LESS SENSATIONAL THAN MANY t'ONTEM FORANEO I' S ANNOUNCEMENTS,
gies to the limit.
PROMISES. THE ILLUSTRATIONS AND QUOTATIONS
MORE
CATAIjOGUE.
EIAHOHATE
HIT ONE PAGE
FURNISHED CONSTITUTE
Tills STOKE IS ALWAYS ANXIOUS TO GIVE
Just how Harriman wheedled th
WE RELIEVE WE HAVE THE REST STORE OF ITS KIND IV IHE WEST. RUI Willi so MWV
HUNDREDS OP EQUALLY GOOD VALUES IN LINES NOT MENTIONED ARE WAITING WISE BUYERS
Pennsylvania into parting with its!
MAKING SIMILAR CLAIMS THERE Is LITTLE LEFT FOR THE BUYER RUT A PERSONAL INVESTIGATION. AND Tills WE STRENUOUSLY ADVISE.
INVESTIGATE BEFORE YOI BUY.
controlling Interest In the Baltimore,
& Ohio no one but Harriman
can
tell. Men of broad knowledge and
influence In railway affairs are authority for the statement that he has
Economist
Correct In
agreement
entered Into an Iron-cla- d
Millinery
Style
with the Pennsylvania by which thej
Is Correct
community of Interests of the tWO
In
Correct
AUTUMN..
systems will be amply protected, and
Millinery
I'rlce
common sense makes this all the
more credible.
Mow Control Was Obtained.
TRIMMED MILLINERY I OR I ALL
The Baltimore & Ohio put out a
new stock issue of $27,500,000 Inst
We have prepared a very ipeclal offering of Inexpensive Milliner
spring, and there Is plenty of reason
thi
Is one Ihut will gain the unqualified approval of women desiring
to suppose that Harriman and his
colleagues snapped up the bulk, or
creaDon it rtiaderate prlcei. a splendid line of modela are shown,
perhaps all, of this. The Pennsylhatd of tMtefuJ refinement Hint reveal the eoneepl ions of lhe true artlat.
vania had I right to subscribe for a
This display
far from being an ordinary one. fur the re.isnn ili.it instead
large block of this output, but It is
of there being numerous duplicate of each model, there Is huí a ingle bal
supposed that this right was not exof a style, instil me lo you ax much distinctiveness iis though ll w ere an Imercised, since at that time the company was borrowing money righ.
ported pattern. This is tin unusmilly attractive feature and well worthy of
your attention.
and left to carry on Its gigantic ImAdding this to the intprovements.
Prominent among these Ideal creations are charming new Street and
erest acquired some two weeks ago
Walking
Hats of every fashionable mode, h. nl up plateau and close Httle
or
by the purchase of $40.000,000
turbans, new mushroom Shapes and Peter Pan effects that arc very SUthorl-tatlv- e
more from the Pen nay Ivan la for Its
In their
tylea trimmings are ribbons, wlngo, volvéis, breaats, ami
Baltimore & Ohio holdings It Is easy
other effects far too chic for a meagre description- - newest of shadings,
to see how Harriman and his parly
came Into control of the system.
greens, blues, grays, leather colors, as well as black. Bill one of ., style and
Unless the Pennsylvania has sold I
all clevCr models.
Priced al
llMt, ll&M, f.M, STJM, S.YIMI
much larger Interest In the Baltimore tc Ohio to Harriman than Is generally supposed. It will remain an Influential factor In Its operation. AcIt retain-- '
cording to the manuals
$11.000.000 of the stork in Its own
name, besides the $20,000.000 held
Short sfeeyes and long gtOVSS have come to may. Never In the hlslory Of
In the name of subsidiary companies.
fashion has there been a style so popular. Il has put Ihe great glove manuThere Is a general belief In Wa.l
-facturer of the world al their wits ends lo supply the enormous demand.
street that some of this holding has
were very fortúnale in placing Import orders early SO (hat we are hi a posibeen parted with to the Harriman
Interests, but there Is nothing yet
tion to meet Ihe demands of our patrons In quality, style, color and price.
to confirm this Impression.
length Mosipiitatrc Glace, black and white
si, .11
With the practical combination of
length Mostiuitalre Glnce, hi.
or while
l..v
the Baltimore & Ohio. Union Pacific
length IfoSQUStSlre Glace. hh k or white
SI no
"Wid rhlcago A Alton under Harriman
length MosQUltalrs Fhiede,
Gould Is confronted by
iimwjnatlon,
or while
$.1.50
- parallel
every
competition In
almostIn lhe regular short kid gloves. 2 and
overseam and piipie we were
chain.
link ofnlls transcontinental
belter provider! for our patrons' wa
Everything that goes to mak"
comThe Union Pacific will be the
a complete department will he found he
Here are some of Ihe names
pel Itor of the Western Pacific, which
ami prices.
and
Is In progress of construction,
Special!
Paris point French kid gloves
the Missouri Pacific as far east as
SI. .VI
La Four
Kansas City, the ChlCMO & Alton
embroidered back, kid gloves
IIJM
parallels the Missouri Pacific from
Lucille
embroidered back, kid gloves
tl.2"
Kansas City to St. Louis, while the
'.
Polaris
embroidered hack, kid gloves
tl.OO
Baltimore ft Ohio takes care of the
Kalhryn
silk lined mocha, kid gloves
$l,7"
Wabash from Ht. Louis and Chicago
overseam cape glove
Melrose
$1.2.'
10 Pittsburg,
and of the Western
gloves
Mocha
Maryland and the proposed connectSI. Ml
Marying link between the Western
Misses kid gloves
BUM
I.Ol
Pittsburg
land and the Wabash from
ehllds' kid gloves
Dent
SLSS
to the Atlantic.
When Gould first set about to conEVERY PAIR OF KID QLOVRS FITTED RV EXPERT FITTERS
struct
transcontinental line he enAND OUARANTBBD.
countered ihe active hostility of the
Pennsylvania In making his Pittsburg
IWISK SilOINO OCTO
entrance, and later he ran up again Si
slow-witte-
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their lesder, In coldest j
There were other delegations
Which did not Join In the loud np- - CONVENTION
But from the Joint statehood
delegations the applause was hearty
nough.
At ihe close of Mr. Bursum's address the band struck up a two-ste- p
which entertained the galleries while
the preliminaries to temporary organization were csrrled on.
tullen Take, the chair.
Mr. Kursum piesentcd the name of
U O. Fullen, of Carlsbad, as the selection of the central committee for
temporary chairman of the convention.
The recommendation of the
ommlttee was adopted and the chair (ContiniiPtl From Page 1, (Polumn 3.)
ippolnled Solum n Luna and Emell-m- o
SaHizar. of Itlo Arriba county to had been practised In every preclue
escort Mr. Fuller, to the chair.
county.
John Elotes, of Morn county, and in Bernalillo
Cliildcrs Makes Reply.
'harles V. Saffor I. of Santa Fe, were
Mr. Childers
then proceeded to
nade temporal y secretaries and MarHe decided to abandon
celino Ortiz, of Patita Fe. and Enrique make reply.
his position to rest his case on prima
ta lazar, of Las Vegas, as interpreters.
facie evidence. Referring to the call
The band played loudly as the
he sabl he was not there to discuss
the
Dorary ohalrmar
Introduced ancient History. He said the call was
'orm. Chairman
like certain other calls In other counn
Mr. Ful I en as
The
and showing them all to be irira tor of the Pe os valley," and Mr. ties,
'ajilen bore up well under the title, regular.
He did not atempt to disprove the
'lis speech concerning itself chiefly
with political conditions in the Pecos Irregularity of the call but contented
alley: condition- - which, according himself with stating that there had
o the speaker, ire not very encour-igln- g been other calls in other
counties
quite as irregular.
to the republican party.
Mr. Chllders did not take up the
Alexander Read, of Rio Arriba,
nade the motion for the appointment precincts in order. He referred first
to precinct 12, where Hubbell had a
if the commltte, s.
Immediately after the delegations majority present Mid where he was
lad named their ommittee members. strongest.
Passing over the people
'.. R. Prince asked to read a resolu-lowho had no right to be there, he
to be referred to the committee slopped when he had shown
that
m resolutions.
Hubbell had a majority. In discuss"Billy" Martin was on his feet at ing the prerlnct primary Mr. Chilince, with a motion to amend that all ders admitted that he had refused
e
solutions he referred to the
the ballot and that he had a right
Governor to refuse it. Mr. Chllders decided
without reading.
'rlnce asked to 'peak and was declar- to leave precinct 26 to Mr. Wllkerson.
ed out of order by the chair.
Then
Taking up precinct 13, Mr. Chil-deGovernor Prince
rouble followed.
admitted
that Modesto Ortiz,
'nststed on rea, ling his resolution, de. the Hubbell chairman, liad refused
laring its suppression gag rule and to allow a motion for the election of
But Martin's motion a
and that he had been
orevalled and C. A, Spiess of Las Ve- putchairman
out of the meeting.
subtas moved that while the coniinitleos mitted an affidavit by Ortiz He
showing
vero In session the delegates should he
had been put out of tho meeting.
s
isit the fair.
He also moved a
Mr. Chllders passed over the other
until 7:30 o'clock. The motion precincts.
vas carried nnd a recess taken until
He called on Charles A. Spiess, of
7:30 this evening.
Las Vegas, who attended the primary
The Convention Committees.
in precinct 12 to make a statement.
The committees arc as follows:
Mr. Spiess said Tom S. Hubbell was
On Credential- - --T. X. Wllkerson, the floor manager for the Hubbell
E, A. Cahooh, T. B, Hart, Harry Ham.
Mr. Spiess, In answer to a
faction.
Ilton, H, H. R'tts, Pablo Aragón, question by Mr.
Rursum. said that
Seorge Sena. A. A. Temke, S. E.
did not vote at the primary; and
Phillips. he
B.
Vigil, A. n.
a roar went
around
the committee
V. Gallegos. A. L. Pense,
Alexander
He said that he tild not know
Head, Frank St iplin, Charles Wln len. room. were
qualified voters of the
Qregorlo Gutierres, M. L. Pearce, who
but that Hubbell had a rnajorl'y
iiran Abeyta, B. M. Sandoval, M. of those
present. This was the ex
Martinez. T). Padilla. L. Baca, L. M. tent of Mr.
Sploss' testimony.
Mr.
(lallegps, E. Van Paiten.
there were
M, C, Chllders said he knew
mi Permanent Organisation
present
in the meeting.
Ortiz. 1. B. Wet more. E. Studley. Har- democrats
"Friends of yours?" asked a memry Hamilton, F. A. Bush, I. Armijo, C.
of
ctmmltteo,
ber
the
and another
Hlgtltower, C. Page. Juan Xavarrn.
v. Beat h, w. e. Lindsey,
a. p.. laugh went around.
Chllders-theMr.
on Thomas
called
White,
D.
M.
Bankers, J. Martinez,
J. S. Duncan, --'. E. Abeyta. J. M'in-toy- X. Wllkerson to present the case of
precinct 20.
M. Martinez. M. Jaramlllo,
He had failed to refer to the case
Romero, J Martinez. M. Valdez.
of San dose, lo Barcias, or lo all the
On Rules and Order of Rusiness
Heorge Arnot, I. P. Wetmore, E. C, oilier county precincts where Brand
Crampton, L. O. Fullen. W. O. Mur- was practiced.
ray. P, R. Baca. E. W. Watson. S.
Mr. Wllkerson made i clear pres-th- e
Canavan, J. R. Moreno. T. P. Tiowns entatlon of his side of
case in
A. I.. Pense. M. S. Silazar. C, V.
precinct 26. He admitted that Mr.
d
J. W. Akers, M. T. Rogers.
Gunsul, the man who presided while
Dessengcr. J. E. Griffith, E. F. the vote was being taken for chairFerea, M. Martinez. A. Salazar. X. F. man, had refused the ballot. He ad- ClallegOS,
Armijo, Martin
P.
milted that he, too, refused the bal
hot. because he thought a majority
B.
Chllders. voted against the ballot,
On Resolutions W.
On the
I,. O. election of the delegation to the con- W. C. Reid, Jr etnlah Leahy,
C. H. ventlon,
w. il. Newcorob,
leuiien,
Mr. Wllkerson
contended
Stearns. Ceorgi W. Prlchard. A. A. that Hubbajl had a majority of the
Tampke, Gregory Page. David
men presentí He did not ;' Into the
F. W. Beach. V B. Daubers, question of who of those present had
G. A. a rlgiil
W. E. Lindsey, L. B. Prince.
lo vole.
Tinker. T. B. Catron. A. Desmalrals,
Mr. Wllkerson also failed to go Into
R. Arnold. W. E. Martin. E. A. Miera. the other precincts in the county
Solomon
M. Martinez.
Sanchez.
A.
where fraud was practiced.
tuna, E. w. Fox. Charles E. Mlllen
T. B. Catron, of Santa Fe, wanted
The committees adjourned at once figures on
the delegations from the
to rooms In JJje Commercial club.
various precincts, bul Mr. Childers
called on Frank Hubbell to make 0
.statement as to the country precincts.
ANDREWS AND OTHERS
He devoted himself to R discussion of
-"SUED FOR HALF MILLION the call which he attempted to decenlo Homero,

dlenee.

ANDREWS NAMED FOR DELEGATE
Porter loner. Entitled

Oobsnn. J.
voten.

SEATS

minute rule was adopted.
The
of
rule was,
I.
O.
Hanny.
course,
A.
R. Turner.
violated, for Mr. Prlchard, the
PAY F, Chavez
W. tmer. K. A. Oahoon.
leader,
received tho
Colfax -- Walter Kerr. II. C. Abbott, time of Marcelino Ortiz, of Santa Fe,
M. while the Kernalillo delegation gave
K. C. ''r;imMlon. Frank Whltm-vI
W. Mills, II. W. Tanner. Jeremiah Mr. Chllders
all their lime.
The
S. Pouter,
A. D. Hobbs. chair ruled that only one transfer of
Leahy.
I
WARM TRIBUTE
George W. Gillespie, E. E. Studley. J. time eoitld be made.
Sa lazar.
Mr. Prlchard used his time to good
liona Ana C. E. Miller, Martin advantage in presenting
the
I.ohman. Eugene Van Patten. M.
argument of Arizona's opIt. H. HOlt, Q porgo Lyndt. 11. del position and the former
advocacy of
Li llosa. J. It. Lucero.
single st
by tho republican
Eddy Harry Hamilton, L. O, Fui-le- party of itehood
New Mexico.
His remarks
i
were receive
with enthusiasm
by
Grant K. A. Rush, w. h.
Miguel
San
delegation
the
and a few
u. M. Turner, H. H. Bet ta; W. of Ihe delegates
from
northern
the
I). Murray. D. H. Kedzie.
counties, but it was soon evident that
C ida lupe F. D, Morse, J. Armljo.
statehood
Joint
sentiment
Fred Haca. C, II. Mearon, Pablo All- - whelmingly in the majority.was overguar.
W. ft. Chllders in bis ten minutes
T. W.
Lincoln
Charles Ppence.
Wats,,n. George Sena, C. Hlghtower. made a brilliant argument for Jointure and Its advocacy by the party,
Effort in Ceitain Quarters to c. w. Prlehr.rd.
Lona A. w. Pollard, x. A. itoiich. lie showed it to be strictly a parly
McKlnley- - Gregory Pase. s. Cana-- 1 question through the well known poCast Discredit on Adminissition of the president and tho navan. S. E. Aldrii h.
His argument
Juan Navarr 1. L Gallegos, tional administration.
tration of Haserman Is T. Mora
met with uproarious approval,
Mes-tas. Bushkevttg, L.
Mellnde,
"As sure as there is a God In
W.
J. D. Mellna. I. Casadas,
Squelched by Republicans, su-- .na.
C! 'i. Blckman.
heaven." said Thomas 1!. Catron in
'Arizona will
otero C. P. Downs A. 11. Phillips, Opening his speech,
HflXby,
T.
A.
P. W. Iteach. P. M. vote down this proposition and yoi.
HUBBELL'S WEAK SECOND
by voting for it will convince
Sutherland, Vf. i. Tipton,
Quay I. J. Barnes, N. v. Gallegos,
and the nation that you wan.
TO ANDREWS NOMINATION; N. P. Dauber.
Joint statehood and not single staP
Rio Arriba W. o. Bergaant. Julian! hood and you Will not get either fot
Martines, U it. Prince, M. L. Balaaar, j a thousand years." Prom this text
Aiey. i;e ni. i. Eunutbe), It. C. Her- - the Santa Ko man spoke furtousl)
Effort of Thomas Benton Cat- nandea, v. Jaramlllo. Ellas Clark, for ten minutes, making an eloñuenl
Bylvaao Raphael, a. D. Roybal. D. plea to the native people to vote
ion to Inject Race Issue Martinez. A. D. Vargas, J. II. T.er- - against Jointure. "1 will not support
geant.
this measure." said Mr. Catron, "It
Rnorevclt W. K. Lindsey. A. I.. is not a party question. I will sup
Into Statehood Matter a
Breeding.
port the delegate. I will do what
Sandoval Alejandro gandoval, V. can for ihe oirtv. but tliev cnunoi
Failure.
g
x. Sandoval, J. M,
s Miera.
'crain this measure down our
Felipe Silva. M. C. de Baca, V. You have as much right to throats
choose
s. Miera.
on this question as you have to cBOOBi
(Continued From Page I. Column I.)
Mn Juan C. V. Safford. Frank Stn- - a wife for yourself."
pleton, George A. Tin ker.
The same aplauso greeted Mr. Cat
it came, tin- Hamilton act giving Joint
Sin Miguel Rugenio Homero, r.
sfatehiiuii to Ni '.v Mexico and Arlsona, Sandoval, K. H Silizar. M. DesmantS, run as was given to Mr. Prlchard
General Bold hii the Point
iKould tin people can to Lake it had,
Sena. C. Romero, B, Sena.. C. A.
t n endorsed and made a part of the
Attorney General Bold took th'
Spiess. C. Gutiérrez. S. Montano. H.
republican platform by a vote of 139 Romero, 1:. Gallegos, s. Armijo, J. M. floor to contradict the mlsrcpresen-- '
I la vis.
1:
t.t 4t;
And if the vote In the conven Quint ma l. Oallegns,
D. tatlons made by Mr. Catron as to
tiou can be taken as indicating the .1. Leahy. A. 1'. Rogers II A. Canter. ("haves and Rddy counties. Mr. Cat-- j
s,
I
republican
en timen of the
Hue can.
voters if J.
ron said that the native people of
Iba territory, i
statehood win reSanta I e T. B. Catrot M Ortla, Chaves and Eddy counties had been
Max Frosi I. M. White. J W. Akers. prevented from serving on Juries.
ceive the votes of at least
if the people Then the vote n taken
f. Rivera, V. Ortega, Jose K. Comea.
"There has beep much misrepre-- ,
l resThi- - discussion on the itateh
C. senlatlon of the treatment of the na-- !
.
Socorro H. o, Bursum,
olution was not a satisfactory one 10 Abelta, J. R, Torres, p, B 1. H. live people In Chaves county," said
either the friends or the enemies uf Hi. hards, L i: ica, .1. E, Griffith, M. Ihe attorney general.
"I desire to
joint statehood. The time given for s. Peno, Abran Abeyta, w. R, Martin. contradict those statements and to
upDlsslnger,
sierra Max Kohler, lv
discussion was too short and the
contradict them once and for all."
roar in the house durtnr the discus- Robert Martin.
And he did contradict, so sundy and
s.
Benches,
Torrance
V
on
by
If.
lain
enthusiasm
both
sion caused
so firmly, that in spite of interrupsides, forhale .1 careful presentation if lar, .1. c. Jaramlllo, P. Jaramlllo, c. tions by Mr. Catron, the misstate- -'
either tide, but the vote was convinc- Padilla,
as to the Pecos valley condiTaos t. I'. Martin. M. Martinez. ments
ing and the discussion violent as il
tions are not likely to rise to th'
Bantlestevan, w. surface
irai on tin- pari p( Mr. Catron, leader WilliamB. McKoan, D.
again.
Adair,
Chavez. R, TruJIllo, I). Graforcea,
wh
of the
W. E Martin addressed the confought to Inject the Pace issue Hit ham,
A demand foi
Union R, Padilla. E. W. Fox. C. vention In Spanish.
the debate. Changed no votes. Th
an Interpreter was made but it was
Otto,
Brveln,
Charles
P.
Robert
New
party
Mexico
of
republican
s hleter, K. Gallegos, N. F. Qallegos, overruled after five minutes' uproar,
favor of statehood.
Martin, when
he got a hea;ng.
Valencia Solomon Luna, Jacobo
The convention gave i hearty an'l
an urgent plea for work by
abor Mlrabal, madeparty
uniualiile.i endorsement to Governor Chaves, Hen Hibo,
the
for joint stntehood.
In VarclsSO Pino. Jesus Sanchez. I". San- Hagerman ami his admlnistralon
Mr. Prlchard then announced that
h, 7.. r, Jaramlllo,
Boléalo Romero,
Fpite of well defined efforts to prevail
he withdrew his minority report in
inch an endorsement by a few bailéis Adolf,, Sanchez, Carlos flaca. Jose favor
of the substitute offered by Dr.
he Sal izar. J. Chavez.
who ire attempting to embarrass
Oemarals. of Las Vegas, leaving tin
governor in his efti rt to give the pe The Resolutions,
question to the consciences of tin
ile of New Mexico B clean and btlsi
Solomon
Luna presented th, re individual.
111 sallke administration.
port
on
of
resolutions
The Statehood Vote.
The sentiment Of the delegates .c- of whichtheh committee
w is chairman.
As the
Then Chairman Spiess pul the mo
of the convention
ilia) in and out
was
report
read,
cheer
cheer
after
showed plainly that the effort Will greeted the endorsement of tlovernor tiou.
The minority report w
lost by
bring nothing but ills tap r to Ihe me. Hagerman.
The expression of con- - a vole of 4fl for to ,10 against
who are behind it and nothing b'Jt fidence
i utrsum
brought
in
II.
governor.
Mr. Luna moved the adoption Of
good to the
forth a roar of approval, and the the minority report it was adopted
Today's convention was not of
were
of
the
friends
chairman
enthus
very
was
It
a
crowd.
with a big cheer. Tho vote for the
kind to draw
their applause.
joint .statehood plank was definite.
different nun the one in Albuqui rq it iastic inreport
of the committee on convincing
The
two years ago. There were no shoutand overwhelmingly In
ing galleries and befóte the end of the resol Ut toni was unanimous save on favor, yet the 4(1 votes against tilt
stdtehood,
on
question
of
which plank made a showing
against
session tonight even before the nomi- nthe
minority report was submitted, in greater than had been expected. San
nation was made tin- galleries were ail
arwas
question
the
the
committee
The convention Ml t","
but empty
Miguel county's delegation
20.
of
harmonious to arouse popular Interest gued at length, Catron of Santa Pe pledged to the unit rule, was voted
county
of
Lincoln
harPrlchard
too
and
was
It
a
crowd
solidly against Joint statehood by Enin to draw
monious f.. rent husl.i msave mi the one Standing out for the slnRle .statehood trenlo IPonero its cha ri oa n Then
question of statehood. It Was a mecha- plank. The report as presentad by Were at least four men in the NanJ
ndorses republican Miguel delegation who would
nical convention which moved Ilk. .1 the committee
well oiled machine, which Is belli.- principles and the administration of voten i or tne joint sutionooa ,ytn n k Receiver Ttiomas Rclnaker of Enter
rrmfu-stain
President Roosevelt
prise National Bank. Brings AcThe railroad had they b('en free.
carefully tended, and although
tion on Notes anil Drafts.
retailed daring the statehood dts- - rate law Is cited as an instance of
Tlie vote was as follows:
was
the wise course of the Roosevelt polI'Umlnn the vote 011 that question
county, 9 votes for the
Bernalillo
susany
enicy.
is
The protective tariff
to,, overwhelming to allow
plank; Chaves, 4 for; ColItateh
The Morning Journal Bureau.
tained demonstration of sentiment for dorsed ami its beneficien! Influence fax. 13 for: Dona Ana, S for; Grant,
122! Pennsylvania Ave., N. W. .
great
on
sheep
industry
the
against.
growing
or
r
fi
2
Eddy,
for:
Guadalupe,
for:
Washington. D. C. Sept. 2!
olnted out. tlovernor Hagertngsfl is against: Lincoln. 2 for. 3 against:
The last art of the convention WUI
Andrews, territorial
William H,
to adopt the American flag as the em given hearty endorsement in the fol Luna. 2 for: McKlnley. 3 for; Mora
delegate to congress from '"W Mexidem for two yean lo i" used - iha lowing paragraph:
6 for; 3 against;
(Itero, 2 for, 4 ico, and brothei- of Republican State
party emblem in ail precinct, eltVi
This convention does heartily en against; Roosevelt, 3 for; Rio Arriba.
Chairman w. R.Andrew, o? Penn-i- y
dors,, the able, honest and patriotic 11 for. 3 against:
oiinty or g' ncral elections,
3 for;
Juan,
San
Ivan la; Btaté Senator Arthur
It was it: 16 when the convention administration
of Governor Herbert Santa Fe, 6 for. 3 against: San Migand Francis J. Torrance, presiedjoui led.
J. Hagerman and all other federal uel, 20 against; Sierra, 3 for: So- dent of
the Allegheny select council,
.MeHew
and
of
territorial
officials
Organisation,
11
Permanent
8
Hm
for;
sued at Pltaburg on notes
corro.
for;
Taos,
been
have
Sandoval.
Vafor. 2 against: Torrance.
and drafts aggregating $437,455.
Il
the xico."
for;
i.nie tint the preliminaries,
Delégate Andrews Is endorsed and lencia. 13 for: t'nlon. 3 for. 4 against.
These men were officers of the
election of the temporary chairman Chairman II.
Q. BUfSUm
Is
ven
Pennsylvania Development company,
The Convention Preliminaries,
.not the appointment of committees thanks for his faithful
Cenwork for the
it was exactly 8:15 when Chairman which constructed the Santa Fe Interwas accomplished in the afternoon party. Tin paragraph concludes:
k
H. o, vitirsum called the convention tral railroad In Xew Mexico.
on
W salon, and the cnmmiHei
"We
only
In
not
recognize
him
an
to order. The delegates were, for the ested with them was T. Lee Clark,
un
lutlons was not through Its
republican, most part In their seats, each delegate cashier of (he Enterprise
National
It was nearly able, loyal and consistent
Ml after S o'clock.
a man possesswe
but
as
regard
him
who committed
beneath a banner hearing tile name of Bank of Allegheny,
Temporary Chairman ing
V o'clock when
the confidence of the people for the county. The stake and gallery suicide the day he hank closed its
Pallan callad the convention to orcandor, honor and Integrity."
railings were decorated In American doors. The suit) Is brought by Thoder, lie at once asked foi Ihe report hisThe
statehood paragraph Is as fol- Hags and bunting. In the central bal- mas Rinaker, receiver Of the Iwink.
of the rommlttse on credentials, and lows:
cony a band was stationed. The galIt is cited In the hill that the dethe report, seating the Hubbell delewas organized
"We endorse the action of congress leries were filled, but the spectators velopment company
gation from HernallllO cnunty. wis in paaslng
for the promoting of coal and timber
Ihe enabling act for thl Were men. save for a half dozen laread tnd adopted without division. admission of Hew Mexico and
building
Arl-so- n
railroads In Xew
dies who occupied seats In the first lands and
There were no other contests.
as one state, recognizing the balcony. It was a convention which Mcxl o. B Is alleged its normal cap-Hof $10.000 (was known to he wholfat
gpleas Made chairman.
that otherwise we would no as- In Its beginning showed peace and
and It
of statehood
for years to harmony In plenty. The delegations ly Inadequate for its purposes,
filarles A. Spiess, who had been surance
We hereby declare that the were almost all complete. There was agreed to raise the necessary
was recom- come,
selected for tin- post,
ni, II, an pally of N w Mcxl, o is in were fewer proxies than at any recent funds by the Indorsement of promismended to be pernwnenl chairman
sory no tea
epubllcan convention.
j
it,.
by the committee on permanent 01- - favor of the acceptance of
In order to get the necessary ready
.ioorc, or i no Episcopal
charles v. BafTord ami utebr this act to the end that w"w Church ii.of Las
ganhtatlon.
Vegas,
opened the con- money in the bank with which to
Bet re-- I receive the benefits given us under
John Keoies, the temporary
a
prayer,
meet
vention
with
brief
The call
their notes, according to the
sties, were recommended for the and that we be thereby vested wall, was read In Snailsh and Spanish
and statement Hied In the suit, they adoptpermanent organisation, while M. . equal rights of citizenship with all Chairman BurSUM
says,
proceeded to make ed, the statement
"various
Orthv K. II. Ralasar, M. C. O tits and Other citizens of the union."
speech.
means known lo be used In the pas!
it w is on this paragraph that the his opening
George lana Were recommended as
Mr, liurs urn's Iddreas,
by
enterprising politicians in PennThe committee's report minority report was made, the comInterpreters.
Mr.
address was a long sylvania and procured the treasurer
mittee agreeing to all other section! one. andBursom'l
eras unanimously adopted.
was made upon notes.
to deposit large
W. of Pennsylvania
Mr. Spiess. being escorted to the of the resolutions. The minority re- B. Martin appeared as tin cliait in.in'sa sums of money In the Enterprise
hair by a committee of delogati i, port brought in the following state, interpreter.
Ihe address dealt nt bank.
hood plank and on this the light wnn length with condition In Ihe
It Is alleged T. L. Clark discounted
in. lib- a brief address to the conven-Donation
Moor
on
Ihe
of the convention: under the administration of the re the notes as cashier of the hank, and
made
In which he paid his usual happi
Bl
hood,
it,
a
evthough
not
party
publican party and by Ihe application as treasurer nt the development comtribute to the ladles, who In the
ening, filled one of the galleries un- question. Is a most Important one to Of republican Principle. The speaker pany, took (he proceeds oul of the
people
Whotlu-of
territory.
the
this
lefeiied ill own greater detail to lilt the funds of (he hank.
til late In the session. Mr. Spiess did
mote. He paid tribute to the repub- the voters of the territory approve or prosperity of iw Mexico, showing
reject
coming
nt
th"
election
the
how
Ihe sheep Industry has grown to
preatdenl
lican leaders from the
down, giving one of his most elo proposition of uniting NW Mexico the most Important, how It followers VOL'
with Arizona as one state, the ta, t have grown rich! how railroads have
quent periods 1,1 Mr. Andrews.
The permanent chairman In til" remains that our wealth, our popu- - be. n built, new Industries established.
our large area and our mater- now newspapers
published!
how
colime of his remarks welcomed th" lation,
Bentpn Catron. of ial progress, our industries and our bomeseeken h ive rotnotbv thousands;
Hon. Thomas
how
the whole territory Is prospering
con
Santa Fe. bach Into the ranks of the system of common Schools, are can-has never prospered
1 as It
before.
siderations that reasonable men
I. publican pariy.
j
of this prosperity Mr. Rursum
Pari
wa
insist en
0 not overlook and which
Mr. Catron's return has been
to
attributed
the
In
neural richness of
recent that he Is still looked upon title us to ihe status of statehood
soil, lo mines, and to the gifts of a
ss a stranger and recruit After d the American union."
higher
power.
But
he saw In It also
recomas
reported
The resolutions
( lnriiiK
himself In favor of Joint stnl
administration and the influence
I and endorsing
Ihe parly policies mend the enactment of a primary law 'wise
h
Friday evening John S. Heaven,
mentioning especially
- of wise laws,
..f ihe nation Ml. So less proceeded . by the next legislature, the omi
Coal
men l of laws reducing salaries awg Ihe prole, live tariff, the reclamation proprietor of the Clarkvllle
to business.
yards,
law. and the position and policy of
wanted a collector.
George Arnot, of Albuquerque. fees, ihe appointment of a commis the
As
he
Heaven
soon
Ftoosevelt
Mr.
out
as
found
H"
.Hollinan of the committee on rules sion to revise ihe territorial statutes! paid a tribute administration.
wanted a collector he didn't waste anv
lo
which
Roosevelt
court,
supreme
a
and
presented
the
of
business
snd order
brought applause from the floor and time. He came rlrrht around to the
of
Mr. Chllders,
Albuquerque, galleries.
report tif that committee, which w is
Morning Journal ofllee. 'cross lots.
promptly adopted. The nil, of the mn d the adoption "f the majority
Mr. Kursum paid tribute to Dele-- i
"Wanted A collector," said Mr.
Mr. Prlchard
of Lincoln gate
f,th congress were adopted, and the leport.
Andrews, referring to his work Heaven.
promptly moved the adoption of his In congress,
following order of business:
Mr. Heaven's want ad. went Into
to Ihe pensions he has
iteport of committee on resol u- - minority report on the statehood .secured, and to the appropriation for the Morning Journal's classified nil.
plank. Dr. M. F. Desmarals. of Las the public building In Albuquerque. column.
lions.
Nominating of a candidal, for de! Vegas, sprung a little surprise In an He went further--an- ti
promised
Mr. Heaven hadn't opened up the
amendment lo thP minority report Delegate Andrews that he would for
scrgile to congress.
Clarkvllle coal yards for business fifplank
of
Cutting
out
statehood
the
Election of an executive omml'
ion re for Las Vegas an appropriation teen minutes yesterday morning beIhe resolutions anil declaring slate- - of 2nn.noo.
fore exactly fifteen collectors had
tee".
I
one
but
party
question,
not
a
H e l ull
hd gallon.
Turning to statehood. Mr. Bursum come around looking for a Job.
COOBCieaee
Individual.
of
the
the
for
minFifteen collectors in fifteen
expressed his support of the II million
The full delegations of all ounties
The question tame before the con- act. lie ,i,l he was working and utes.
aie ii follows:F. A. Hul.be, W. B. vention
to ihe would work for Ihe adoption of thill
on
the
amendment
Have
vou
a
WANT?
Bernalillo
report.
The only wav to satisfy It Is to
act bv New Mexb o with Hie seal of a
Oillder W II Greet T X Wllker-min- . minority
Mr. Chllders moved that speeches recent ran Vert B was somewhat
make a bee line for the Morning
Benches
M. E lib key. Bevero
till statehood tie limited to ten minthat the statehood remarks Journal office nnd
H.
Hubbell, lieorge
T
utes, and J. S Duncan amen, led I were received bv the twenty delégales
TELL I'S YOl'll TltiM'HLRH.
Mdro Sandoval, Charles Chdwick.
Itfsults come quickly.
Nltolo Herrar. U. C Ortls. E. W to mske It live minute. The llve- of San Miguel county, and Don Eu-
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Instead of u continuance of the mes- sage, 'Jim Waite, what are you doing
on this line ' Get out or there'll be
trouble
Jim didn't even wait to discover who the man was. He saldr-.- f
forward that the sender had 'nver
familiar sound, but he coultln t for the
iperator
life of him tell who the

ment operator In Washington, "but If
his own office call Is sounded by the
Instrument he will wake on the Instant. The telegrapher's ear becomes
so acute that the lightest variation In
the working of the instrument Is Immediately detected, and the receiving operator reeognlses the 'voice,' so o
speak of the sender.
"While in Xcwark. X. J.; some years
ago I was called lo the Western I'm in
office by telephone.
When I nrrived
the manager said: "There's a man in
Philadelphia w ho wants t talk to yon.'
I opened the key and called Philadelphia. The operator answered and t
made myself known. 'How are things,
old boy'.'' came hack in answer, with
no nume attached.
" 'Tom Geasier,' I said, and so It
--

l!ut Jim found out foutT or five
years later. He was still working the
wires, this time In the old Brondway
office of the Western Union. One day
a young fellcw walked Into tbe offli .
and nsked for J!m Walte.
"The men met and looked at each
other, but there was no recognition if
the visiter by Walte. In fact, they
looked upon each other's faces for the
first
lime.
"
'So you are Jim Walker?' said the
caller. 'Well. I'm glad to meet you.
My name Is Mosely, and I used to gigo
"C. R." In Charleston.
"Then Waite remembered. The tw i
men for a long time had worked different ends of a north and smith wire
before the outbreak of the war, aiuj
had become fast friends without ev:r
having met. Stirt. Jim didn't knov
Mosely was the man who had told
hluv to get off the wire Inside the
Confederate Ur.es.
" "Where did you go after stealing
those dispatches I was sending during
the war?' asked Mosely, and then
Waite understood it all."

was.
"Xow. mark you. I had not seen ir
heard from my friend Geasier .'or

three years, and had not heard him
send a word by telegraph during that
He and I had worked on th
time.
same line for a year or more, and his
sending was as familiar to me as your
voice. I recognized his touch, and
yet I supposed he was nt that time In
a Chicago office.
"Yes. there's as much difference
between the' sound of different operators' .sending as there is between th"
handwritings of any two men in th"
same line of business.
"It Is said that during the civil w ir
Jim Walte, an old time New York on
erutor, was' sent to the front by tip;
government to work on importo at
aires. He one day got onto a wire
over which important secret mesaagv
were being sent by Confedératela, and
the result would have ticen funny had
not beeruso serious.
"it was in Tennessee, or Kentucky,
I forget which.
Waite. with his pot et Instrument, got inside the Confederate lines, and having learned that
messages were being sent over a certain wire from Richmond, he tipped
the wire and copied several valuable

An ounce of Prevention

worth a pound of cure. There
poor sufferers, Conauinptlves,
who are hopeless of getting
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A cough

the foundation of consumption,
Balard'a Borebound syrup win rure
-, Grant Falls.
that cough. .Mrs. F
's
Montana, writes: "I have used
Horebound Byrup in my family
for years mv children never suffer
with coughs. Sold by J. H. O'Rlellv
Is

i;-

messfi es.
"Xow. thjs was nothing new, for
operator! on both sides did the saine
thing time and again. Hut Walte was
overanxious. There was an IntetTUp- Hon in the middle of the dispatch, and
Jim was eager to get the remainder.
To urge tlie .sender he opened his k' y
nnd simply said: 'G. A. commissary.'
The 'G. A.' meant 'go ahead' and
'commissary' was the last word that
had been sent.
"Imagine Walte's surprise to heir.
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free of expense. Call niltl let us It II
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TELL YOUR

WANTS; WE DO

THE REST

country precincts In which the primaries were held without notice or
in acre! and by fraud.
Further discussion followed and
the roll was called for.
The vote was In favor of placing;
the Hubbell delegation on the temporary roll of the convention.
The central committee then adjourned.
BUT

FEW CHANGES

IN

THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
One of Last Acts of ha Vegas Convention Naming of Territorial Hotly.

Special lo the Morning Journal.

Las Vegas. X. M.. Sept. 2!(. One
of the last acts of the republican convention tonight was Ihe naming of the
new territorial Committee,
There ate
few changes In the committee which

as follows:
Hernalillo F. A. Hubbell,
Btriekler.
(
'llaves K. A. Cahoon, J.
Is

,

a

j

I

I

I

m

.

W.
M

S.
Her-ve-

y.

California

Eddy

len.
Dona Ana
Holt.

Patten,

E. Van

Grant W.
Murray.
Guadalupe

II.

H. !!.

Xi wcomb.
C. De

1

Morse.

W.

Haca,

D.

Mora
Juan Xavarro. B. H. Bier- baum.
Otero O. 1). Cody, W. I). Tipton.
Quay -J- - C. Haines, If, I). Gallegos.
Roosevelt C (i. lleech. W.

der Read,
Santa Ft
San

T.

H.

Catron.

R. C.

Secundino

John S. Clark.
Sierra M. L. Km hler, W.
tin.
San Juan
A.

Sandoval
Miera.

Haca.

I'nlon

tinos,

I

1
J
O

II. o. Hursiiin. W.
C. V. Safford.

Illustrated leaflet
showing rale of wages,
flee In those who
apply to

Hoo-che-

10.

Mar

Padilla. William

Solomon

Luna,

M. F. Gallegos,

J.

r.

Sta-pll-

K.

MC

Carlos
M. Mar-

The committee will meet at 10
clock this (Sunday) morning to elect
lis executive committee
ami organize.
o'-

E.

PURDY
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Urates

INTERSTATE LIVE STOCK AM) lioitsio SHOW. ST. JOSEPH, M(
September It-gRate $30.7.- - for tlie round nip. Tickets on sale September 22 to 20 Inclusive. Final return limit Oetolwr 1, 100.- - This
limit can lie extended to October 15th by depositing ticket with agent
on payment of ."( cents,
AMERICAN ROYAL 1.1 VK STOCK SHOW, KANSAS CITY, MO.. October
100(1. Rate ÍHO.:.") for the round Hip.
0-Tickets on sale October
5 to I Inclusive.
Return limit October 15. This limit can 1m- - extended by
depositing ticket ivitll Joint Agent on payment of 50 cents,
BIENNIAL MEETING, SUPREME LQPGE, KNIGHTS OE PYTHIAS,
M AV ORLEANS, LA., October
1000. Rate $38.50
ln Kansas
City and Memphis; $1.1.10 via Kl Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Ihites oí sale October ll to 14 inclusive'. Return limit October 30, !;::!::.
This limit can he extended by depositing ticket With Sjiccial Agent nt
New Orleans and (lie payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
( ALL AT TICK FT OFFICE
for Other low round (rip rates on salo every
day until September 30th. Also one way rates to point-- . In (lie Northwest, South and West.
P.

T. E. PURDY, Agent, Albuquerque

O. & R. G. SYSTEM
Santa Fe Uranch

H.

Frank

T

Tlie Atchison. Topeka & Santa
Albuquerque

ooPoooeOoooe'&o

Romero, Kastbound

Alejandro Sandoval,
C.

h

Invest ii',.09 in a railroad ticket-o- n sale via SANTA KE
Every day until October :ti, I sou, inclusive,

Ab-hnt- t.

Taos- - M. Martinez. T. P. Martin.

Torrance
fntosh.
Valenclu

Top-notc-

J. H. Sargent. Alexan-

Miguel

Socorro

classes of labor may find sLeaily employment in San Francisco.
wages; higher than eastern scale.
Perfect climate Construction work
possilile at a season when it ceases elsewhere.

15-2- 5,

F. I)

Luna A. W. Pollard, X. A. Rollrh.
Lincoln George Sena, George W.
Prichart'.
McKlnley Gregory Page, S. Can

Llndsuy.
Rio Arriba

Jú

lt,

J. Leahy, J. Van Houten.
H, W. Hamilton, L. O. Ful-

Colfax

,

'

in

fend.
Mr. Hubbell also failed to refer lo
the manner in which no) Ice was
given and the primaries In Id in the
count ry
VMr. Clancy in the brief reply ho
made, pointed out the ommlsslons
by Mr. Childers, Mr. Wllkerson and
Hubbell of any statement as to the

reso-WOr-

al

There's Work'

-

11:00
12:51
1:11
2:60
4:01
4:31
6:45
8:30
1:00
4:16
7:10

a.
p.
p.

m....Lv
m....Lv

p.

m....Lv

p.
p.
p.
p.
a.
a.
a.

m

m....Lv
Lv

m....Lv
m....Lv
m
m

Lv
Lv

m....Lv
...Ar

m'.

Effective Recom her io, 105.
STATIONS
Westbound
Santa Fe
Ar,... 8:11 p. m
Española
Lv.... 1:I( p. m
Embudo
.Lv. .. .11:11 p. m
Baranca
Lv. i . .11: It p. m
Servilleta
Lv.... 10:ft p. m
Tres Piedras
Lv.... 10:00 p. m
Antonlto
Lv.... 1:10 p. ra
Alamosa
Lv... 1:40 a. ra
Pueble
Lv... .11:06 p. m
Colorado Springs
Lv.... 6:40 p. ra
Denver
Lv
7:60 p. m
--

....

Connections At Antonlto for Ourango, Sllverton and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the standard
gauge lino via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge line via Salida, making ths
Know Thcsn li.v Their Semilog.
(From the Kansas City Journal.!
entire trip In daylight and passing through the famous Royal Gorge, also for
"A night telegrapher will lay his all points on Creeds branch.
head within two Inches of a working
Trains stop at Kmbuda for dinner where good meals are served.
Instrument and sleep as soundly as 'f
j he wore In
A. S. BAKNRY, Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
bed," says an old govern- - S. K. HOOPKR, O. P. A. Denver.
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A BIG TENT

raETTER THAN

A SAVING BANK the coming aristocratic residence section of Albuquerque, University Heights.
"
Beautiful residence lots, 50x142 feet, now only $25 to $í 50 a lot; $5 down, balance $5 month; no interest. Call at the
office and take a free automobile ride to and from the property. University Heights Improvement Co., Rms9-- I , Cromwell Bldg

CAUGHT PLAYING WHEEL.
WITH THE PROCEEDS

Interesting

Young Man

Who
Recently Perpetrated a Forgery Now Languishes in the
City Storehouse,

one O. M. Goodloo. alias Dun Dawson, who has shown a natur.i propensity for retting Into several different

i

varieties oí trouhle, was arrested last
night charged with the theft of a
large tent from Thomas V. Hayes,
proprietor of Camp Glenooe In the
Sandia, who lives near Cox, the plum,
ber on the Cniverslt;- rond. When
arrested OOOdloe was in a Railroad
avenue resort gambling with the proceed! of his Iheft. He w:'.s at once
jalleil and as he his been in the tolls
several times before he will like'- be

You fellows who

in for it.

money for clothes, ótlgHt
to get good clothes for
your money. .But you
won't if you're not cerefu!
where you go for them,
and what you buy when
you get there,
You'll
find
lots of

Els

tioodloe was staying at the home ot
Hayes, who kindly offered to let the
hoy live at his place gra'.ls until he
Retailed a place to stay. Mayes was
negotiating for the sale of a tent to
Mr. Davis of the Penny Parlors, but
had not oolite made UD 'ais mind to
sell. Mr. (loodloe, alias Dawson, stole
the tent and took ii down town and
Rold it to Davis for J2Ti.
He was eviget out of town
dently preparing
money
but could noi resist
with the
tile temptation to try and double tilt
swag
bv use of the festive wheel.
When (Joodloe's checks were caahed
in $23.70 of the money was recovered,
Cioodloe is the man who a month
or so ago signed the name of a traveling man named Fournier to a telegram to Founder's employers, asking
for money. He secured from S10 to
$50 on the fake telegram, the precise
sunt being unknown. Re was caught by
Assistant Marshal Kennedy at Isleta.
and brought back here, but the firm
failed to nrosecute and he was released. He has the reputation in police circles of being an Inveteróte
young thief and crook.

cheap "mercerized
ton" goods offered

i

AT ELKS'

ijcct

ndon

NOT

TWELVE

MRS

CLEW

REALIZED

Irst Visit to Site
Ovenvliclnii'il at
scope or oovírnmcnt

THEATER MONDAY NIGHT
THE JUDGE."

JURY OUI 0 VERiBELL

VASTNESS OF ROOSEVELT
DAM

Almost

IN

"HIS HONOR

MIDDLE

SAYS

GLASS OF ENGLAND

IN

HATES AMERICANS

CASE

Former Varsity Student Writes
to Albuquerque Friends of
ngnt to Keacn an AgreeThings at Old Oxford The
ment G, Toti Wins Suit on
Boat Race,
Brewery Company Check,

Takes From Sunset to

i

Dav- -

Howard S. Heed return-- d
rom a. tour days' trip to
ys the Phoenix Republl- Mr. Heed's first visit to
for, although he has been
for a couple of years or
The jury In the case of A. V. Clc- employ i iiic iti'ttitiiiuu
he has been engaged in .reum; luna versus noire Alexander, in ine
- y
I ";
urements ana outer wore e
i
7,7,
. ... , .,
He relumed as greatly en-- 1 '-- ,
,
here.
.
un
un
'i
ait'A;
nun.
lie
im n"
thused over what he saw as has beet case
prc'fdla,'
on lb
a ti o'clock
every layman and tourist on his first
struggled
a verdict all
night
for
and
visit to the big project. He said that
.he thought from his close connection throughIn the still small hours of the
While the
the court house,
Willi the service and his familiarity night
officials walked back and forth
with the maps of the work going on court
in the corridors to keep warm and to
and other Information that naturally keep
from ailing asleep at their posts,
conies before him, he had a pretty
In the case of Oanjwndlá Totl against
good understanding of the situation
Southwestern Brewery and Ice
and a very fair appreciation of th, 'the
company, the plaintiff gut judgment
topographic appearance of things. 'yesterday
for $15$ the amount of a
Hut in this he was as much mistaken check,
and two dollars interest. The
mu iiihi-iifoiile II. savs it Is like tlvi cas, was
A
a rather Interesting one.
a
Hiiiuu uaiijiMi, in iiu win 1, ,,,, vt
by Commission man
sold
was
horse
proper
get
a
of it forever and not
rodie for Toti to the
Southwestern
conception of the magnitude of ins company.
The company let the nn',
sees
It.
work until he
gu to protest, claiming that the horse
To stand on tlio hillside and look was
us representen.
ine ouuhk,
over the big basin, the power canal failednotto Show that
Bdie acted as
stretching away along the hillside; agent for Toti and Attorney Ctoorgt í
and the large operations of the con- Kluck arguing thgl tli" chick was givtractors, Is a scene that cannot b' en bv the onipany to Toti and
properly photographed or portrayed idorscd to Kill,' In due and ornper
in a pen picture.
It was his good for man, the court awarncil tin jiiainti a
tune wi oe pi t?iiii un i iiui.nidj ifiwi, ,
f N. Marion appear
amount
ine nig corner stone 01 ine oaui as attorney
for
the South wcstci
oíway
was laid.
the monster
The
Brewery company,
MM
across
bles tlirt their burdens
abyss between the canyon walls', and
the facility with which the big der- COLUMBIAN KNIGHTS WILL
ricks toss around the rocks that sometimes welch tons each was nothing CELEBRATE ON OCTOBER 1
less than awe Inspiring.
The second
day of construction,
Friday, mado
quit a start in laying rock, smoothing Exemplification of Three Degrees of
Order to be Followed by Grand
up the foundations, etc. About forty
llanquei in Elks' Lodge Room Day
cubic yards of masonry wore dropped
Will Be r Red Letter One in the
Into pnce on Friday. But that is only
History of the Local Lodge,
a trille compared w ith What will be
done In the near future, after th I
foundations are fairly started.
The local lodge of the Knlglits of
There is one interesting fact that Columbus
win have a big celebration
will probably be news to most people, in
Albuquerque
the '.'1st of October.
except perhaps men who are techni- Tile three di gu on
es of the organization
cally Informed on engineering mat will be exemplified
on
date. The
ters. That is that every piece of rock first two degrees win that
be exempiiti id
that goes into the Roosevelt dam, b?- -' to a class of Bfty candidates by a sefore being placed is thoroughly wash- - lected team of Knight chosen from
ed, and drops into the structure n- - the local council.
P. L. McArdle and
most as clean as the silverware on suite from Chicago will have charge
the dining room table. This fart add of the major degree, Mr. McArdle
g
emphasis to what people already know
of the oradvocate
national
the
In a general way, namely that the
der whose work hi this degree Is well
Roosevelt dam Is to be as perfect In known all over tho United States. Mr.
construction as the engineering skill HcArdle win coma to Albuquerque diof this day and age can guarantee. rectly from New Orleans, where on
When the ordinary man thinks of the October 14th he will confer the debuilding of a dam, all that appeals to gree On a large class. It Is expected
him Is an Immense pile of ponderous that a large number of Sir Knlghls
He might reflect on the nec- from the various councils of the ter ri
rocks.
essity of roughly surfacing the outer tory and ds, where will be present to
faces of the walls, but the main thin;;! meet the visitors and witness the cer- In lilg rocks to hold the thing In shape emonles.
snd fill up the center with "any old
Tii Oei einonles will be held In t'.i"
thing."
Hut In a work of this size big Elks' lodge room lu the (better
the rock Is carefully selected, with building. find will be followed by a
other things in view than the mere grand banquet in the bail room. The
Each one of decorations will be very elaborate In
sise of the boulders.
them Is properly shaped up, and when white, gold and royal purple, the colthe derrick sel7.es It to carry It to Its ors of the order. A full orchestra will
little niche, where It may serve an be engaged to play in the big lodgJ
Important capacity for pernais th'
room during the banquet.
snds of years, a civilization just now
beginning, n woiikmum with a big
The laxative effect of Chamberlain's
hose, backed by a powerful pressure, Stomach and Liver Tablets Is so agreedrenches it on every side until the able nnd so natural you can hardly
last particle of dirt Is removed. This realize that It Is produced by a modi-cinIs not in response to merely anybody'
These tablets also cure indigesesthetic taste, but for the reason that tion and biliousness. Price 25 cents.
It gives further assurance that the ee- Samples free ut all druggists.
ill firmly adhere. Any dirt be- .
twem the rock and the cement lessen
a, n.,,,1 Homi- l- i;iett 1
'y torn much the eoheslvcnoss of tho Milwaukee. Sent. 2. At the un- strurom. Whlle It Is designed that nlm meeting here today of tho Chl- the veHk dght and construction of tuf0 Mllwaukeo & St. Haul railway
the namlL'll be firmness Itself, It W namnanv. Raawall Miller. Petor tied.
the pur,oJf ,i die engineers to have dpH William Rockefeller and John A.
a completed nocture that will be ac-- 1 gtewart were
directors to
tuslly one solid rock, so that If one gUcceed themselves. The other dlrec-coulmetaphorically speaking, lift ltt0rs hold over. The old officers wert
by the ears, It would not fall to
Pieces.
v
Mr. Reed says he hopes to visit the
(irnerul Robert E. Leo
dsm again before long, and he thinks was the greatest General the worl 1
every resident of phoenix who falls has ever known. BnllHrd's Snow Mato go there Is overlooking one of the iment is the greatest Liniment. IJulck-slght- s
of a lifetime.
Mr. Reed left
cures all pains. It Is within the
for Ash Fork' on the morning train reach of all. T. IT. Pointer, Ilemp-t- o
meet Mrs. Reed and his son.
istead. Texas, writes: "This is to cer- tlfy that Ballard's Pnow Liniment has
Marathón I tace Postponed.
been used In my household for yea
Chicago,
Sept. If). The
annual 'and has been found to be.nn excellent
Marathon race scheduled for toduy Liniment for Rheumatic pnlns. 1 am
was postponed until Monday on ac- - never without It." Hold by J. II.
O'RIolly Co.
count of wet weather.
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THE GLOBE STORE

pay your good

.,,,,

.

Thomas s.

p.eii,

formerly

England, retains h's interest ill the
of
Qt ::!. school and writes frequently
A
things "in the' EnjrHsu. institution,
recently.'
written
was
letter received
Just before the great Harvard-Cambridg- e
boat race. According to Mr.
Hell, the excitement was intense and
prolonged and Judging from his tale
or the sentiment toward Americans,
the victory of the English must hav
caused a great deal of Jubilation.
The feeling against America among
the English middle (lasses Is exHe
tremely bitter," says Mr. Bell.
does not attempt to explain it but
says that the feeling is widespread
and deep seated.

OF

NEW SKATING

Href-tors-

d.

1906

they're

all-wo-

ol;

DRESS
GOODS

ol

because

Don't fail to

Tailing Willi Smli Force as I"
Fracture Bone Completely lu Two
Places,

Mrs. Jenny Coon, sister of Mrs.
,
nomas r . iwienci m,-fill accident While crossing the BOO
of the new Railroad avenue tent skat-- !
Ing rink last night. She was holding
1,, Hi,, tow of chairs to keep her
lia lam e, w hen She suddenly lost her
equilibrium and fell heavily. Throwing out her right hand to catch herself all her weight came upon It ano
the bones In the wrist and forearm
were broken in two places. A physi-Incian was at once summoned and supeffectual attempts at setting a
posed dislocation revealed the presence of tWO bad breaks. Mrs. Coon
was then taken to a physician's office, where the arm was set

Hart Shaffner & Marx

suits, $15 to $30,

The Big Globe

Sip

on W. Railroad Ave

WHAT PART OF THIS PAPER DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST INTERESTING TO THE PERSON WHO IS EAGERLY HUNTING FOR A FURNISHED ROOM
OR BOARDING PLACE?
IS
IN THAT COLUMN OF THE MORNING JOURNAL
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT

The R.R. Ave. Clothier

1

,

FUN COMING AT THE
OPERA

see our large

assortment of
ladies' fall and winter dress goods, comprising of the very latest fabrics on the
market. Prices to suit all, We also have
a large assortment of Outing Flannels and
Flannelettes, in all the popular patterns
suitable for blouses, dressing gowns,
kimonos, etc. Prices to suit all. Call and
see our line. No trouble to show goods.

they are; because you can depend on
it, You know what you're
getting when you get the
Hart, Shaffner & Marx
label,
There's no fooling with
quality in these goods;
no cotton
adulteration
cunningly
hidden,
to
cheapen them, without
your knowledge, We offer you honest clothes,
we know

RINK

Mrs, Coon MCCtS With Painful Accident While Walking Across Rink

ELKS'

1906

L- -

cot-

for
sale, Some of this clothing looks very good in
the window; some of It
has style and goes under
a good name; but it
It
wears like cotton,
costs less than
and is usually worth less
than it costs,
We sell Hart, Shaffner
& Marx clothes because
all-wo-

FA L

Simon Stern

BREAKS ARM ON FLOOR

bv-In-

e.

student

a

of New Mexico, who
captured one of the Rhodes' scholarships and weut to Oxford university.

at the I'nlversity

THE STORE OF RELIABILITY

HOUSE

and fun at
II WlH be all laughter
Monday
ii"Xt
theater
Bike
the
night when the Rich Stock company
Open a short season of farce comedy.
The opening bill, "His Honor, the
and It Is
Judge," Is a laugh-gette- r
confidently expected by the management that the marvelous three Kelcey
sisters will he the talk of the town.
Can't describe their act. Just see It;
It's a wonder. Seats at Malson's Monday morning.

Mr. J. F. Palmer Will
Open New Meat

Market

Made for Us Alone
in their best manner by Stein-Bloc- h
sack business suits. Smart, correct
in cut and fashioned by the most
knowing journeymen tailors in
America.

EIUNO RRStJLTS.

TITERE arr penpie reading our For
Rent column today who would mak
desirable tenants for that vacant house
of yours.
There will be tomorrow
too: and there Is time enough for you
to get your ad In that column tomorrow. It should have been in today.

M

j

Mostly dark shades in scores
of patterns, all confined and selected
by us from the original cloths before cutting.
Men's Suits, $10 to $30.

The city of Albuquerque Is to have
a new ami first class meat market.
Mr. J. F. Palmer, who for several
yenrs has been conducting the grocery and feed store at ,r,0l North First
street, has announced thut on the first
of next month he will open a high
grade meat market In connection with
Mr. Palmer Inhis establishment.
tends to carry a stock of the very best
meats of all kinds procurable and
says that people who are particular
a I, out getting the finest the market affords will do well to call on him.
MORNINO JOURNAL
WANT AD8

years of knowing hou is sewed in every garment?

Fifty-tw- o

i

ri :fcBr
I

E. L.
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Washburn

SECOND STREET

119
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J
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WEST GOLD AVENUE
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T. Y. MAYNARI
i

FAIR
THE GREATEST
lls
INTO

PAMOED

ifiN

tfLtf 3

PLLJMB&RS

CO.

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

HISTORY

We ill I! nln at the AIU'II FRONT, where can yet be MM
many chnhe bargains, which we Irish to dispose of in order
to mike room for the rtnest stock f JEW F.LHT. VAfOIB,
ktiriino n.i:n. CUT UUMB, MINA. ETC, ever
to the good people of Albuuuerque.

Rill ROAD

rTiTTiriTRS

1VFNUE

The Hickox Maynard Co.
N

FW MKXKXVS LEADING

i; ll
mi
FRONT

Its

F.I.I

.11

send in roar muches
for repairs

BOUTH M

roxii

M'RFFT

FURNITURE
DURABLES
EXCLUSIVE DE8IQN8, FINEST WORKMANSHIP,
finishes, BEAUTIFUL WOOD roR BED ROOM! OlKÍNO ROOK
PARLAR, HALL, LIBRARY AND DEN- - AND AT UEASc NA l(l,K
PRICES. OUR Ki r, . DEPARTMENT
is A REVELATION To
THOSE who VISIT IT. BECAU8E ÓW THE CHEAT VARIETY OF
DOMESTIC RUOB PROM THE BEST LOOMS.

PIANOS

Before buying".
See. Hear and
Lxamiee Our

We it'll the Civilian I'iuno.

Lcarixard
Established

A

child tan play it.

The Square

Lindemann

,

Mi

l'JUO.

...

W. OOLR AVE.

WEATHER

INTEREST

PHN5

FROM DENVER

I.

J.

V

Bergeil, of El Paso,

mm

'n

the cHi.
)'. O.

Denver,

Itui'lir

ll In the city
i

from
i M

here from Las Anl- A. J. Spe.it
mas. CM,
an AM. II. I'iiwI.t, of Boston,
lbuquerque visitor.

COL,

10

D, K, B,

Kit; LOAD OF MILL WOOD
$2.25 ami $2.75
for

,

u

,.1,.

,

yes-lerd-

I

FIR8T-CLA8-

BREAKING BREAD.
you ak n friend to break
biead with ynu. always see that you
offer him
'Hie Rest Rr, ad Our Riitler ( ream

Whn

W ALTON'S

JOHN S. BEAVEN
502 SOI Til FIRST STREET

Of-fle-

190.

herehy given that Tomas
M
has tiled
notice of his intention to make llnal
Rrend.
year proof In support of hli
fiveDon't tie leu thoughtful of
els.! Homesleady Entry No.
eithrr. Remember, tbl- - bie.nl claim,
I, 100,
..',(,.
for
in nle September
Is made from the famous PEERLESS
nwty
4. township
X..
the
PBINCBMH flour, w hich retains all the range í K.. section
will
proof
said
and
that
nutrient qualities of the original grain. be made liefore the probate clerk, at
IMONKKR RA K Kit Y
Albuquerque, .V. M., on November .
m South First St.
I OH.
lie names the following witnesses
IHOTD.
to prove his continuous resldeme
n nt the Ecnn
Competent si
upon,
and cultivation of Ov land, via.:
tt
omlst.
Pablo Maldonndo. of hCIIIII. N. M.:
...:t.
Manuel flutlerres. of 'Chlllll. N Mj
t
Prudencio Maldonado. of Chlllll. N.
M.; Maroarlto Alderetn, of Milagros,
C. II. Oinnrr. M. D. D. O.
N. M.
Rieeialty OKtcoiathy.
Is

of Mllar.'os, N.

y,

.

DIAMONDS
Our prloes are RIGHT.
When bought right are a good Inveetmmt
We invita you to call and esamlne thn beautiful diamond goods we are
offering. Also Watches. Jewelry, Silverware, etc. Mail orders receive
prompt attention.

EVERITT,
I

THE LEADING JEWELER
Roil road Avenue

the fuel, orilliinrilv

ffOW

turn-i-

d

It has been ascertained (lint die

(he Wilson.

10

per cent of thu

u Wilson ami get till

WF. ARIO SOLF. AGENTS.

l)K. B. M
i

.

WILLIAMS

DENTIST

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

COMPANY

Auto 027.

Went Oold.

084

-- :

plumbers

agrAKICRAeUIMCKY
un wv is w

321-32-

RAILROAD

3

AVENUE

rfi-wit-

tinners

I

Is

REAL ESTATE AND
LOANS

m.
Oiflce on Railroad avenue, over
between First and Second st8.
Automatic Phone 203
Man-dell'-

205 W. Poll!

e

THE SMART SET
too, get
their clothes cleaned
;tnd pressed ;it

EXCHANGED
rites Paid

st

I

WHITNEY COMPAN 7

and you,

SOLD AND

Jlli-lic-

57K.

BOUGHT,

TICKETS

R.R

Phone

s,

for Tickets.
AiBoe'.attcti

OBce.

Tru:actloi: Guarantee!.

ROSENFIELD'S,

118 W,

Railroad

Ave

BUOWN'S
Silver Avenue

W'HOLKSVLIj

None better in
Albuquerque

HARDWARE

J.e.HS

St

W.
Automatic Phone 270.

109-11- 1

Home made Candies
ALIi KINDS
ICE CREAM.
OF SOFT DRINKS

The Coolest Plat e

In

the City

S. Second

CP.Schutt,

ARNOL D'S BEST

FLOUR $1.25

COAL

Besi American Block, per ton..
Hard Nut Coal, per tort
Hard Stove or larger si,os,

o.5o
$8.50

pel-toi-

COKE
WOOD
Domestic (.as Coke, per Ion

GrcCIt Mill Wood, per load
Dry Mill Wood. or load

Large sacks.

",r,.

Valves

Albuquerque

S2.25
$2.75

UOMF.lt
515

Pitones:

113

II. WARD, Mgr.
IV. Marble Ave.

J. L. 'Bell Co.

North First Street

J

J

Jf

Jp"

yjl

TEETH

Albuuucruuc
c'v-

the

-

Andreas Ro.ne.o s MBferket,
11
West (.old Avenue.

I A i, r I r ara A afilia
x wis
iikCiiirviii
PIRE INSURANCE
--

REAL- ESTATE
LOANS
AUiem&uc rnons tei
ROOM W. N. T. ARMHO BUILDING
-

f row,w
(.old Filliiurs.

BOWafdS

(XR

oom

Secretary Mutual Bulldlug Association

M

217 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Automatic "Phono 7ai.

H.
from ....$1.50

COPP, D. D. S
ArmUo

FIRE INSURANCE

P?P

50c
Pi Inless Kxtrnctlon
AH Work Absolutely Gunrnntectl

B. F.

A. E. WALKER

l",w,B

J. E. BELL

Livery, Feed and Sale

..STABLES..
a Specialty.

Ronrilh.K Horses

Saddle Horses.
'14 W. Sliver Avenue. Albnnueraue.

Rhñ&E & MHÜGER

STRONG'S SONS
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

117 NORTH
AUTOMATIC PHONE 546

115

MONUMENTS
North Sec , mi

201-21-

Street

iLUMBER.
Cement
Sash. Doors. Glesss,

REX FI J NT OTE BUOFINO.

J
1

ltessstisososssi

so

Albuquerque, New Mexico

FIRST STREET

COLOR. ADO PHONE 74

Kitchen Utensils, Ranges and Enamel Ware
Laundry Supplies, Wringers, Tubs, Washing Machines,
Wash Boards, Wash Boilers, Buckets, etc.

1

ALBVQVERQVE LVMBERC0
Marquette Avenue,

end

Hotel Tableware Restaurant Supplij

:
4

401-40- 3

Tht Tromut Tlumbtra

White and Blaok Hearse

First Street

Street

ALBUQUERQUI:, NEW MEXICO

,

j

HC!

estímalo.

ONI

IS 117 South First

.

son Is now open mid
mothers and teachers hate a task In
inducing "little W illie" to 10 to school.
We have a task In Inducing you 10
your plumbing eoi
favor us with
tracts, bul once you do so ami become
acquainted with our work ami learn
our prices, there will be no task In
persuading you to favor us with your
work in he lutiirv. If you are in ft rod
r plumbing work lust now. get
our

A;g.

I

Colo. Blk 270. Auto. S2S

The schisil

P.

Mine and Mill Supplies

MAIL US YOUR ORDERS

Qash

Grocery Company

Black 280

122 W. Stiver

and Fittings,

0.0(1

W.HJMÜ&C0
Phenes: did

Iron, Steely Nails, Wire, Wagon Wood Work
Stoves, Tin and Granite Ironware, Pipe, Pumps

l

DRUG STORE.

for PabUcaUod,
e
Department of the Interior. Iand
at Santa Fe, N. M., September
22.

com-

8

Construction Co.

CANDY

Notloe

Notice
Márquez

in

the heat you are puylng for.

Reliance Electric and

for

E

créales perfect

ft

WORKMANSHIP.
BEST MATERIALS.

Í

HOME-MAD-

fl

FIXTURES INSTALLED.

I

PEE'fl

Down-Dra-

HOUSES WlltKD.

j

'Hie very nei r Kansas City beef
and mutton at F.mll Klelnworl'a. 113
North Third atrect.

Down-Dra-

ruuics which arise from the fuel constitute

in the Electrical Business

thi-clt-

i

The Hot Rlast

entire heating power of the fuel. Buy

a. Grayson of Log Angeles, is stop- pHl .il the Alvaradn.
it h. sims. of Peeos, on the uppei Genial Real Estate Man in the
Pec Ol river. Is attending to business
mailers here.
City From Canyon City, Co',
V. S. Fullerton.
the well known
Recently Made 137 Miles in
itockmsn from Datll. N. M.. is in Al
buquerque on business.
Seven Hours,
United snuis Marshal Creighton M.
Po raker returned yesterday morning
from n trip to his ranches In the
,i.
D.
I!. Be
haa
com"
southern part of New Mexico.
Major Eugene Van Putten. of Lai back.
Cruras, delegate to the convention at
Mi
Sellers can never stay away
Ijjs Vegas, was in the city yesterday from Albuquerque for more than a
on tils era) to die Meadow City.
and few weeks al a time. Colonel SeiManuel Omínales, the barber,
William Metager, formerly a clerk for lets bas been spending the last two
Kakin. will leave In .1 da or months in Canyon City. Col., when
IfeliHl
COUflty, his family are at present,
two for Wlllard
Torrance
and when
where they will start In business.
lie has been engineering some big
daughMrs. ii. it. Rutherford, her
Colonel. Seller,
real estate deals.
ter. Mis. P. M. LyOtl and Miss diluci tvho owns a large automobile in
ón left yesterday morning for Saul, i
is
a
rapidly
developing
into
Fe. whence they will go to Mrs. LyHe has purchased aj
molormaulac.
on's home In Victor. Col.
er oldsmobile, weighing
Mis. cttainberlln, wife of Dr. l. H.I 2.00(1 pounds, with which he tours:
Chamberlin, returned yesterday morn-- I the rock ribbed hills of Colorad i!
ing. accompanied by her mother. Mrs, With real est, ile buyers. Colonel Selvisit of two months or lers recently made the trip from DenHeath from
more in Muncle, Indi ina,
ier to Canyon City. 1SS miles, in
Mis. J. M. Borradalle has returned his machine In seven and
a
hall
Iter a visli In SI. Louis and also to hours. It was over bad roads, too,
the family qf Captain A. W. Kimball SayS the colonel.
Mrs. BorrateUe
of si. Paul. Minn,
He plans to return to Albuquerque I
aa absent from Albuquerque a permanently in December.
month.
"I expect lo bring them ' in my
Mr
Mudge, mother of the general Oldsmobile from Denver all the way
manager of the Rock island system. to this city, it is considerably over!
formerly manager of the Santa Pe, (00 miles by the road but i aspect
whs in the city yesterday on her way to make the trip w ithout serious dif- -'
with
hei acuity."
io Chicago after a visit
daughter at Masilla Park, v M.
Colonel Sellers Is loud In his nrals"
Chief Millwright Tony Miciieiba.ii ,,f ,,
,v1MVon ,.ity- (ountry.
whlah
or the American uimoer compan) ts
e deacrlbes as
f the mosi fi- -laid up with an Injured hand, lie ran
richest fni,
,.UMK regions of
a sharp pointed chisel into Ills right (ni, Wl,
I
hand
accident and will be unable,
.,.
A
cnyon ,.
lhl. f(l.
t
resume work ror eeveral day
lowing to say about the redoubtable
.
S,
who has
Colonel D. K B.
,lif( KaHOne (il.t:
been a wa from Albuquerqui since the
Merr) OtdamoMle.''
.
night1
Augti-t,,, the ranks
last
middle of
returned
n Ul(.st cqu,
e,
from Kansas City, and will lie here
f
()
ls Cl,
,ultlli,,s
,..(
MMkaltaly. His family u ,,i pies- - fallen, ol the Canon Realty company,
ent in Kansas City where hi.- - tlaugh-- ; wn hr,. light from Denver 'the flrsl f
ter W attending school.
......k .... nUsmohlls ,,f Hie nuil
Mrs. Bdublns Harris passed away approved patterp, n is a twentyfour
at her home on Beauregard avenue horse power machine and is a be,iiit
yesterday morning early, at the age of hi every respect. Five people can be
cause of Seated In it very comfortably and it
If ve.iis. paralysis being theplace
death, The funeral took
can be geared up to a speed of forty
after noon from the Immaca. milei an hour It Is painted a steel
church.
late Conception
grO color, the latest French Idea in
ommunii ation of Temple such matters, and ll a hill climber of
Special
x, eptionol power, having no difficulM
Bunda)
Lodge No. 6. A. F. and A
afternoon at 1:36 o'clock to attend the ty ni ascending a road with a thirty
funeral of tile late Thomas MstSa, All per cent gradient.
It WM made at Lansing. Mich anil
members of Temple lodge and visiting
brethren are requested to be present. was brought down- from Denver by
Bj order of the Worsfllpfttl Master. Frank Thomas and Colonel Sellers a
few days ago under Its own power,
J. c. Feiger, secret.it.
but the muddy condition Of the roads
or,l Minor ol London.
New
Denver
Colorad
between
and
Sept. 2!t. Sir
William Springs precluded the possibility of
London.
Treloar. alderman Of the city of Lon- lowering the automobile record be
don, was today ele. ted lord mayor of tween the two nlaies. The economy
Waltet of the machine in fuel is evidenced
to
lucooosion
London
in
Nanghan Morgan. Sir William has by the fa, t tiiat on ordinary good
been known as the "children's alder- roads a gallon of gasoline will furnish power enough to drive It a disman" because of his many bOROfOl
lions to the Children Of the slums. tance of fifteen miles.
COIMfMtM Ralle).
PesOfl Democrat
DON'T FORGET THE SI M
Dallas. Tex Sepl. 29. The Tlnies-Heral- d DINNER VI THE COU MBPS-T-HE
this afternoon received a mes- PLEAHA NTEMT PL.CE TO DINE IN
sage from Quitman to the effect thai nit: I'm
Senator Italley's course in acting as
SALE.
attorney for special
interests WSfl
Rooming house, a bargain ir taken
at a mass meeting of
Ottdomned
c- -i
Gold BTennc, egg
at once. 211
democrats held this morning.
MACEV-.Secretary Root Near. Ilnme.
ERNIt KE
FILING
APPIJANCES
Norfolk. Va Sepl :!
The "cruis- CABIN EH, OFFICE
er Columbia with Secretary Root nn WD STATIONERY. SEND
is
board passed In 'lrglnla capes at S.:!( vol R MAIL ORDERS. I '. .1. HOI'S
CO.
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o'clock tonight
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Are You Tired, Nervous

HETTY BREEN

Nervousness and sleeplessness tr of
nally due to the fact that the nerves am
not fed on properly nourishing blood:
they are ttarved nerves. Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery mtikes pure.
rich blood, and thereby the nerves are
properly nourished aud all the organs of
the body are run as smoothly as machinery which runs In oil. In this way you
feel clean, strong and strenuous you are
prevented last night, when Constable
toned up and invigorated, end yon are
Doyle went to the brunch of the coungood for a whole lot of physical or mental
ty Jail and took a
away
work. Best of all, the strength and infrom Lee Coon, a young man who
crease In vitality and health are Uutlnq.
was was arrested Monday afternoon
The trouble with most tonics and medon a charge of obtaining goods under
icines which have a large, booming sale PLAN FOR OBSERVATORY
false pretenses.
for a short time. Is that they are largely
Shortly after seven
o'clock last
composed of alcohol holding the drugs in
ON THE LOFTY SANDIAS evening a young man approached Ofsolution. This alcohol shrinks up the red
ficer Wllmoth and told him he had
blood corpuscles, and In the long run
better be prepared for trouble if he
greatly injures the system. One may feel
went near the Jail, as one of the prisexhilarated and better for the time being, Site One of Most Ideal in West oners had a gun, and expected to use
yet In the end weakened and with vitality
It making his escape as soon us one
decreased. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
for
Gazing Which of the constables opened the door of
Discovery contains no alcohol. Every
the cell to feed him. Ioyle and Wllbottle of it bears upon Its wrapper The
Would Greatly Advance the moth Immediately went to the jail,
Badye of Honesty, In a full list of all its
well prepared for any move the man
Reputed Richest Woman in several Ingrediente. For the druggist to
would make.
Doyle spoke rather
Cause of Science,
offer you something he claims is "just as
roughly to the fellow, and this alone
" Is to insult your intelligence.
good
America Flees
seemed to drive out any Idea of holdHomeless
Every Ingredient entering Into the
ing the officers at the point of a
world-fame"
"Golden
MedicalDlscovery
President
Tightl
G.
W.
of the
From
while he made his escape.
Ubiquitous
Tax has the unanimous approval aud endorseof New Mexico, is an eduDoyle ordered him to walk out of the
ment
of the leading medical authorities cator of I. .rife Ideas Which he works large cell mi the first Moor
and up tile
Hunter of the Metropolis,
of all the several schools of practice. No out in a practical manner,
by stairs to the steel cages. When he
other medicine sold through druggists for unit, looking far ahead to theunit
greater got Coon in the steel cage he told
like purposes has any such endorsement.
University
New Mexico years in him to throw up his hands, and
The "Golden Medical Discovery" not the future. of That
BEFFAR ARMY HAS
Tight is searched him, but found nothing on
only produces a!l the good effects to be a man who achievesPresident
has been him. In the meantime Officer White
from the use of Golden Seal conclusively proven byresults
obtained
derapid
the
arrived and on searching the large
INVADED NEW YORK root, in all stomach, liver and bowel
velopment of the school in physical cell a
was found hidden
troubles, as in dyspepsia, biliousness, con- resources and
prestige during the last In the stove.
stipation, ulceration of stomach and few jears.
bowels and kindred ailments, but the
Among President 'right's plans for
Political Boss Captures Ferry Golden
WANTED.
Seal root used In its compoundfuture in a University astronomiing is greatly enhanced In its curative ac- the
boy. Apply at ihe K.coiio-m!s- t.
Brrand
cal
station
and
observatory
on
Boats Young "Silk Stock- tion by other ingredients such as Stone lofty
the
tt
summit of the Sandia mountains
root. Black Cherry bark, Bloodroot, Manof
city,
11', 000 foot
nearly
the
easi
ing" Routs Piatt and Odell, drake
root and chemically pure
d
above sea level. This- would follow
glycerine.
course the institution of a depart"The Common Sense Medical Adviser," of
Exposing New York's Food.
Is sent free in paper covers on receipt of ment of astronomy in the University.
best site for the University would
The
21 one-cestamps to pay the cost of mailCONGREGATIONAL
be over Bear Canyon, whore the ining
only.
31 stamps the
For
Jfew York. Sept. 29. Hetty Green,
(Broadway, east end of Viaduct.)
stitution would be most accessible.
Address
will
be
sent.
Dr.
B.
V.
volume
the world's richest woman, Is n homeREV. J. W. BARRON, Pastor.
The conditions on top of the Sandias
Buffalo, N, Y.
less wanderer. She dare not take up Pierce.
Sunday school at 9:45. m. s. Lith- ure absolutely ideal for star gazing
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure coa
gow,
superintendent.
her abode anywhere for fear of tho tipatlon,
and the work of the New Mexico asMorning service
biliousness and headache.
ublqultoustax collector. Hunted by the
tronomical station would be t'lie most at 11 o'clock. Bey. J. M. Bollle, of
important In the country after proper the Highland M. K. church, will ocman with the tax list, she left her
telescope and equipment were provid- cupy the puplit anil speak on the
home In the metropolis and look up struck hands with Tammany for
ed.
The atmospheric
her residence In Hoboken, New Jerconditions oplc, "Ancient Polities."
graft.
of
The following musical selections
would be vastly better than at the
sey. There her quiet and frugal mode
California stations, better than ot will be rendered:
of Hying was Interrupted by the local
Flagstaff,
Organ
One Incident of the primary results
where the Lowell observaPrelude 12th Mass ...Mozart
lax ornee Bloodhounds who aealn sot
tory is located, and better than the Anthem "God Is a spirit"
mu xne oeo u me rural that attrated attention was the extinc"ii m-- i ,,, um-iv- ,
conditions
surrounding
tion
of
Bennett Quartet.
James Brice Gordon Rinehart.
IXiQi, ... IJ,
the Yerkes
i, a l.V.ll..
11..,.
.
I' IIIIIIIL. T..
Ill
liun.l
in Wisconsin. The air is Offertory
Bord
hat plae all went happily until the the young Harvard man who attempt- instrument
From Rossini
of the more uniformly clear at this lofty Organ I'ostlude
ax officers recently raised (he vnlnn- - ed the political regeneration
Y. P. S. C. E. at 8:30,
BVenlng serRast Side. J. B. McGee Rinehart, as altitude and in the equable climate of
.,,
.....
ir,,,.
1II.IMMJ
III
iiifiii
New Mexico than anywhere vice at 7:30. The pastor will com12,000.
This Mrs. Green viewed the Bowery called him, was simply central
In
the country. President Tight mence a course of evening lectures to
Ith hnrror, and again It is announced snowed under in his attempt to secure else
to see the time
come
when be considered from a sociological
leadership of
"De hopes
at she has given up her home and the republics
be such a station, a trol- standpoint Topic for tonight le "The
there
shall
Tholii"
assembly
repubThe
district.
d.
is
This
another instance of the
ley line to the foot of the mountains Individual and Society."
ct that the life of the frugal New lican leader there has of late years ami an incline
road such as
fa
,,,,! been the property of Tammany Boss mous Mount Lowe railway on the
trk nil onnlre is n.,t all
THE PENTECOSTAL MISSION.
a smalttles. No matter to what rural vvil- - Big Tim Sullivan. Rinehart swore to ler scale. That the dream will be
(
I'll South Fourth St. )
o
ness he withdraws himself, the down Sullivan, if he was elected.
Sunday
is
services at ,'t and t p, ni.
realized
quite
within
range
the
of
locks of the tax office find him. the big boss simply gave the order probability.
Mohan, evangelist, will speak
Brother
University
The
men
1 they seem
to insist upon treating that Rinehart's opponent. Louis
have llhelr eyes quietly open
a and ail are Invited, J. H. Sparks and
should become republic m man of wealth who will give the for
like any ordinary mortal subject
wife in command,
work
was
leader.
That
the end of Rinehart. of science a big boost by endowing a
axation and the law.
Rig
McGee
a
"The
Fellow
Hundeil
MT. OLIVE BAITIST CHURCH.
University of New Mexico experiment
he plague of fleas, which infested
Sunday school, M;30 a. m.; preachupper park of New York during Lemon," was the Bowery's disintereststation on top of the Sandias.
on
ed
comment
ing
the
result.
at 11 a. m.; Bible study at 8 p. m.
thel month of August, has been suc- Professor Angelí had charge of the
University meeting Friday, and gave conducted by Elder W. T. Thornton.
ed by a swarm of beggars who
clog the most crowded thoroughfares
New Yorkers have watched with in- a scholarly talk on some astronomical All are Invited,
involving principles
of ST.
and pester the passersby with their terest the recent sessions of the gov- problems
JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
Importunities. Ever since last spring ernment pure food law commission mathematics and1 physics. He explain(Corner Fourth St. and Silver Ave.)
ed some of the merhods used by aswhen Police Commissioner Bingham held In the city. Father KnickerbockA. O. HARRISON, Hector.
squad, er learned that much of the "prepar- tronomers In determining the distance,
the mendicancy
abo'istyed
Holy communion, 7:10 a. m.; Sunwhich kept the curbstone grafters on ed" foods he eats, do not, alas, bear weight ami bulk of the heavenly bod- day school,
to a. m. Holy communthe run, the number of beggars in the any relation to the names blazoned ies. The professor's talk was very in- ion and sermon,
11 a. m.
No evening
and especial interest to those
city has increased alarmingly. Sltve forth on the labels. Salt cod, accord- structive
The offering at the morning
early In September the mendicants, ing to the testimony evoked by the who are giving some thought to these service.
service will be for the church buildproblems.
who prefer to lead a vagrant life in commission, Is often haddock, canivd
ing fund commission. The rector exthe country during the warm months, baked beans are usually merely boiled
Something About Oratory.
pects to leave on Monday night t r
havf returned to town. Many of tic and veal loaf Is sometimes a concoctCuero,
Texas
Rev.
McNeil,
Mr.
of
Baptist
the
mendicants have waxed wealthy. One ed largely of feathers and bits of rop
church,
spoke
at
assembly
,n
Thursa
pititful Butter is dyed yellow and catsup is
ragged fellow who grinds
At Prof. Crum's suggestion he niGIILAND METIIOMST CHURCH.
hand-orga- n
nn Herald
Square every dyed red. and the green of the pickle day. for
(312 South Amo St.)
his subject, "Oratory From a
night, Is known to possess several ten- is snld to be put there very often oy took
J. M. SOLLIB, Pastor.)
Minister's Standpoint."
The speaker
ement houses. The patrolmen on the man rather than by nature. Even the announced
Sunday
4 5 a. m. J.
D.
the outset that he was Bmraona, school at
beat do not drive him away becaus" cherry In New York's cocktail is said not there toat give
superintendent.
Preaching
a
of
i la. m.. by Rev. 3, w. Barron, of
he has a political pull. One beggn' to be colored red but as no New oratory but to speakdemonstration
at
of the
hunchback, Yorker of taste takes cherries in bjs essentials In the art. of Insome
apparently a
success It this city. Subject, "A Christian Solwith his Role hand crippled, was ar- cocktail this news will not greatly was necessary for the speaker to have dier." Senior League at 8:Sfl p. in., led
rested at the Brooklyn bridge en- cause worry along the Great White Something to say. and in the second by Miss Nash. Preaching bv the pastrance recently. He exhibited defor- War.
place he must say what lie lias to say tor at 7:30 p. m. Subject, "A Citizen
mities so horrible that the police
well. The chief function of the speak of Zlon." Strangers Invited to alten.
court judge scored the policeman for
New York Is looking forward With er Is not usually to Instruct, but to euch service of the day, more especiarresting him. In reply the police, Interest to the
automobile persuuaite his hearers to act, and to ally the morning service
man ripped off some of the man's race for the Vanderbilt cup. to be held do what they already know. The
clothing, revealing the fact that the on Long Island on October 8, and it is preacher, and the lawyer and the ST. PAUL'S LUTHERAN CHURCH.
(Cor. Sixth St. and Silver Ave.)
"hump" was made of straw and the estimated that 150.000,000 persons teacher are not the only persons who
REV. K. MOSBR, Pastor.
need to know the art of speech. Thy
"mlsslng"arm was firmly strapped to will view the contest.
of
the
Part
Sunday school at 9:30 a. m. Gerthe man's body, while even the crio-ple- d thirty mile course lies within the city farmer should speak well to his horse, man
service and sermon at 11 a. m.
hand was a normal member clev- limits. In the little county of Ñusnan, the merchant must use language in a Subject,
"The Life of the First Chrismanner that he may Induce customerly held out of shape.
where the race Is held, the auto day ers
English service anil sermon u'
tians."
to buy, the lover wins his case by
day of th
is the most prosperous
p.
m.
7:30
Subject. "The Strength of
persuasive speech
Xcw Yorkers who have their hornee year. On the night before the race walks of life, in fact,andit Isand in all Young Men." The altar eorrtmittee will
essential
in the Borough of Richmond (Staten single beds In farm houses and inns to success that we say things well. have a meeting after the morning serTsland) must go to and from their rent in some cases as high as $20. and Mr. McNeil illustrated his theory ex- vice. Everybody is cordially Incited.
business in Manhattan by one route-t- he the guest must not cava if other per- cellently, for he boiled down what ho
municipal ferry. Staten Islanders sons share the room with him. More- bad to say into a few concentrated
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.
(Broadway and Lead Ave.)
are rather proud of the ferry, and as over on the day of the contest far sentences, which made the hearers
a matter of fact these ferryboats tw mers' wives, sisters, cousins and aunts wish that the address might be a litJ. W. T. M'NEILL, Pastor.
A,
Sunday school at !:!( a. m., J
the finest In the harbor. When citi- sell sandwiches and fruit to the pa tle longer.
zens of less favored boroughs of the tient spectators at Waldorf prices, and
The Khiva society has awakened to Hammond, Superintendent.
Public
worship at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p, in
city point out that the ferry is stead- the race committee employ 500 men life.
folk as special policemen at $5 per man.
ily losing money, Richmond
Miss Flossie Loucks, of Santa Fe,
smile gravely. So long as they have Even when an occasional chicken or registered last week.
John Wagner of the city entered
good serWce they do not worry if the pig is run over the offender Is easily
City lias to put up the weekly deficit. persuaded to part with a greenback. tlie University last Monday.
The early part of the month Miss
Rut recently the Staten Islanders had Ii Is little Wonder, therefore, that the
an experlnee that has made them take farmers on the outskirts of the city Mabel K. Anderson and Harold Allen were married at Sag Harbor. N.
a new view of the blessings of mutii-Iplike the smell of gasolene.
M.
They were both
former New
ownership. N'ik Muller, polltlal
Mexico University people.
Miss
boss of Staten Island, wished to connow Mrs. Allen, was graduatFEK'S GOOD COLD HOOT BEER
trol the executive committee of the
Both Plioncs.
Mail Orders Filled
ed from the normal department in
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
local democratic club, so on the even'"
ing of the club election he had his
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Evening Service.
Organ Prelude Trio from Marche
Funeber et chant Senhlqul
Gullmmi!
Solo "The Hills of God"
Nevln
Miss Hale.
Offertory Andante from "Quartette
In D Minor"
Schubert
LeylMicli
I'ostlude in D
ROSS Futrelle Oideon. Organist.

Leading

n,

skvM-raper- s

An Interesting result of (he primary
elections In New York city was tht
enlhronement of Mr. Herbert Parsons
as republican boss of New York city.
If Indeed such an opproblous name as
boss can be applied, to Mr. Parsons.
At any rate young Mr. Parsons, who is
only S7 yenrs old, overthrew the combined forces of such old campaigners
as Odell, Qulgg and Piatt. In many
respects Mr. Parsons' political struggle remind New Yorkers of the early
public life In New York of Theodore
Roosevelt, who Is the young leader'
friend and adviser. Mr. Parsons graduated from Yale, studied subsequently
at Berlin, and finally took a law degree at Harvard. He comes of a wealthy family, und when he took up
In a crowded district In the
midst' of the city and announced that
he would try to seure the republican
leadership of the district, the wise
one In polities laughed ut him ai u
silk stocking. But the young manr not
only was elected leader, but redeemed
tin district from Tammany
as we. I.
When he was elected president of the
county
republican
committee the wise
one laughed again and said that Mr.
Parsons could do nothing against the
It was a
wlihM of the old bosses.
nurd fight for him tu retain more th'U)
a nominal control, hut his recent victory gives him a clear field. It n con.
fidently expected that he will rehubll

fW-Q--

O

15he
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FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPA1
(Cor South Third St. and Lead Ave
REV. J. C. ROLLINS, D. D., Pastor
Sunday school meets at 1:46. Morning worship at 11 n. m.. with sermon
by the pastor. Subject. "Helpers.
Morning music.
Voluntary, from Gelssler.
Offertory "Melodle" .. . .Mosskonskl
Postlude "Yet Doth the Lord Lei n
Not"
Mendelssohn
The Epworth League meets atf:9R.
Evening worship at 7:30. The pastor
will speak. Subject. "But Gehasl."
Evening RIUSlC.
Barnbv
Postlude "Evensong"
Offertory "The Angelus" , . .Gounod
i .Veils
Postlude
Miss Helen Pratt. Organist. Mrs.
.
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of our competitors was I18S.IM), another wu
,,,-s tecum
SI IN. till, sntl sold the hill, ihis is no fgir tule we can iBttfKlutl
you to the !yni Ionian. Our expenses arc
that'-- , lite reason
arc cheaper.
o. v. STRONG'S SONS, Furniture.
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REV, A. M. MANDALA RI, Pa o
Early mass, 7: High mass am) ser
Dion, !i::!0: evening service and Conference, 7:30.
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He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of the land, ls.t
Pablo Maldonado, of hCIIIII, X. M.
Manuel Gutierres, of ChlllH, X. If,;
Prudencio Maldonailo. of Chlllll, X.
M.; Marjtarito Aldereto, of Milagros,
;

S1I-SI-

Vfm Sllvrr Arcnue.

S

iU.

Albniii-r(ti-

f

New

Impress, "paasa Best," "Gold Beat"
"Blanco' "North star" and "Moun-

tain Rose" Hour at sholeaale,
Kansas and Native Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Barley, Corn, Corn Chop, Whest,
White ami itfd Uran.
Hex Stock and Poultry Food.
Manhattan stock nmi Poultry Food,
Crushed Oyslor Shells, ChbikM
Bona, iteef Scraps, Native Salt rnd
other Stock ind Poultry VoaH.
Auto. Phone 626.

IK W. Copper Ave

IS FULL OF ODD AND CURIOUS
THE WORLD
so there may still be those who have

Albuqucrquc

not used the Morninii Journal classified ad columns.

a

l
JVetv

Mexico

(XNCORPORAT11D)

Are the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting of 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
streets and avenues, rigiH in the business
center of the new city and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds, The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company is now grading Its extensive depot grounds
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of 70 miles of side track) to accommodate its immense passenger and freight tiaffic, Harvey eating House, round hduse, ooal
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc,
v
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 1500, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with its 150 Barrels a day capacity, wineiy, etc, I! Is the
largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico, From its location upon the great trunk line leading noith, south, east and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated, All fast limited, mail, express and frefeht trains will pass through Belén lo
Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, The water is good and climate unsurpassed, Belen has a $16,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
club, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
newspaper and a good hotel, The lots offered are low In prices and tcims easy, One thiid of purchase money cash;
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with interest at 8 per cent per annum, Title perfected warranty deeds glveni
Come early if you wish to secure the choice lots, For further particulars and prices of lots call in person or write to
70-io- ot

ate

ds

The Belen Town and Improvers
JOHf

BECKEH. Vresiderrt

--

.

1'Ved

The Helen Zobun and Improvement Company

up-tod-

.

BERGRR

Wholesale Flour and
I) E
1, E K

LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., IS AT
THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEMLEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

two-thir-

- ,7

W.J.PATTERSON

Notice is hereby Klven that Tomas
Uarques, of Milagros, N. M.. lias Died
notice of his Intention to make llnal
five- year proof In support of his
claim, viz.: Homesteady Entry No.
r.
fi r, made September 14,
for
ihoo,
the nvvVi section 4, township S X..
Will
fi
proof
range
E and that said
be made before the probata clerk, at
Albuquerque, X. M., on November 8i

of

LIST

Piinl and Gl.ss

Contractors'

THIRD

i

Jest."

LUMBER. COMPANY

Sash and Doors

Notice for Publication,
Department of the Interior, i.ami Of
Bee at Santa I'V, x. M., September

Drutsts....

GIRLS!

NIGHT

"WIDOW

it

X. M.

Y

JUDGE"

"A fellow of Infinite

Prices:

Automatic

nl Hie BC

omist.

PRETt

MONDAY NICIHT

WANTED.

Future Pailroad Center

I

Repertoire of

a

SUPERIOR

Puin From a Burn Promptly Relieved
By Chamberlain's Pain Balm.
A little child of Michael Strauss, of
Vernon. Conn., was recently In great
pain from a burn 0(1 the hand, ami
colli applications only Increased tic
Inflammation, Mr. Strauss came to
Mr. Jamos II. Nichols, a local merchant, for something to stop the pain.
Mr. Nichols says: "I advised him to
use Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and the
first application drew nut the Inflammation and gave Immediate relief. I
have used this llnamcnt myself and
recommend It very often for cuts,
burns, strains ami lame back, and
have never known It to disappoint."
For sale by all druggists.
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AMI

Prelude
Plpp
"Cathedral Echoes"
BfttH
Offertory Mediation
M v
Anthem "The King ot Low
Shell'
Shepherd is"
Seleeti
Postlude
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
Services at 11 o'clock Sunday morn
lug at the Woman's club rooms, Coin
merclal club building, corner Fout
and Cold ave.

Sanio Day Deceived.

N

FRANK- -

Presenting

I

competent saleswoman

MERRIMENT

EC I

RICH STOCK CO

Plppen

Harry In Hani.
Recessions
Evening,

E

M

Morning,

Organ Prelude
"Sabbath chimes"
Offertory
Andante
Postlude

COM

Monday, Oct.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
(Corner Fifth and Silver.)
REV. HUGH A. COOPER. Pastor
Services ut 11 a. m., and 7:30 p. in.
Morning theme, "An Appeal for Thai
Boy."
In the evening Rev. John R.
(lass will preach. Suiulav school a'
l):4.r.. This Is "Bally Day"
for the
Sunday school, and every member
urged to attend. Parents are also Invited. Young Peoples' meeting at i:4B
Musical Select Ions

or

ONE WEEK

CONCEPTION
CHURCH.

Solo

vé-ra- on

,

IMMACULATE

p, m.

DRAPERR3S.

Last week u genlleiuas) started to furMati

Soloist.

Strangers cordially weleoraed
to all services.

the public Invited

J. H. O'RIELIY COMPANY

friend. Lawrence Hanlon. assistant
superintendent of the city's ferries,
stop three boats for one troop each, so
that the crews might vote for Muller
Of coume, hundreds of passengers
were put to great inconvenience. Unfortunately for Hanlon, the people
kicked up such a row that Mayor Mc- Olellan was forced to bounce him. Hut
now Xew Yorkers are wondering what
would huppen If the city, to take .in
Instance, operated the subway and
the emHlg Tim Sullivan wanted
ployes to swell the crowd at his annual chowder party. Perhaps the subway would stop for the day and the
downtown woum
tall
remilln empty until the army of clerks
could walk lowntown rrom Mariem

I

1M1. They are worthy young peo- with sermons by the pastor. Young
ple, and have many friends here.
peoples' meeting at 8:45 p. in
Miss Ottlla Pottncr. of Minneapolis,
Morning Service.
In Albuquerque Thursday Organ Prelude Overture to Tan- arrived
evening and registered at the UniverWagner
hauser
sity Friday for colleeg sophomore Anthem "No Shadows Yonder."
pottner
work. Miss
has rooms In the
from "The Holy City
new dormitory for girls.
Alfred R. Qaul
Solo
Raléete,!
Jullbieak roiled.
Miss Hale.
What prop it, iy would have been an Offertory
Beethov
amateur attempt at a jail break was Post lude
Mox.nt

Ml ASTRONOMICAL

and Sleepless?

T

30, 1906.

i

by
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D. A. MACPHEltSON,
V

President.
H. B. HEXING, City Editor.
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HLKKE, Editor.
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GREAT CARPET REMNANT SALE
AT LESS THAN FACTORY COST

COLUMN

The Citlxen rushes to the defense
of the
of the scholarly attainments
vio Vigil, former
.
mutter at the postofflre at Alnuquerqus, N. M. Honorable Ksla
NEW TFXr.PFiONE
Entered as second-rlns- s
Bernalillo
of
of schools
REAL
under ant of congreM of March 3, 1879.
county. This is unnecessary in the MONET TO IX) AN ON GOOD
LOW
AT
sEccnmr
estate
is of a man whose erudition Is so
OF
FVTEREST.
RATE"
accorded well known as is 'Slavic's. Was it not
"Tin- Morning Journnl ÉM a higher circulation ruling "'
FOR RENT,
to an; other nier In MbwpMMQM r any oilier dally In New Mexico." The Slavio who went bitter tears when
brick. North Second Ft., up la
the sad truth about the demise of CoAmerican NewHpaper Directory.
date, water paid, $20.00.
lumbus was sprung upon him'.' In
house, up to date. North SecSchool visits at so much per, did not
1
A
ond st.. water paid, $20.00.
THE LKADtNfi REPUBLICA PAPE1I Slavio display an aptness at multipli-- .
YUC MOICfKJG jíMTtX I i
South Broadway, with
Of NKW MEXICO, KVProRTINti THE I'ltIM il'M.s OF TBH RKPUH-UCA-l
pi ion w hich was little short of phe- -- I bath, house,
$20.00.
It fin
:itiv rluht..,n....,.i. Cif
PARTY MX THE TIME AMI THE MKTUODS Of THE RKPI
house with bath, south
min. l. d ritlzcn to find fault with 'Sla- LICAN PARTY WHEN THET ARB HIGIIT.
Third St.. $20.00.
vlu's abllitv as an educator. He Could
house near In, beautifully turvisit Schools forty days out of each
In New Mexico. The only paper an. every month without batting an. nlshcd; everything modern; furni-eyIrgcr circulation UtM any oilier paper
ture will be sold to renter, cheap,
In New Mexico Issued every day In the year.
His ingenuity in llguring up
FOB BALE,
profits from the superintendent's Of- -j
South Edith St., molcannot
i
ice
house.
'Slavio
was
marvelous.
SUBSCRIPTION.
TERMS OP
location;
faces east. Lot
Is said
,rn:
language
English
line
and
the
lead
$5.00
In
Dally, by mall, one year
advance
to uttaware of the sphericity of the i
50x141 ft. I1.Í00.
60
Dally, by carrier, one month
but these trifles should not im- house. South Edith streot,
10 Sartb
Dally, by mall, one month
nair 'Slavic's nosltion in the public
mnánrn. near in: fine location.
eye. As an educator Slavio is witn-oPrice $2.oo.
a peer. And yet that he is modest
room house, modern; west cjoai avNKW MEXICO
ALBUQUUHQL'E
Is attested by the statement uf the
enue. Price $2.6oo.
Citizen that he never "set himself up tore In a good location. General merv
as a teacher."
MORNING, SEPTEMBER W. lW.
chandise, want to sel! the buildingsg
a
and goods at a bargain, large
The Citizen Is the Gang,
with stable, etc. Trice foi
The proper thing to do with the ! all, $.1.000. A snap. Located on SecHubbell gang is to set it out on the
ond street, near Santa Fe offices.
the Mo
desert and keep it there
ranch, near In, with fruit trees
Small
Morning
i
hostiles. The
kis did tín
etc., two miles from
houses,
Journal.
$700.
No doubt the Morning Journal
house In good location, North
would like, to quote Its own language,
Fifth street, $2.000.
on
to
Citizen
out
the
set
desert
the
of the most
as one of Hit most hopeful, signs and keep it there. The Evening Cithouse furnished, in a good loPflCO, $1.100. Part cash and
cation
i the rational! e forward
movement izen.
payments, balance at 8 per cent in
the word in its
the Amen
the par.
terest.
The Kvonlng Cilizen in its usual
bctwc;n
as well as vein of delicate satire refers to the Two lots, Marquette avi $700.
Jewteh
signifying
ill
sens
reli
broader
Fourth and Fifth1 street! i of land,
Morning Journal as the "Morning
Christian.
" This reminds one of Good house with 'i acr
a
near In! line fruit tree etc., at
th a little more the "Live und Let" What was the
A fxw
fcgq
minister who had been endov
bargain.
name of it'.'
political
courage than his fel
might venture to hint, mildl
::
house. North Eighth St., near
tyHoad. $1,000.
w
a
of
made
vague
Mountain
Citizen
must
have
.vuggest
it
of
tort
doing, and
Tin'
and Indefinite
It says that the 7 room hrlek house, modern, on good
id succeeded by pographical error.
ves and scoundrels because t
good men voting for
Corner West Coal avenue.
assertion that the Evening Citizen
upon the party stands for 'Slavio is "far fetched." Two lots on ManpKtte avenue bet)le methods In fon lng Hu ir i
dishonest and dlshur
tween Fourth and Fifth Its., $700.
vould have been Surely the Sijueak Is not weakening
tltket, but this was as far as he dan d to go; a step fat
on 'Slavio.
One and a half acres of land
terms upon the
mile from postoffice; fine fruit
thought si and ilous. He might touch gently and in gi
uuuoo.
Hie Citizen shows signs of keeping trees, eti ; with tour-rooittempt to apply
houl
h
Coal
evil of employing bai men or had method--- , b
Its attack on the progress of edit- Two lots corner Sixth and West
lal tiling in politics."
A crusade
ave.
ion in the county.
his remarks to persun or parlies, he would be
cfrnnt
nouse, morui
..ii. TTinv,
""- - ' with
Albuquerque's city schools
"
iinsi
he r him about thfl
and preach to those w
He might stay at hoi
etc., fine lot and shade trees.
y be expected soon.
hath,
d lielp to put goad
$1 800
dutv of a citizen to attend the primarle of
house in Highlands, modern,
"All the allegations are true," said
gluable audacity to
men on the tickc but If he should have 'lie i
Vegas,
attorney
corner, $2,800.
Las
as
entinen)
le
fme
Ing
primary
to
the
what be had been prea
attempt to pract
mt the Hubbell del gates are dele-ha- s
house in a good location.
not Frank
lerated.
ites anyway. For
utterly a
ild I"
himself, hi. com
Broadway,
Four houses on South
nee that day. The
ood deal
as
But civilization h is n
will sell singly or all, at a
modern;
thai "faith without
The Evening Citizen should keep its
n the bib
ileil
bargain.
people of the present age
temper.
When you throw mud it Large and small ranches for sale near
things,
says
mefiely
y which
V
corruption
,...-- ,.
works is dead," and they
of
cause
the
don't make
in. Tract of land on me ie.su,
Is of hut litt
value In tills practical ag". smell any sweeter.
and does not attempt to d t hii
of thp city.
fine lots on Tijeras avenue; ano
Such a condition of thing: Is regal ded as very hocking by those Individuals
The r it UPP annus jo! of them Some
Coal avenue.si iVTilPQ
West
on
Evening
e of th
mm
he canal lion and stage coach age of the all is th
and newspapers which Stll
Hupp
C.
Citizen
of
near the city for sale
time
course
in
d,
the
and
ranches
them forwa
flood
World; but events will steü
MAH!
at reasonable nrlcps.
mo
101
the line oci Upled by the more advanced
circumstances will force
Fire Insiirnnee. Houses
Palo, and
Citizen Informs
Evening
The
Collected. Tnv-- l.ronerty
Bents
da;
present
adthe
of
lor
thinkers
t,ut ire cliarce taken of
with Buitable gravity thai court
purp se runs,
residents nnd
lourned until September 31st,
"I donl.t not thro
CO- if the suns."
;,:
dened b
E. H. DVNBAR
And the thoughts ol
H"eir.
was
nnd
0,1,1
Th""
Avcnn
week
lasf
fair
lCnrnf.r
The Albuquerque
Lairs
mid tell about his travels and on,, of the most Slll'l I'SSl
lands wish in
MANY Of Mr.
town.
haa ,.vi.r ham held in that
wnership
Everything advertised was according
keep away from gi
to specifications except the foot race
I...I.U..01 l.nm ttall and the editor of
the Hon. Joe Bailey, oni if your trusted lieutenants. the Journal,
Lum flunked mil first
THERE Is the
walked
went to tl
inonev
to
it'.'
do
u
going
about
What
Bryan.
Mr.
)urse.- Lordsburg Liberal.
over thi

REAL ESTATE

yard length of Brussels, with fringe, for 75c.
yard length of Velvet, with fringe, for 90c.
1
i yard length of Moquette, with fringe, for $1.2j.
Buy all vou need for years. Telephone order de-

1

GOLD)

1

$

AVE.

--

livorpfl nn .nnnrnva

N

D

,
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J. D. EMMONS

BOUSE FURNISHERS. NEW AND
SECON DHANT.
WE BUT IIOVSE-HOLGOODS. 211 W. GOLD AVE.
O. NHUSKN. MANÁGER.

I

-

1

Anto.

Phone

THE FURNITURE MAN
Corner Coal and Second

474

Colo. Phone 17"

i

L. B. Putney
Establish!

Grocer
Wholesale
FEED, FLOUR AND CHAIN

ut

lv

KiDt for

store-buildin-

of the

Signs

ONE

Times

poit-offlc-

Demi-Mond-

e,

OCCIDENTAL
Insurance Company

First St.

403 S.

4G3

Life

of Netv Mexico and Arizona

To Contractors

lf

m

117 West Railroad Avenue

Both Telephones.

J. LOVE, Prop.

Auto phone

FRONT

THE BLUE

All kinds of mill work a
specialty. The right place
for good work at low price

A.

f

If entrusted to The Williams' Drug Company will receive the personal attention of one of the firm, lKith of whom are druggists of many
years experience.
Prompt freo delivery.

The Williams Drug eo

Planing Mill

e.

one-ha-

Wagons

Mitchell

Albuquerque

wrong-improprie- ty

,

Y0VH PRESCRIPTIONS

ALBCQÜEHQOE, N. M.

-

mil

1878

HOUSE BUILDERS, ETC., ETC

Home Office: Albuquerque, New Mexico
AUTHORIZED CAPITAL
CASH PAID IN

$1,000,000.00
$

110,000.00

I

Having consolidated the Pliocnlx
end Superior Plaining Mills, the
machinery being of the latest designs and best make , we are prepared to do all kinds of MILL
WORK at a price never before
in New Mexico.
ateniptt-We will be glad to give estimates on niiytiiiiiir from the milla
work of n home to making
window screen nnd will guaransatisf action.

.

I

s

a

,,,,,,

,

-

THE democra
repairs. It was to
permitted himself
hole In her bottoi
board.

the Law.

Mugridge. (he
lawyer, and Judge Mlnot were walking along the street in Concord. N. IT.,
together, Mr. Mugridge, In M is sepulchral voice, said: "Judge, let's go
lisli Hi
You
into nartnershtp.
capita and I'll furnish the brail
nt
The judge iuii kly pulled a
tt
nlneo from Ills Docket, and holdin
in the palm of his hand, sa d to Mng- r that, John'.
ridge; "Very well!

s

OR HOT WATER HK.YTl
beyond doubt the most efficient foil
Our
henliiiK buildings of all kinds.
facilities for HttliiK un residences,
stores, office or factory buildings, etc.,
are exceptionally good. Owners of
real estate will find it greatly to their
Interests to get our estimates. Our
prices will be the most reasonable and
our work excelled by none.
'
14
We carry the Finest Line ef
Garden Hose in the City.

STEAM
is

& MYER

W00TT0N

VY.

The Alvarado

DEALERS IN REAL ESTATE
West Gold Ave
208

Drug Store

WE HAVE FOR SALE

1-

A

2- -(

The Spirit of the Age

-

-2

EPORM

t

I

right
iii'iin

try fi
could have endu

nun.

ige complained of are
of better conditions jm
K
ratih from the New

To show UtS
not pacullar to
confined to our
York Tribuno, w
especially for th
"We do
have not I n
times. The i
methods as a
ami their Idea

ONE III VT WAS STARTED
IUGHT, AM) As MtOOREBS

M.

i.i ionia, x. il..
case in the Bel-in- d
he opened Ms

Bcckford,

I

rv

l i

Colorado

'Phone, Black 144

B. R13PPE

PREDONE

YOl'H

WORK

Heating Company.

fc:Co.
--

R. H. RrifrPS

It

412

Baldridge s is

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

.

I

05

J.

e. BHLORIOGE

SOUTH FIRST STREET,

Host people love monyl

HEADQUARTERS FOR

LOW PRICES ON HAR
NESS, SADDLES AND
SADDLERY

H4h Shoe
Time

Is

the

only

way

to

Sold

W.

it

Our new Fall and Winter
styles are nady for your Inspect ion and our prices aro so
low hat the change will be an
I

one.

TRIMBLE & COMPANY
FEED AND TRANSFER
STABLES

,

Tint Class Turnouts at

:.1.75

from

Shoes,

Women's
from
11

o y s'
from

5.00

1,00 to

2.75

e s,

Shoes,LOO

Gli is'
from

Felt

to

1.50
S h 0

Shoes

Uppers,

to $4.00

2.0

and
from .75 to

3.50

dotogo
but:mecits and

mum

5y veetdble)mj well
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Company

Reason-

Htm Phonw 122.

Olrt Vhnnr 2

GrOSS Kelly &Go
.

lUdrs

a Specialty

ALBUQUERQUE

Pelts
LA

VKOAS

The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
Choice Liquors Served.
to while awar tlta weary hours.
All ths Pcpular flumes. Ksno every
Momlav, Thurpday and Saturday

Nlghta

JOSEPH BARNETT,
Protirletw

190 W. Railroad Asa.

ouwescrn

Brewery

Ice Company' s

rILSENEK W CVLVMBAtHEK

A Good Piado

to

,ii

your

able Ratea.

Woo

Shoes,

B

most people

CALL AT OFFICE AND SEE DISPLAY OF RANGES

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS
e n'

That's why

J. H.

liIVEKY,

avoid catching a cold.

easy

S- -

8:e1,

In AlbiMiifMuo by th
O'lUelly OomfMiny.

L

-- n i

,

FEIMLE

LL

artui

It is high time to quit wearing Oxfords and Slippers and
change to using high shoes.

This

PI
bfMMi

ÜMHMVáflM
Riliip ftir
Bam Tiu-tíiHOfe
UKUID KbilUfH Til tAII lafil Siu-'Utt&m OttWUltM M Money
Henl pr'jtaltl
for ft .00 sf r bnx . Will tend IDm no rW, V tr pabt for
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tu tlM
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BOX
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A
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Avenue

llslfflfffiAWilfREnCH
muilitlYifi tlUtil
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GOODS

408 West Railroad

M

j

ALBUQUKRQUE, NEW MEXICO

FJELEHER

1

111

:

,

Avenue

Railroad

West

THOS.

I

11

203

thPlace ;

PROPRIETORS- -

i

u--

Auto. Phone 71
West Railroad Avo.. Albuqueruus

Colo. Phone, R 284.
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DRUGGIST
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Standard Plumbing and
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VVE

IF
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unt court,
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tt s VERY sick BOY
Colin,
Hut Cured by Chamberlain's
publican Journal
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according to the
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greatly shaken In the caucus and convention system In politics, and
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to
voters
nominate
system
permitting
the
of
give way to the Improved
party candidates at the polls. A political revolution is on. and it Is not
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nnd muí Ion at l and Kiclnwort'H.
hard to see what brought it about. The leadership of President RooseNorth Third street.
Philadelphia,'
the Insurance
velt, the exposure of 'corrupt and contented
BRKAKING BREAD,
exposures In New York, Tom Luvson's illuminating s'ory of the System
When you ask a friend to break
stable-cleaniTnrMiss
labors,
Ht.
Louis
ano"
Folk's
finance.
In polltl.
bread with you, always see that you
him
bell'story of St mdard oil, all conspired to bring wh; the Tribune calls offer I lest
Bread Our llutter Cream
The
ut. The
the conventional ode of political ethics Into
Bratdj.
It
no
will
It
b
less thoughtful of your,
be
is.
as
and
couniry has seen
Don't
family, either. Remember, this bread
A better and more forcible answer
Is made from (he famous PKKIILRSS I
Ho :ne presen ted b
ifiital.
PRINCRSfl flour, which retalrii all the
nutrient qualities of the orlglnnl grain.
t b
county its the form of nn
PIONKKIt HAKKRT,
moves. ar,d New Mexico un mow
207 South First St.
Albuqt

m:i;

is

few small ranches, ranging from
three to ten acres each; all nnder
ditch and nnder high state of culti-

vation.
Also, desirable lots In the different additions to the city.
We have several small cottages, well
In, for sale on reasonable terms.

IS

Cover that!"
An old lawyer In Speaking recently
about General Ben Butler, said:
"Hen Butler was a terror and torment to the judges. On one occasion
Judge Sanger, having been bullied and
badgered out of all patience, petulantly asked: 'What does the conns 'I
suppose I am on this bench for?'
"Scratching ids head for a minute,
Butler replied: "Well, I confess your
honor's got me there.' "
While Hon. B. B, Elynn, of Springfield, Mass., was on his way to the
supreme court one day he carried un
A
der his arm several law books.
friend remarked to him. pointing io
the books: "Why I thought you car
ried all that stulf m your head.
"I do," quickly replied Elynn Wlth
a
knowing wink, "these are for the

s
s of politicians have
The method and pi.
inioiig the American
of deci
it the frlen.
mo-ias one man to
country,
ar
at
rising
he
to assert the
ils.
im
I
and
at
their
DOS
the
I of
country. Our t ders mil st not imagine for a
forwar il movement, or even
in tin
san o thing Is going on
The
r:
Iv In the
ng un will read witli
existed in this coun- il.. that their fathers
upl nnd Incompetent

w
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Humor of
One dav as John

atlonal ticket has been obliged to go into dry dock for
e been Bryan and Bailey, but Mr. Bailey Indiscreetly
t caught with the goods, and now the old ship has a
'he Ballef part of the ticket, had to be thrown over- -

Special Inducements to Good Men to Act as Agon

THE SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
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President Joshua S. Raynolds.
Vice Presidents Sol. Luna, Albuquerque, N. M.; C. F. Ainswortli.l
Phoenix, Ariz.: R. J. Palen, Santa Fc, N. M.
Secretary nnd General Manager J. H. O'Rlelly.
'
Treasurer Frank sicKee.
Attorney A. B. MoMlllcn.
Medical l)ir"ctor Dr. J. IL Wroth.
Executive Committee M. V. Flournoy, A. B. McMillen, Sol. Luna
J. H. O'Rlelly, Joshua S. Raynolds.

BEERS

Unsurpassed for its Purity, Flavor and
Quality, ai Try it and be Convinced
a

Southwestern Brewery

Ice Company

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

SDONOIERS

killed by robbers near Clear Ceek,
Cal., In 1899.
M. Revel has had many exciting

adventures. While crosln the Nub- lan desert with de Gruard they were
set upon by Arabs and nearly killed.
At another time he was arrested for
laughing at a marriage procession
in (luna, and thrown Into prison for
four months. On one occasion, having engaged a guide to lead him over
the Andes, he was deserted by thü
man who made off with hla baggage,
and got lost In the virgin forest.
During his ten years' tamp. Revel
has covered 66,000 miles. He has
over fiO.000 letters and documents
from consuls and other reliable agents
attesting his real presence
in the
places where he claims to have been.

BELIEVETHEY
HAVE HEARD

A startling article has appeared in
the "Illustration" In which the augeothor. M. Route, a celebrated
grapher calls attention to the range
of extinct volcanoes In Auvergne, and
the possibility of their breaking out

FROM MARS

igaln.

It is clear from the hot springs
which are found In that district that
Frenchmen Thrown Into a there
is an area of intense heat In
earth under Auvergne, and the
Spasm of Excitement by the
'nhabltants of that part of France
becoming somewhat anxious lest
Mysterious Wireless Mes- - are
the seismic disturbances manifested
more or less all over the globe just
in Paris,
now, should visit their district.
t sages Received
Seventy-tw- o
live California salmon
have been stolen from the Trocedero
aquarium here.
Some of the fish
WILL MAKE ASCENSION weighed sixty pounds and they com
prised ine entire exhibit which was
sent here at the time of the 1900 exposition. It will be difficult if not
Run on Rings Among Jewel-c- ,s altogether
impossible to replace
them, for the city of Paris allows
Volcanoes May Break only 23.000
francs annually for the
maintenance
the aquarium,
and
Gossip of the Trocaderoof officials
Jt in Auvergne
do not feel
that they can afford to go to the
expense of sending for other similar
World's Capital,

tno authorities are at a loss to
know what became of the fish a.
none were offered on the market
within any reasonable time after the
theft. They Ihlnk the robbers were
simply hungry and ate them:
but
seventy-twsuch fish would consti
tute rather a large meal.
The tedium of military maneuvers
under a broiling sun was relieved foi
mo irrencn and foreign officers at
tending the field operations this sea
son, by the presence in their midst
of a popular American woman, th
duchess de la Rochefoucauld.
lhe duchess, who was Miss Maggie
Mitchell of Montana, is spending the
snooting season at her chateau of
Montmirail, near the spot where th
trenca mimic war was carried on.
She paid daily visits to the field during the pauses in the action, and
has entertained the officers at her
chateau. She is laughingly called the
good fairy of the regiment, and is
equally popular with chiefs and men.

(Hy Raul Villlcrs.)

Sept. 29. The astronomers
lice have been living In a mat'
Ible excitement during the latt
sks, and all because of th
telegraphy. There are In the
lumber of wireless telegraph
the most prominent of these
the top of the Kiffel tower,
night for some time the is
station have been
mesage consist- Ilree dots, no more and no
le mesages have been re- Ist at the stroke of twelve
from where no one knows.
somebody suggested that
It be the first attempt of
litnnts of the planet Mars
hicalc with the earth, every
in France has been busy
Ithe planet
through
his

o.

re-th-

FROM
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l.ebaudy

Insists that he has
problem of aerial
navigation and that his new airship
will astonish the world in genertl
and cause great consternation in Germany because it has been assigned
especially for military purposes and
will give to the French army the
supremacy which Germany has hitherto held.
Thai the Hermán military authorities are unusually anxious to discover
the construction of the new balloon
Is evident from the number of Spies
who have endeavored to Invado the
Shop where the airship
con-was
in. ted, but who were all discovered
In time.
French officers will be In
Hie basket when the
asballoon
cends from the military reservation
at Verdun, and the country for manv
miles around will bo crowded with
military sentries.
It is not
to make the first trip a very
long one because of the desire of the
authorities td have the balloon descend inside fhe military lines.
The balloon proper is very large,
sixty yards long by ten yards diameter In lhe center. The basket is exceedingly light and strong. It contains besides seats for the occupants
a
gasoline engine,
driving, propellors, and a large tank
of gasoline. It will carry about half
a ton of ballast.
M.

Novel MOftqnitO Trap
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Em-pra-
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The future steamers of the Hamburg-line will not he designed as "Atlantic greyhounds." the
compony having decided to abandon
fhe policy of building ships for speed.
In building their new vessels the
company will aim at size, comfort and
moderate speed.
luxury, but only
President RalHn states that three
more huge liners of the "American"
type will be built nnd that the mail
service between Now York and
ports will he worked entirely
wiih ships of this class.
company
also means greatly to
The
extend the service to America and the
West Indies.
The fastest Atlantic liners will in
the future sail under the North German Llovd flag.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MF'I'.CQ- -

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

American

Witte

Writing

Memoirs and
Will Not
Politics,
Tiflis Scene of Desperate.
Re-Eh-

ter

Struggle With Tradesmen,
(By Malcolm Clarke.)
Rerlin, Sept. 2. A magnificent
copy or the kaiser's "Deutsche Volks-lledfur Maennerchore." printed on
parchment with hand illuminated initials is to he presented to President
Roosevelt as a new token of the kaiser's admiration of the "Emperor of
as he has come to be
America,"
known here.
The book, one of the most unique
In the world, will contain more than
six hundred German folk songs witn
music by Germany's foremost composers. More than four hundred of
these have never appeared in print
before outside of the few copies In
the masses.
The kaiser has personally taken
part in the work of collecting and
preparing the songs and is also said
to have designed the special cover for
fhe copy which is to be sent to the
president.
er

It Is in evidence from the torn of
the German newspapers that they
view with considerable satisfaction
between
the growing estrangement
Americans and Japanese on both sides
ocean.
of the Pacific
Immediately after the war one ot
our most prominent financiers pronounced the opinion that the Japanese would know how to use the
friendly feeling in America to
their own plans and only a few
days ago M. Witte, the famous Russian statesman, speaking of the new
$125,000,000 loan the Japanese are
endeavoring to raise in the United
States, Is reported to have said: "The
time will surely come when America
will regret loaning money to Japan
Instead of to Russia. It Is not that
Russia is in need of the gold of The
Yankees, but what I mean to say is.
that all this American money will in
time be used against the ITniteil
States, in a war Which will be even
more gigantic than the one between
Japan and my own country."
It is the general opinion here that
a war between Japan and America
must come, if not over the Philippines,, which the Japanese hate to
when
see in American hands, than
the subjects of the mikado try to
marthe
oust the United States from
kets of the far east.
It is not because of anv
against America that Germans rejoice at the growing estrangement between Americans and Japanese, but
because they would prefer to see a
war between those two people to one
between Germany and Japan, which
German statesmen have foreseen.
fu'-th-

--

-

of Count Witte, 1 have just
learned that he has been very busy
these last few months writing his
nicinoires, a fact which proves beyond all doubt that he has decided
never again to enter the arena of politics.
His book, which he has arranged
to have published in Leipzig and Paris
tp avoid the Russian censorship, will
bv n f am told, contain startling revelaAptOpOS

Invente;!
Traveling Man.
(Kansas City Journal.)
At last It has been discovered a
Way for one to sleep without the necessity, of one being incased In mosquito proof armor.
So far as can be learned
the
scheme was originated and first put
into practice In Kansas Cilv by M. K.
Sherwood, a traveling salesman who
was al the Illossom house Tuesday
night. The salesman came down to
breakfast yesterday, his general manner radiating good humor.
"Well, how did vou fellows sleep
last night?" he cheerfully asked a
party of men sitting around a table in
the cafe.
For answer he received a series of
remarks more emphatic (ban polite,
each individual extressinr his personal views of a man who could men-lio- n
sleep, after having spent a night
among a billion or more of mosquitoes. Dut the cheerful ono only
smiled.
"What you fellows need." he said
patronizingly, "Is a little moro origi
nality.
Would you believe me If I
should tell you I slept like u top lust
night and not once was bitten by a
mosquito?"
"Well, anyway, I did. You see I began to wonder sometime ago if there
was
not some natural way to get
around the thing which I can see eacn
of you went through last night. Just
There Is a run on rings among put two and two together
you
the Parisian jewelers. Since the af will see what conclusion I and
ijo of the blue diamond ring belong What Is that gets ripe with reached.
ing to the American Countess du toes and stays ripe as long mosquithey
1'oilslc, society has taken an extra- do? Watermelons, of course. as I figordinary Interest in tills form of
ured that there must be some conthe stores of the rue de la nection between the two and finally
are
doing
thriving
a
business.
discovered what I was sure would
l'alj
prove to be a successful experiment.
i Monsieur Jean de Mllty, an authority on rings, has been giving
"Last night when I went to bed I
his
opinion on the wearing of rings by took a piece of watermelon rind to my
room.
I put this on the foot of my
men. He says:
"The seal ring is the only one bed where any mosquito could not
It before ho got to me.
help
seeing
which Is good form for men. However, a few exceptions may lie made 1 reasoned that melon rind would apaccording to the occasion or the peal more strongly to mosquito apcharacter of the person.
For In- petite than the softest humun skin In
And. gentlemen, I was
stance the duke of Marlborough Is the world.
sometimes seen wearing a magnifi- right. After I went to bed I left the
cent ruby which once belonged to light burning for a while and watched
Queen Anne Holeyn, and the sight my trap. Kvery second or so a fresh
of the Insects would sight
of this gem upon his finger In no way detachment
and make a bee line for my face,
offends good taste. Count Robert de me
always-whethey scented the
Montcsqulou has a superb topaz but
at the foot of the bed they
which lie sometimes wears.
This delicacy
wavered a moment ns If undecided
stone was once the property of
whfch morsel looked the most appeJosephine.
tizing, then they dropped upon the
"The choice of a ring should be rind. After a while I went to aleep
Bade in accordance with the charthis morning when I awoke there
acter of the hand. The form of the and
must
been a million of them
hand, lis color, the temperament ef fighting'have
for foothold on the rind. And
the person to whom it belongs, must at no time during the night did a
all be taken into careful considera- mosquito approach closer to me than
tion when choosing a ring, and par- the foot of the bed."
ticularly one which Is adorned with
It was evident last nlalit that the
n precious stone. The ring Is the story had Its effect upon the guests at
rnost characteristic adornment which the hotel, tji.lv orders have come
nnyone can wear."
down to the office for a pitcher of
wafer and a bottle of pennyroyal. List
nrnight they were changed to "a pitcher
rent Revel has
tter. tramping three of Ice water and a piece of melon
years,
ten
In
rind." It has been suggested that unÍorld
on Ml til after the mosnulto season Is over
llffs. For several hotels and roomlna houses furnish a
with
la fellow traveler slice of .. the new preventative
in.
rd. but he was each
now solved the

30, 1906.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPA1

A new field hitherto neglected bv
the big life Insurance companies, has
been discovered by enterprising private individuals In Russia.
A Warsaw merchant named Hein-manPRESIDENT
who has Just been arrested a
a political suspect Is proved to nave
policies to married
granted one-da- y
bomb throwers ami snooters.
The premium charged was only 25
Magnificent Collection of Ger- per cent and the policy covered the
day on which th attempt was to be
man Folk Songs Token of made.
Helnmann's paper showed that ho
Insured against Immediate death
German Ruler's Admiration had
a woman and a man who had thrown
bombs from a window at the governor
for Mr, Roosevelt,
general. The policy covered only the
risk o'f the terrorist blowing himself
to pieces or being shot dead on the
spot. If the policy holder was capTEUTONS TICKLED TO SEE
tured and executed after trial nothing was paid.
ANGLO-JA- P
TROUBLE

be remembered the first
tssage Hashed across the
lean by Stgnnr Marconi
three dots which in the
Mary Garden,
beautiful Amerikbet indicate the letter "n" can singer who the
has
the place
ÍOUld not
the Martians lu id by the late Sybiltaken
Sanderson in
Lin idea.
the hearts of the Parisian public, has
of
a prominent been the recipient while
Itative went
to M. Camllle. recently, of a good deal at Rl.trrit.
attention
the famous astrono- - from the king of Greece, of
also at that
ted his opinion, which lie resort taking the cure. Mrs.
Grundy
Be.
has raised her eyebrows in vain; she
no! believe," he said, "that cannot prevent the king from coming
lliit.ints of Mars are sending to Paris,
return from coinPterlmis messages which are ciding withandthehisdate
the popular
lug our scientific minds of to- - singer's rteurn to the of
French capital.
"ilthougli I admit that I con- It is whispered among the king's
such a thing possible. The only entourage that he is very anxious
lion which makes me doubt tint thai Miss Garden should appear !n
message comes from our neigh- - her last year's great success. "AphroTir planet is the ftict that it Is at
dite" In
next winter.
Howpresent as far away from us as iC is ever, the Athens
girl is under conjVissilile for it to be and the Martians tract withAmerican
the Opera Comlque here,
wuulil probably have chosen sonn which Is a state
subsidized instituOther time to make the attempt."
tion, and it will only be out of courtM. I' Uiuifiui inn IK. however as
esy to the king that the manager of
as any of the other astronomers mat t neater, M.
Carre, will permit
to discover the cause of the myster-- ! his
principal star to desert his boards
lous dots and admits that he has not even temporarily.
yet found any plausible explanation
Miss Garden has had two formidof them.
able rivals in the matter of public
He believes that we shall, wlthlrf
and royal attention while at Rlarritz.
a very near future be able to comi noy
were Knima Calve and
municate with our fellow beings on
Preval,
of whom have
oth tr planets, and that wireless tel- - been heard In both
America. However,
tigfmpny may be the successful means mnugn
tno running was close, It Is
f doing so.
generally admitted that the handsome daughter of Columbia has won
The large balloon constructed by by a good
deal.
M. Lebnudy is now practically fin- Ished and will make Its first ascen- KNOW
HOW TO STOP THEM
r.lon within a few days.
11

but the case is now going to the sen- ate
The lower court decided that as the
laws said nothing at nil on the sub
ject, a municipality might trade in
anything It wishes even If it destroy
ed all private trade.

UNIQU E PRESENT

lEBAUDY'S NEW AIRSHIP

fish.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER

I

tions about the revolutionary party's
Intrigues and will show the czar in a
new light to the world.
It will tell
the story of Czar Nicholas' benevolent
ambitions and his hopeless struggle to
give freedom to the people of Rus
sia in face of the threats of the bureaucracy and the grand dukes.
Who Is anxious to
The
have his book appear in the English
language will also clear himself from
the charge of having been on the side
of the bureaucracy when the famous
manifesto of last October wns Is-

sued.
It was to prevent the appearance of
his memoirs that an attempt was recently made to assassinate him and
not, us nt first supposed, because the
revolutionists desired to get him out
of the way.

We
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necessary.

next will meet In
St. Petersburg, convoked by the czar,
the most important council held in
Russia since the winter palace conference of 1881, when after the assassination of Alexander II. the
and nersistency of Pohi.odonos- seff broke down the constitutionalist
plan and entailed for the empire
twenty-fiv- e
years of unrelenting repression.
Czar Nicholas hns summoned his
relatives and a few Intimate councilM. StOlypln. the premier, will
lors.
attend but the gathering is essentially
a family one. There will be half a
dozen grand dukes. Count Ignatieff,
M. Pohledonostseff and Colonel Put latin, nominally the czar's secretary but
In reality a personage of immense In- lluonce in political crises. The grand
dukes who for years past have been
ignored officially as the czar's advisers,
will once more be asked to give their
policies:
views on three alternative
either to concede genuine reforms, to
let things drift until the convocation
of the new douiua, or to return once
and for all to the old system of absolute rule.
There does not exist, as foreigners
believe, a grand ducal party. The
csar's relatives profess all shades of
political philosophy and none, and
so fiercely on personal
Ihey
differ
luestlons that half of them will not
Speak to the other
(rano
lian.
puke Vladimir is not now on speaking terms with Grand Duke Alexander
Élchatlovitch. and VJadimir's brother,
Alexis, bates him even more, for It
was Mexanaer wno ins oeiore me
cza1' bis misdoings as head of the navv
relations
and his romantic-financiwith Hie Frenchwoman Itiletta. the
ns she Is
"QUeen of Tsushima,"
called by Russians, who attribute the
naval disasters to her greed and to
Alex!- -' dishonesty. The czar long he- fore he sent him out of Russia had
ceased to receive Vladimir, and Grand
Duke Ntcholal Nlcholalevltoh. ns befits his resolute, courageous character
treats a1! ills relatives witli contemp
tuous condescension.
unthinking
He is a iiig, resolute,
man whose only idea of stalecralt is
hoot straight." and ns commander
of the fait hi' ill guards and of the St.
Petersburg military district, he is a
weighty adviser.
In the coming council Nicholas will
Item and brain-nleclare for the ld
one to op- less as he Is, t r
pose him.
Grand Duke Constantino is a gen-bnine democrat,
he Is not a ilght-- s
ing man ami In not offered the czar
iny advice sine e his warning against
the dissolution of the dmmia was dis
regarded. Re prefers his books, his
boats and his salon society to wrestling with arguments.
None of the other grand dukes
nunt. Alexis Is an Irretrievable dis
grace, and young Andrei hns likewise
been In trouble over a foreign actress.
Nobody
takes Boris seriously and
On Wednesday
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits.
Safety Drpoptt Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on All Parts of the World.
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The

Grocery Co.

At Albuquerque, in the Territory

of New Mexico, at the
close ot Buslncaa, September 1. 190ff.

"Good Things to Eat"
Mall

RESOURCES.
Loans anil Discounts
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
U. S. Honda to secure circulation
V. S. lioiulx to secure IT. S. Deposits
Bond, securities, etc
Banking house, furniture, aild fixtures....
Other real estate owned
Due from National Hanks (not reserve agts
Due from Slate Ranks and Hankers
Due from approVtd reserve agento
Cheeks and other cash Items
Exchanges for otearing house
Notes of other National Banks
Fractional paper- currency, nickels, and

Orders Filled Sams Oay
as Received.

Speelman & Zearing
205 W. Gold Avenue

1, 725,

10(1,000.(10

6.r,0!i".32
S8.IOO.00

25,000.00
171.20S.31

64.SIO.lt
604447.41

fi.S31.40
2S.422.48

72,120.00

-

cents

1,240.47

Lawful Honey Reserve In Hank, viz:
Specie

Cyril is In exile.
felichaltovitch'S
Alexander
reac
tionary Ideas might count were he not
hridiculed even
the eznr as nn arrant coward nnd a coward without

213. 02

34,438.13
100,000.00

Legaltander notes
Redemption fund with I!.
per cent of circulation)

Furniture, Stoves, Glass-

S.

$120,2'j3.00
44,ooo.oo
Treasurer (6

164,253.00
10,000.00

-

reason, for the

terrorists

ware, Enamelware, Carpets, and Li n ole urn.

disregard

him.
No ono expects the council

to ac

complish much though It may result
In the czar deciding for himself and
granting the people fhe constitution
they are sighing for. a course which
both his uncles, King lid ward of Eng- land and King Frederick of Denmark
as well as lhe kaiser, have advised
Austria has more professors than him to take.
she can find employment for. The
The Valparaiso Calamity.
universities have been turning out
From authentic reports it seeirs
highly educated young men and womin
that
ihe recen) earthquake In Valen In such large numbers that the
Chili, the loss of life and prop
market Is overstocked with doctors, paraiso,
erty damaged was proportionately as
scientists and teachers.
The result Is that many learned great as in our San Francisco disasmen are living In penury, and some ter. These two cities occupied relaYoung men tively the same position in regard 10
are actually starving.
with letters after their names are do- commercial Importance, bolli beiag
ing junior clerks' work for miserable gateways to and from the Pacific
salaries, and any poslfion requiring ocean. From authentic reports. x- iu
technical training Is fought for by tcndlng over a period of 53 year
.qt
crowds of qualified men eager to work are fully Justified In bell, vln ,
Is
su-- e
a
Hostetter'l
Stomach
Hitters
pittance.
a
for mere
The excellent system of higher edu cure for all stomach, liver and bowel
cation in Austria and Germany (for complaints such as headache, bloatthe same tale Is heard In this city) ing, flatulency, dyspepsia, Indigestión.
COStiVSntSS, biliousness,
slccplessne;:,
seems to have been overdone.
nausea, female Ills, poor appetite,
cramps
or
malaria,
fever
ngu'.
Count Hugo von Douglass, n noble- Every sick man or woman nndought
to
man of Scotch ancestry living on the commence
taking
it
once.
Good
at
Island of Ruegen, has, by an awkward
e
results. Our
mistake, driven from his door a kins- health Invariably
Stamp Is over neck of hoitle.
woman who came to his castle on a
surprise visit.
Laugh and the World
The lady, a member of the ancient
Scottish family of Douglass Hamilton, will look at your teeth,youand quickly
keep them
Is the Duchess of Touralne. She was judge whether or not
Let Dr. Williams,
visiting Ruegen and thought It would In good condition.
nvo., exon
over
Mandell's,
Railroad
he fun to call on her relative
the
amine and care for them. He's an excount, whom she had never seen
When she presented herself at the pert In all branches of dental surgery.
castle the count refused to believe
Five Kindred Dollni-Renard.
her identity. Denouncing her ns an
I will pay five hundred
dollars
adventuress, he had her arrested and
the apiazed duchess was removed by ($64)0.00) reward for Ihe nrrest nnd
nny
my
of
stealing
one
conviction
the police.
Her passport and other papers sheep In New Mexico.
(Signed!
J. H. NATIONS,
which she had with her, proved her
F.l Paso. Texas.
bona fide, and the most abject apolo
gies were made by the police officers
Home dressed lleef.
when they released her.
Home dressed Vciil.
It Is not recorded whether the In
Home dressed sheep.
Jured lath' went back to the castle or
Home dressed (Mats.
whether she resented her kinsman's
Home dressed Hogs.
Incivility too much.
Home dressed hlckcns.
Home-mad- e
Hams and Racon.
The city of Tiflis In Russian Ar
Ilooic-mad- c
Lard.
menia, which bnnsH municipal baker
Hoine-mnd- e
Mince Meat.
les, slaughter houses and bookstores
All our labels tell the truth.
Is conducting
a desperate struggle
with a group of wealthy tradesmen. HLANt IIAHD MEAT A SUPPLY CO.
who complain that they are being
Fifty upright pianos In stork and
mined bv the city's competition.
They have brought a test suit on the road, thnt in uhv X'nplc who
against the municipality, alleging that see us before buying arc HMllsrled. We
municipal trading, though common all can please lhe most critical. Lean,
,'ild
Llmleiiiiiiin,
:'oo Went
over Russia. Is contrnrv to law. In aril
11
If
lower court the municipality win, avenue

TOTAL

LIAHILITIKS.
Capital stock paid in
$ 2AO.000.00
Surplus fund
60,000.00
Undivided profits, less expenses and taxos

Special Prices on Dishes

paid

r,9,3CG.43

National

Hank notes outstanding
other National Hanks
Due to State Hanks and Hankers
Individual deposita subject to check
Time certificates of deposits
Certified cheeks
Cashier's checks outstanding
United States deposits
Deposits of V. S. disbursing officers
Reserved for taxes

for This Week.

Due

STONE HOTEL

Dath House
Connection.

MRS. WM. ROGERS.

Run

Pil-vat-

2r3..S,'i2
1

114.

00(1

.

r.O

. 1 1

lXSK.tOS.16
1JW6.41S.C1
B.IOfi .74

27.044.S4
44,042.22
53,020.17
12.000.00

....
...

S3.201.021. 77

Territory of New Mexico, County of Rernallllo. ss:
I. Frank McKee, Cashier of the above-name- d
bank,
do solemnly sweur that the above stntement Is true
my
to the. best of
knowledge and belief.
FRANK M'KEE, Cashier.
I
CORRECT Attest:
M. W. PLOÜRNOT.
,
'
A. H. M AULLEN.

In

Prop

200.000.00

to

TOTAL

JEMEZ nOT SPRINGS
Ih now open all the year around
Best of Accommodation!
Otero'

,.$3,201,021.77

II. F. RAYNOLDR.

i

f

jk

'

v

I

Directors.
Subscribed to and sworn before me this 7th day of
Sept.. 1900.
H. a PICKARD.
Notary Fubllc.

Mcintosh H&rdwaLre Co

s

JOBBERS OF:

HARDWARE
Stoves vrvd Tinware
Albuquerque
I

L

Ntw Mexico

l
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aFn" jt CLASSIFIED AD VERTEEMEtftS

tale. The gliding la to be .,bl.ng
shape with a projecting pediment
In front aupporled b four Corinthian
FOR. ROOKS
columns. The main entrance to the
ALL CLASSinBD ATTERTI8KMKHT8 PAYABLE 17 ADVANCE
.
,
building will be beneath thla pedl
.
...
.
.
i nmrnu ii lu
WSt giving entrance to the large asUAim WBbf w Mamut.
5!. 7
sembly room of the building. Set in not run, cracK, or Diiaier; it win naraen
Apply it
boy.
WANTEuirrand
set.
A
one
water,
rala
after
under
a
the cornice of the pediment will be
ALMOST KILLED
tf
Economist.
circular window of stained glass coming on iresn paini win noi wun u.
WANTED Man for road work :
bearing the Initials of the association,
good salary. 216 y, 8. Second at,
There is No Acid in It
a similar window will be el In the
bury.
cornice at each end of the building.
wwECm
folllns bases hi claim cm. hi desTo
Tin
Rust
PROPgRTT LOANS.
Set Electric lights will be placed be
PERSONAL
cent from Sarah Cooper, daughter of
WANTED
Good cook , at 217
hind each window to make the letRhafteabury. who
he fifth Earl
tf
Fourth street.
at
gold
will
clearly
visible
niirht.
be
gallon,
by
tens
contracta
or
the
century
eighteenth
In
ihe
nourished
WANTED Dining room girl, ApJ
In width will .taken for painting
et
porch
A
twelve
Address
roofs.
ninth)
(the
present
Earl
a
the
Kut
11
extend around tne ouuaing on mree
On Furniture. Piano. Organ Horaea. ply at 222 W. 8ilver ave.
eeded in a i unDroxen line or earia
BORRADAILE & CO.
Waicon and other Chattel: alao on
side and n nortion of the rear of the
Competent help for1
WANTED
th claim fn-- ii the female line I
At the end of the building U7 GoM Aye
B.
(Jarcia
A.
Albuquerque, N. M. gUrica. and, wareoureelpU.
dressmaking.
KJrk.
to cause him any uneasiness,
Positive Proof Comes From building.
over, . i nis
the... porch . will . be roorea
Rldg.. Fifth and Railroad ave.
.
the crossing sweeper claimant
eiricuy
.1.1.
ouickiy
ana
are
made
Loans
ri
u,miu..-......
...- win imoru mi' iiirnriB
rn. nnnih
......... w v n. W A NTKD Competent saleswoman
, .. naotlno
Northern Range That An- Dlace
continue to keep the roada clean In
nniiril
m T UOfttlc.
UU U
nil C a liu
U
LHUU
III
- In- - Imil
In which to K.,...... "";I nun
year given. 'Goodsvhv
ta remain in your at the Economist.
wwim
nisi
fim.
M. i fair for patrician feet, while the
tf
exposition.
The
of
the
incidents
reasonable.
are
ratea
possession.
Our
discharge
ornamental
Retail
Wholesale
and
real belted earl
imals Go Literally Mad Afa larva uauprn- in rtiiiaiñi
WANTED Girl for general houseborrowing.
see
us
Mir Will
before
vise
and
Call
prliito
the
in
chamberlain
as
HnnPQt
,
YniinP function
Rut
Trirno i vui wui.
biy room, forty by sixty feet in ex-- Dealer in Fresh and Salt Meats
Steamahln ticket to and from ail work. Small family. Apply 519 W.
iivuvvi """""uess of Wales, and ha probahl
iiiivv
Tijeras.
ter Eating Poisonous Weed. tent, rurnisneu wnn easy enwrs,
Darts of the world.
tf
hi
claim.
pmun
and
i'"!ltns
"í
heard
Torl,
nf
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN
Prinooc
Sausage a Specialty.
and everything that will add to its
i
i vrv
lillULO
vi
$
4.
Blda.
Grant
end
moulded
Wainscot and
comfort.
Hogs the Biggest Marmod;
A record for producing Dread troni
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WANTED Four or
Bellefourche. 8. D., Sept. 29.
beams will be the main features of For CattleketandPrice !s Paid.
Katner an expensive nop-rilWi- ni
OPEN EVENINGS.
whPa, Das been established at "Texa
ern house, at once; state location and
on
the
Charlie," a cowboy
gas West RaLroad Atomoc,
the room's adornment.
S
where
Worcestershire,
rental. Address E. E., Morning Journorth, barely escaped a horriSmi was held among the ioc.ii ranges
osition for English Monarch;
a30
nal.
SALESMEN WANTED.
ble death by a vicious attack of his
AND
millers.
COMMERCE.
farmer and
WANTED Men and women wantSALESMAN- Experienced
In any
favorite cow pony. Patay, which had FINANCE
37
was
minutes.
winning
time
The
Early In the
fatally locoed.
line to sell general trade In New ed to sell POCKET HATS. Every marr
Which was five minutes better than became
something
Mexico, an unexcelled specialty prop buys one at sight. No previous expersummer Charlie noticed
LIBRARIAN STEALS TWO
the nrevlous record. The wheal was wrong with the pony
Streot.
Wall
and from the
osition; to 1)11 vacancy October is:, ience necessary. Write for pattlci-lar- s
short
Sept.
28.
The
York,
New
about the biggest money-makbalance of this year and 190,. ComBITS WORTH OF FRUIT threshed, and four minutes later It symptom suspected loco, as the weed session of the stock market today was
on earth.
Carl F. Seitz, Box 427,
weekly. The ConIn tne
with
$35.00
ns
appearance
Its
again
missi.
made
has
8:3"
By
was helna around In the mill.
5
New St., Newark, N. J.
Inclined to be feverish and prices
Oh. a.
Cleveland,
Jewelry
year.
Co..
country
The
this
Slim
tinental
Buttes
up
Into
strength
i.hi flour had been made
fluctuated constantly. Later
WANTED
Gentleman, not robust,
FOR SALE.
win n pony was nervous. Irritable and at was not austaned and
market
Marquis of Winchester Brfogs
working, would like permanent
the sime time stupid. Once or twice closed easv at a generalthe reaction.
SALE Saddle pony, also sec but
FOR
...
room
in small family.
and
board
a
lie irau "HI aj.pca.ru ..nc
W. H.
McMtlllon. Highlands.
were rilie tO
,lclin
in 13 minutes.
ond hand buggy.
d
State price and if pace to
with the blind staggers, out enante heavy sales to realize on the late
Charge of Theft of Apples,
11
W.
Gold.
At 8:37 what had been growing was unwilling
i
keep Morse. P. O. Box 211, cite.
to give him up and did bulge yesterday, and also
to some
37 mlrlutes before was smoking
POR SALK Furniture at 814 S
Lipton Hankers wheat
his best to keep the horse away from doubts
Reported
WANTED
Three furnishedi
by the lack of official
aroused
new bread.
A mo.
the fatal weed, for which horses af confirmation of the conclusion of the
for light housekeeping. 406 S.
at
LKLeghorn
hens
SA
acquire
it
White
once
eaten
they
f)K
have
ter
Race,
Great
the
for Another
ore lands deal between
WANTED Position as elf
rilvlntt for shinwrecked treasure
Molitor poultry ranch. Southern ave., perienced;
an uncontrollable appetite.
speaks Spanish fiuel
Northern and the United States Steel
craze. For many month.'
becoming
tracks.
railroad
Fe
signs
near
of
Madness.
Santa
I'ony
shows
corporation.
J. Flynn. Grand Central hote
FUNERAL DIRECTOR AND
ki is have been nt work on
ago
on
days
when
about
few
manBttl
I
Two
houses
brick
SALE
that
in
FOR
concerned
The
stocks
42;
B
Bichará Msrrcorn.)
LICENSED EMHALMER
the submerged wrek of a Spanish ga
mount the man noted with appre- ner rallied strongly, owing to the aueasy payments; good location. W. H.
London. Sept. 29. Royalty like nr-- d leon which was lost at Tobermory, a to
WANTED
Btiurd and root
that the pony's eyes had thoritative character of the unofficial Colo. Phone B 298 Auto. PIioik- - 151 McMlllion. real estate broker, 211 vate
i nary,
humanity has Its burdens of the west coa-- l of Scotland, after the hension While,
family by man in good
signs
one
of
surest
run
They
the
ol Address
turned
West Gold avenue.
information on the matter.
poor relations and at present KIiir iief.ai nf the Great Armaaa
H., Journal.
madness In a locoed off again in the late dealings, however,
MORNING JOURNAL
FOR SALE Cheap, gentle burro.
was the of approaching
Edward Is wasting I lot of brain force
Thi. I nal iralleon. which
WANTED
Woman or maul
horse. They were then a good twenty and contributed much to the irregu630
WANT ADS
320 Hunlng avenue.
in trying to find lucrative employment fl.iirshm of Admiral P.aspard de Suza
eral housework; no washlng.1
from a ranch house and the lar losing.
The gain of nearly
BRING RESULTS
compatible with their dignity for is supposed to have carried a great miles
house
.also
SALE
FOR
Furniture
or two. Apply Dr. Cutter,
decided to try for home. It J4, 000, 000 in cash reserves disclosed
these poor relations, the three young treasure in bullion. None of tills In cowboy
for rent. Inquire 116 South High hospital.
was too lata, however, .and they had by the bank statement caused a vigtf
st
Terks. These three young pilnc
reet.
yet been found, but from time to time not gone a mile before the horse rose orous
by
led
upwards,
WANTED California
form rather a heavy burden upon tin j,
averg raVe brought up varioiv in the air with a tremendous leap Readingmovement
surFOR SALE New rubber-tire- d
and some of the bituminous
gold, dated from 1851 down.
,,i,ii-ctroyal
and the annnunc
awords. antique can
sewing
rey,
bed,
folding
saddle,
side
The
cowboy
The
coal carriers and southwesterns.
stamps, and paper
mewl is soon to be expected that they n(m aU(, (mlnt metal utensils. The and fell to the ground. fall,
machine, and ladles' wheel. Rooms coins,
but the Bank of England surrendered
escaped injury from the
chased. M. P. Stamm. Albul
uno viwiauii no ii.ei(. nn(i u (wo massive silver pial
win ne pncnoi-uei- i
3 and 4. Grant building.
of
intoday,
gold
supply
of
its
to
and
pony
feet
of its
StenogrnphdJ
which they have no qualifications In supposed tto have been the admiral' stantly scrambled
WANTED
charged ferociously at the which 11.550.000 was for New York.
FOR SALE Cheap, one stanhope Job,
this manner, tne TrCKS will iiraw soup plates
nice
hours.
Address
probato
the
heavy
adds
drain
friend.
been
best
in
who
its
This
had
man
buggy, harness and horse. Outfit
from the public purse and dot from
a new scheme to recover the tretis
506, Las Vegas, N. M.
It was not alone the frenzy of pain bility Of more effective measures of
class condition. Call 708 N. SecHI Majesty
the private purse
ore on board the llrltish warship sunk that attacked the horse, it was the protection being adopted next week. Always In Stock New anil Second Ural
WANTED
Ladles'
It
ond St.
The late Duke of Tec k did a mighty in Balaclava bay, during the Crimean
Lent
Hand Machines for Sale
dressmaking
Total toles of bonds, par value.
and mlllinj
to kill. The man dodged, the
fine stroke of business when h'- mail-lefurniture.
Household
FOR
oí- Exchange.
been Initiated by the KUaaiUt desire
war
has
horse sprang at him. but the battle $854,000.
s2S plumes cleaned or colored
Prince Mary of r.i mil rill tie
S. Fourth.
naval authorities.
Closing quotations:
class work. 512 N. Seconi
isted onlv until the cowboy could
how much money this family
Four-roorii.. ves, went down in the great get
1$5
SALE
house
and
FOR
cago Dressmaking ParlorsJ
his gun and then the horses suf Atchison
has drawn from the imperial inoin y sU,rm which destroyed so many Bnt
Five-roo101
lights.
hath,
electric
preferred
do
AGENTS FOR
Clean cotí
hues will never be known: hut the ish ships carrying supplies to tne ferings were quickly ended.
139 Vi
house and bath, cellar, barn etc. Call theWANTED
New York Central
First Case in Twenty xean.
Is
The
late iroops. She had on board an enorold electric light plj
amount
tremendous.
141
S.
Pennsylvania
717
ol
Edith.
In
over
season
Is
the first
This
was always being calle. upon mous sum m gold, for the pay of Britl
95 V
A certain
WANTED.
..,
I
UNDERWOOD
Pacific
Oil P 'P.. ....
to provide money for the late duke or, ish soldiers in the Crimea. Now the twenty years that the loco weed has Southern
183
Pacific
Union
In
any
stylish and in good repair. 516 East bo.?';?T
section.
this
trouble
."Hi"??
his children and as far as the children Russian authorities have given order? caused
ery
!'2
nutm
do preferred
VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS
tf a profit; you can alwaj
Grand.
are concerned the present king has to a local salvage company lo try and Wei weather seems especially favor Copper
Ill
weed,
and
growth
of
the
to
the
s
able
followed in his mother footsteps.
li.,
FOR
Lunch counter. 205 number right by using ol
.he bullion
H
this time of the year, after the cot- Steel
tf umns.
The Princes of Teck are not h.i.l
Gold ave.
106
do preferred
comes out, it is more quickly
ton
Money on call, nominal, no loans: MACHINES REPAIR U D
FOR SALE New gasoline engine;
WANTED Help furnj
The picturesque Ear. of U.hb.ldaie fatal than earlier in the season. Not
the
(5)
3
horse power, cheap. Call 224
prime mercantile paper, at 6k 7 pet
ployment of all kinds sd
HmW". court. h- someonly
also
".-.- "'
and
cattle
but
horses
Honoia-,Ü,l!Walter.
tf Colburn, successor to
,hr secession of his
times sheep forfm the fatal habir. cent: silver,' Sc.
' Miarles 1 ister. from the aHsto-W
FOR SALE General merchandloe ployment office, 109
an animal has tasted it he beto "á'cVas MaWnhSatler
TVPE- After
OF
STOCK
A
COMPLETE
muvn mw
The Weekly Bunk Statement.
hucbiiiriii,
business on the El Paso and South- Auto phone No. 270.
comes mad for it. will eat nothing
and turned to the work of grooming navy tobeen
29.
The stateNew York. Sept.
prized by the socialists asr else and hunts the range over to find
WHITER RIBBONS AND
Lllter
western in eastern New Mexico. Stock
WANTED. To sell all kj
his horses with democratic
congress
for
clearing house banks
isembled at the Trades Union
Fine oppor- machines, both new and
$15,000.00 to $20,000.00
It. as a "dope fiend" in human form ment of the
SUPPLIES.
hold
arrange
they
the
banks
Liverpool, that
have
tunity for right party. Can explain Penny Parlor, 216 8. Secol
will try to obtain Ills favorite drug the week shows that
An attempt was made a sh ot tint. at
the publication In the papers ea- a After eating It the animal Is practi- $12,540.:tr,0 more than the legal regood reason for selling. Locality healae. to make another hrnthi-- a mem . for
inis. an
among
presence
requirements.
This
serve
his
imm
of
PROFESSIONAL CAf
thiest in New Mexico. Address inquircally intoxicated, unreasonable, unre- crease of $1.224,524 as compared with
her of the stock exchange, hut the! dav
socialistic
with
charming
Interviews
tf
ies, A. R., Journal.
king put his foot down haul on this
liable and senseless. Some stockmen last week. The statement follows:
GEO. S. RAMSAY, Mgr.
t.
AT$QRNEXi
acumen,
hoy's
on
the
leaders
so far as to say that anischeme us being subservient of royal
FOrTsaLE OR LEASE Cattle and K. W. D. BRYAN
abllltv. even go
Loans, $1.010,172,800: increase
Intellleence and brilliant
vcnuc. Albuquerque sheep
401 W. Railroad
they
dignity and the plan fell through
not
. i
like
.. .
crave
.
it.
because
mals
on
permanent
water
...I
.1.
Attorney
ranches;
at Law.
in
The third brother has been promi- - w nicn n"yeappeareu
the taste of it. but because they deOffice In First National bank bfi
patented lands and unlimited free
Inctease,
Deposits. $1.034,059,000;
.1
Lililí. IK Hie K.Wl.
l sire the peculiar effect which It proM.
Inc.
nent this summer at Hamburg and ;'t
N.
Albuoueraue.
high
grass
present
range
knee
with
Liverpool
at
$10,807,500.
Llater have never been near
other watering places where he has In
duces.
Increase,
very little stock of any kind on it.
$43,595,800;
and
of the kidCirculation.
secret
life.
The
his
if
a
to
number
paying
attention
been
Habit Huins Animals.
$486,300.
Located In Sierra county. Address C. DR. R. L. HU8T- napping of this callow youth of Ifl
beautiful American women.
characteristics
Legal tenders. $87,727,800; increase.
C. Miller, Hillsboro, N. M.
tf
N. TV Arlmllo Bid.
vnnr Into the ranks of socialism is of The most alarming
Room
is
are
that it
almost $1.135,500.
the habit
Tuberculosis treated with High Fra
tnreelv due to Miss Gertrude Tuck Impossible
second-han- d
SALE
New
and
FOR
PROPS
B0WYER,
$279.-80if
&
to
also
break
and
auency
lhat
STEVENS
Electrical Current and Germiof lie well. This lady Is most polished, but
Specie, $193,327.300; Increase,
eirte nvo.u.
bnr-t- es
at AjMyuert!CajmagCo1
cide. Treatments given from 8 a. in. to
Mnniiiis of Winchester'-- fruit brought tmi r she has associated with In a horse is broken of It he is seldom
KENT4 d. m. Trained nurse In attendance.
Ave.
Railroad
good
a
ftitt
The
for
thirty-threanything
West
afterward.
year
e
213
Increase.
Reserve, $271,055,100;
.him Knight, for
most advanced socialist leaders and
FOR RENT Three, four and live- - Both 'pnonea
librarian at the Hritish museum; .Ml '' has done a great deal of work for only hope Is to change his range, but
inhouses; also store rooms. W. H. DR. J. K. WROTH
as,
room
falls,
even
expedient
of
this
often
$258,514.750:
required,
school
a
teacher
Jacobs,
Reserve
Anule
them. Dining the Trades Union
Physician and Surgeon.
McMtlllon, real estate broker, 211 W.
Brentwood and Mrs. Fanny Oram, of
at Liverpool she put up at the if he cannot obtain the weed, the crease. $2,701,875.
WEDDING
Albuquerque, N.
not
live
Why
Gold.
Surplus, $1 2.540,350; increase,
Truxtom Down, before the Andover Adetphl, which is the most sumptuous animal may refuse to eat and ultiDR. J. BJ. BRONSON
mately
die
of
starvation.
Horsemen
Neatly
front
furnished
on
city
RENT
FOR
In
niairlstrnles charged with theft
tne
anfl
hotel
CAKES
slve
and cxpci,
Homeopathic.
United States deposits, $19.315,300;
room: no objection to health seeker,
The charge was made by Lord Win-- . gave lavish entertainments to rnug.v and cowboys driving stock over the
Physician and Surgeon.
Ú
of handed and often
country In a season when loco is increase. $1.12,525.
sois lord
lieutenant
d
In ster w ho
406 N. Arno St.. Highlands.
Room 17 wnmng Bia' g.
Hampshire and the premier Marqu'.s cialist leaders, and socialist propagan abundant will send an outrider to
BUTTERNUT
RENT
Floor space in ware- DR. W. G. SHADRACH
FOR
our
a
up
camp
to
place
he
scans
and
of Kngland.
The Metals.
Apply Holmboe Bros'. 6 and
Practice Limited
dists and revolutionary demagogues. look
house.
Eye. Ear. Nose. Throat
The case which is a most peculiar The real ..bject of this was a conte.u the ground carefully to be sure that
BREAD
New York. Sept. 29. There was
ol
10c. store, 122 Gold ave.
specialty
and
Oculist
Aurlst for Santa Fa coast
one had its origin at Thruxmen Dowr. against Lady WarwSsk to see which there is none of the weed around. no Important changes n the metal
house. Call lines. Office 813'A w. Railroad
FOR RENT Five-rooav.
of cables
one of the farms on his lordship's es- COUld giv the greatest amount of en- The plant itself Is a harmless looking market in the absence
N.
E.
tf
WilsoiK
'Dr.
9
S.
Arno.
to
406
tp t p. aa.
flours
Mr. Knight and tertainments to the socialists. Duiini; bit of vegetation, resembling the old Copper continues steady, and firm,
tate, near Andover.
20.00;
FOR RENT Furnished front room,
Mi.
Jacobs paidji visit to Mrs. Oram, the Aral three days. Lady warwio. fashioned tansy in looks. It is a with lake quoted at $19.87
d
plant with oblong electrolytic, at $18.37
19.79; and TELEPHONE YOUR ORDERS electric lights and bath. No sick peo-W DR. J. B. KRAFT
who for two years has been caretaker win. wore a different dress every few stout,
,
Dental Surgeon.
ple. 413 E, Haaeldlne.
or Lord Winchester's farm Mrs. Oram hours and culminated
leaves, and grows from eight Inches casting at
Lead is
In a magnlfl-Roomi 16 and 16 Grant Black, ovar
took her visitors in the orchard and . nt costume of white and bta?K to a foot high. The state of Colo quoted nt $6.786 6.02, and spelter at
FOR KENT Front room, neatl the
Rule DfV Goada company.
Golden
plums.
apples
and
they gathered some
6.25.
uatnaoorp rado alone spent nearly a quarter of It;, i
Ib an enormous
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